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Everyone wants to get published on the Internet, and why
not? Publishing on the Internet is one of the most important and
exciting happenings in computing since the launching of the PC
revolution back in the early '80s. This book focuses on the most
effective and by far the most popular Internet publishing method,
publishing on the World Wide Web using HTML and HTTP.

Who Needs This Book?
-~----------~--------0

Any Macintosh user who is interested in how to publish pages on
the World Wide Web will find the answers in this guide. Even if
you don't want to create the pages yourself, this book offers
helpful information as to what you need to do to have someone
publish Web pages for you. Knowing how Web publishing works
can save you time and money. Many services charge between $100
to $200 an hour to create Web pages. So if you 're interested in
creating a presence for yourself or company on the Internet, this
book will step you through the entire Web publishing process.
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This book is written for the new user as well as the seasoned
Net surfer. If you are already familiar with HTML, you'll find it
includes numerous Web design tips, powerful Web publishing
tools and a valuable HTML reference. If you're not familiar with
the Web, the first part of the book gives a concise introduction to
the Web and hypermedia publishing.

What's Inside?
~~----------~--------0

The book is divided into four sections: The Elements of Hypermedia Design; Working With the Pieces; Putting the Pieces Together; and four appendices.
Chapter 1, "The World Wide Web & Hypermedia Publishing,"
introduces you to Internet jargon and provides a broad overview
of publishing on the Internet.
Chapter 2, "HTML Editors & Converters," helps familiarize you
with the most popular HTML editors and converters that exist to
create Web documents.
Chapter 3, "Structuring Information in Web Documents,"
provides a short introduction to structuring and designing effective hypertext documents.
Chapter 4, "Getting Started With HoTMetaL PRO," introduces
you to the HoTMetaL LITE editor, which is included on the
Companion CD-ROM, and shows you how to install and use it to
create HTML documents. This chapter forms the basis for the next
several chapters, which will lead you through the process of
creating Web pages.
Chapter 5, "Creating Your First Web Document," is a hands-on
guide to creating a home page, the cornerstone of your Web site.
Chapter 6, "The Art of Linking," shows you how to exploit the
power of links to publish complex Web documents and connect to
files and other Web documents around the world.
Chapter 7, "Creating Your Text Appeal," introduces you to the
many possibilities for creating and formatting text using HTML.
Chapter 8, "Getting Graphic With Images," explains the basic
HTML tags for creating Web documents with hyperlinks and
explains how to include images. Although the hands-on examples
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are centered around using HoTMetaL PRO, the standard HTML
codes, called tags, are also included for anyone interested in using
another HTML editor.
Chapter 9, "Adding Scintillating Sound & Vivid Video," takes a
look at publishing multimedia files, both sound and video, on the
Internet.
Chapter 10, "Forms, Databases & CGI," gives step-by-step
instructions for creating forms and using the Common Gateway
Interface to publish interactive documents.
Chapter 11, "Looking Good on the Net," shares examples of
unique, professionally designed Web documents that you can use
as design examples to help you look good on the Net.
Chapter 12, "Service Providers & Server Services," and Chapter
13, "Servers at Your Service," explain the different Web publishing
alternatives, including using a service provider, server service or
setting up a Web server and publishing Web documents from your
own Mac.
In the Appendices you 'll find an annotated HTML reference
section that includes HTML tags and Netscape extensions to
HTML. Each HTML tag entry includes the standard syntax, an
example and cross-references to similar or associated HTML tags
and Netscape extensions. Also included is a comprehensive
resource listing of Internet publishing-related programs and
periodicals.

About the Online Companion

I

0

The HTML Publishing on the Internet Online Companion is an informative tool as well as an annotated software library. It aids in your
understanding of HTML authoring and publishing on the World
Wide Web, while at the same time providing you with theresources and utilities you need to accomplish these tasks. The
HTML Publishing on the Internet Online Companion hyperlinks
Chapter 11 of the hard-copy book to the World Wide Web sites it
references. So you can just click on the reference name and jump
directly to the resource you are interested in.
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Perhaps one of the most valuable features of the Online Companion is its Software Archive. Here, you'll find and be able to download the latest versions of all the freely available software mentioned in HTML Publishing on the Internet for Macintosh. This
software ranges from HTML editors, converters and templates,
such as HoTMetaL PRO and BBEdit Lite, an outstanding freeware
general editor, with the BBEdit HTML Tools package to allow you
to add HTML markup to text documents prepared with BBEdit
Lite, to many of your essential publishing programs, such as
WebMap, a tool for making image maps, and SoundEffects, an
editor for audio files. To access the Online Companion, connect
via the World Wide Web to http: / /www.vmedia.com/pim.html.

Free voice technical support for HTML Publishing on the Internet
is offered but is limited to installation-related issues and is available for 30 days from the date you register your copy of the
book. The number for technical support is 1-919-544-9404. After the initial30 days and for non-installation-related questions,
please send all technical support questions via Internet e-mail
to help@vmedia.com. Our technical support staff will research
your question and respond promptly via e-mail.
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WhatYou Need
Other than an Internet connection, this book includes all you need
to get started publishing on the World Wide Web. The Companion
CD-ROM includes several of the Web-related applications and Web
publishing tools explained in the book, including the newest
commercial release of Netscape Navigator. Over twenty graphic
image files and an assortment of graphic tools explained in Chapter
8 are also on the Companion CD-ROM. For example, we have
included both the GraphicConverter application that allows you to
save GIF graphics in interlaced format, for faster display, and the
Transparency application that lets you save graphics with a transparent background so the image appears to float on the Web page.
On the multimedia front, we have included the shareware application SoundEffects, an impressive sound editor. To help you publish
your documents, the CD also includes two demonstration versions
of the most popular Macintosh Web server (HTTP) program for
publishing Web documents: StarNine's WebSTAR server, the
commercial successor to Chuck Shotten's tremendously popular
MacHTTP and InterCon' exciting new InterServer. See Appendix B,
"About the Companion CD-ROM," for a complete listing of the
CO's contents.
The World Wide Web is moving at an incredibly fast pace. Netscape
Communications, creator of the popular Netscape Navigator, which
is quickly becoming the de facto-standard Web browser, is continually adding powerful extensions to HTML. Many sections in this
book were rewritten for the late-breaking Netscape extensions. At
the rate things are changing on the Internet, it's nearly impossible
to provide information that is 100 percent up-to-date. For that
reason, wherever possible, we have also given you the Internet
addresses of sites and tools that we have used so you can check
them out for yourself. If you find something we've missed or if you
have any comments about this book, we would appreciate hearing
from you. Please send us e-mail at either of the following addresses.
Brent Heslop
bheslop@isdn.bookwa re.com

David Holzgang
cheshire@haletjOn.com
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lhannes Gutenberg's invention of the printing press advanced
the changes in economy and commerce, politics, society, literature
and ultimately in ideology that marked the beginning of the
Renaissance. The World Wide Web is ushering in the next generation of publishing, bringing together hypertext, multimedia and
global networking. The Web is growing at an astounding rate and
is changing the publishing world by making it possible for anyone
to publish information to people around the world.
In the fast-moving, global, competitive business environment, it
is crucial that current information is available to the consumer
who needs it. The World Wide Web lets you quickly publish
marketing, customer service and research information from a
central location. The Web is also a great forum for personal expression that lets you share ideas and topics of interest with others
around the world. This chapter introduces the World Wide Web,
explains how Web publishing works and gives an overview of
Web publishing options.
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What Is the World Wide Web?
~~----------~--------0

The World Wide Web project was started in 1989 by Tim BernersLee at the CERN high-energy physics laboratory. The goal of the
project was to find a way to share research and ideas with other
employees and researchers scattered around the world. In its
initial proposal, the Web was called "a hypertext project."
Hypertext is a term coined by Ted Nelson back in the sixties that
refers to text containing connections to other documents, so the
reader can click a word or phrase to get additional information
about a related topic. Hypermedia is a more inclusive term for
documents that include information in multimedia formats, such
as sound and video.
Technically speaking the World Wide Web refers to the abstract
cyberspace of information. The Internet typically refers to the
physical side of the network-that is, the hardware consisting of
cables and computers. The foundation of the Internet and the
World Wide Web is the use of protocols, the language and rules by
which the computers communicate. For example, TCP l iP (Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol) is a suite of networking protocols that lets different types of computers communicate and is the underlying protocol of the Internet. The World
Wide Web is not just one type of protocol. Like a puzzle, the Web
connects several protocols together, including FTP (File Transfer
Protocol), telnet, WAIS (Wide-Area Information Servers) and
more. Figure 1-1 shows the protocols that are used to share information. Because the World Wide Web uses the standard Internet
protocols to transmit files and documents, the Web is often used
synonymously for the Internet, referring to the collective network
of computers as well as the body of information.
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Wide-Ar~a
.... Information Servers
Figure 1-1: The World Wide Web includes several Internet protocols,
including FTP, telnet, WAIS and more.

How Big Is the World Wide Web?

•e~--~~----------r
~ ---------------0

The release of the Mosaic Web browser by the National Center for
Supercomputing (NCSA) in November 1992 marked the beginning
of the Web's popularity. At the beginning of 1993, there were only
130 sites, less than half a year after the introduction of Mosaic, there
were over 10,000 servers. John Quarterman, who mailed out an
Internet demographic survey to over 4,700 sites, estimates that, on
the low side, there are more than three-and-a-half-million users.
Since that survey was completed, the Web has been growing
exponentially. There are now over 12,000 Web servers worldwide
and more than 50 new servers are added daily. This makes the
Web community at over 25 million and increasing every day.

How Web Publishing Works
-~----------~---------0

Web publishing works under the client-server model. A Web server
is a program running on a computer that is set up to serve docu-
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ments to other computers that send requests for the documents. A
Web client is a program that lets the user request documents from a
server. Because the server only operates when a document is
requested, it's an efficient way to share documents because it
requires only a small amount of the server's resources.

Client Requests File
From Server
Client

Server
Server Sends ·File
To Client

Client

Server

Figure 1-2: The client and server connection.

What Is a Web Browser?

••r-----------------~---------------0

Running a Web client, usually called a Web browser, the client
connects to a computer specified by a network address, called a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which sends a request to that
computer's Web server for the Web document. The server responds by sending the text and any other media referenced by a
hyperlink in the text (pictures, .s ounds or movies) to the user 's
Mac or PC. The document the server sends is in the HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) format. HTML documents, also
called Web documents, let the reader click on a hypertext word or
phrase to access files or jump to other HTML documents. These
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hypertext links between files and documents from servers
around the world make the system work as if it were one huge
web of information.
The best-known browsers are the NCSA Mosaic family of
browsers, and the Netscape Communications family of Netscape
browsers for UNIX, Windows and Macintosh computers. Textbased browsers, such as Lynx and Emacs-W3, are available for
terminals, such as the VT100, which do not support graphics.
Some companies give away a browser and then offer a more
powerful version of the browser for sale. Many software vendors
are purchasing licenses for browsers, such as Mosaic, and waiving
the license fees for users in order to offer freeware implementations
of browsers. The logic behind this is to create name recognition and
to add value to other products. Netscape Navigator, for example, is
licensed from Netscape Communications and is included on the
Companion CD-ROM accompanying this book. Figure 1-3 shows
Microsoft's main Web page, called a home page, using the Netscape
Navigator browser.

Figure 1-3: Microsoft's home page in the Netscape Navigator Web browser.
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The appearance of a document will vary from one browser to
the next according to the capabilities of each system and the user's
preferences. Because there are different browsers, it's important to
write and publish documents that will look good on any browser
and not just the specific browser you have access to.

What Is a Uniform Resource Locator?

••r-----------------~----------------0

Web browsers allow the user to specify a Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) and connect to a document or resource. When selecting
hypertext in a Web document, the user is actually sending a request
to open a URL. It is possible to represent nearly any file or service
on the Internet with a URL. A Web browser can also act as an FTP,
Gopher and telnet client. Hyperlinks then can be made not only to
other Web documents and media, but also to other network services. Users access different resources by using different types of
URl.S. Figure 1-4 shows the structure of a URL. Notice that the first
part of the URL (before the two slashes) specifies the method of
access. The second part is typically the address of the computer
where the data or service is located. Further parts may specify the
names of files, the port to connect to or the text to search for in a
database. Table 1-1lists some examples of URLs for accessing
different resources.

http://webdoc. best. com

////

protocol machine network domain
Figure 1-4: The structure of a URL.
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Resource

URL

HTIP

http:/ jakebono.stanford.edu/
ftp:/;mac.archive.umich.edu/mac;
file:;;sumex-aim.stanford.edu/info-macjhelp/
mirror-list.txt
gopher:/;gopher.micro.umn.edu:70/1
telnet:j;rs.internic.net
news:comp.infosystems.www.announce

FTP
File

Gopher
tel net
USENET News

Table 1-1: URLs for Internet resources.

What Is an HTTP Server?

•-~----------------~----------------0

The language Web clients and servers use to communicate with
each other is called the HyperText Transmission Protocol (HTTP).
All Web clients and servers must be able to speak HTTP in order
to send and receive hypermedia documents. The success of the
Web is due partly to the ability of Web clients to handle multiple
application protocols that allow users access to many Internet
protocols, such as anonymous FfP, Gopher and WAIS data servers. HTTP also gives the system its multimedia capabilities,
supporting the retrieval and display of text, graphics, animation
and the playback of sound using helper applications. Because the
HTTP protocol is the foundation for most Web transactions, Web
servers are often called HTTP servers.
Although World Wide Web servers are primarily run on UNIX
servers, they are available for many platforms and environments,
including Windows, Windows NT, Macintosh, VM and VMS. The
domination of the Internet by UNIX servers is likely to change
with the introduction of 32-bit platforms, such as System 7.5,
Windows NT, Windows 95 and OS/2.
Which operating system and Web server you use to publish
your Web documents depends largely on the audience you want
to address. If you want to make your documents available to all
the users on the Internet, you'll need to publish your Web documents on a multitasking version of the operating system that can
handle more than one user at a time, such as Macintosh System 7.5
(or 7.0 with the Thread Manager extension) or a BSD UNIX or
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Linux operating system. Chapter 11 explains how to use a fulltime connection offered by a service provider or a server service to
publish Web documents. Chapter 12 gives hands-on help for
setting up your own server to publish Web documents.

Security & Authentication

-~----~-------------r
, ----------------0

Web servers are now including encryption and client authentication services so users can send and receive secure data. A secure
server lets you be selective as to who can receive information to
ensure that sensitive information is kept private. The advent of
secure servers is sure to have a powerful impact on the number of
commercial ventures on the Internet. Several companies are
already setting up "pay-per-view" hypermedia Web sites. For
example, users can subscribe to a service to access the Encyclopedia
Britannica through the World Wide Web.
Dr. James H. Clark, the founder of Silicon Graphics Inc., and
Marc Andreesen, who designed and developed the original
Mosaic program, both joined forces to create Mosaic Communications. Shortly after introducing the Netscape Navigator
browser, and because of a lawsuit by the University of Illinois
who owned the copyright to Mosaic, the company's name was
changed to Netscape Communications. Netscape Communications was the first company to introduce a secure server. In
December 1994, Netscape Communications announced the
Netsite server line, including the Netsite Commerce Server. This
secure server is based on RSA Data Security Technology that
incorporates Netscape Communications's Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL). When combined with Netscape Navigator or other
Internet browsers supporting SSL, the Netsite server lets users
perform secure transactions to take advantage of commercial
services, private online publications, financial services and
online shopping. The Netsite Commerce Server was introduced
at a whopping $5,000. A nonsecure server was also introduced at
$1,495. Following the rule of supply and demand, the price for a
secure server is sure to go down as more and more companies
compete for the server market.
NCSA Mosaic isn't far behind. Version 2.0 of Mosaic supports
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three types of security: basic authentication, enhanced authentication and secure HITP. Basic authentication was developed by
CERN /NCSA and is the least safe, allowing a password to travel
unencrypted over the Net. Enhanced authentication uses Data
Encryption Standard (DES) private-key encryption to let a business
verify customers without sending passwords over the Net. A
confirmation challenge is encoded along with the password to
ensure that it was not captured from a previous message. Secure
HITP uses public-key technology from RSA Data Security, Inc.
Secure HTTP is supplied by Terisa Systems. Terisa Systems is the
most secure method, using a variety of public-key-based security
schemes to encrypt data, such as a credit card number and expiration date, to perform secure, authenticated transactions. Several
companies will be offering secure servers that work with these
security standards in the near future. For example, Open Market
(http:/ /www.openmarket.com) has announced it will be selling
secure servers, and First Virtual Holdings, Inc. (http://www.fv.com)
lets you publish a page using a secure server for a nominal fee and
small percentage of sales.

HTML, SGML & the
Common Gateway Interface
~~~------~--------~0

The standard language the Web uses for creating and recognizing
hypermedia documents is the HyperText Markup Language,
commonly called HTML. Until the advent of Mosaic, the Internet
was a multiplatform environment that made interchanging documents somewhat difficult. A special language called Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) was invented to solve the
problems of sharing documents. SGML focuses on the elements in
a document, so the recipient of the information is freed from the
proprietary choices of the originator.
SGML documents let you resize windows to make optimal use
of your screen and let you print the documents so the printed
document retains its layout. HTML was derived from SGML as a
simple nonproprietary delivery format for global hypertext. Like
SGML it provides a common method of authoring and format
conversion.
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HTML is fairly new and the language itself is easy to master.
Web documents are typically written in HTML and are usually
named with the extension ".htrnl" or ".htm." These HTML documents are nothing more than standard ASCII files with formatting
codes that contain information about layout, such as text styles,
document titles, paragraphs, lists and hyperlinks.

The Three Versions of HTML & HTML Extensions

••r-----------------~----------------0

HTML is called a markup language, or simply markup for short. The
description of the markup is called a "Document Type Definition,"
or DTD. The current HTML DID supports basic hypermedia
document creation and layout. There are three versions of HTML
DTDs. HTML 1.0 was created primarily with specifications for
creating hyperlinks. It has recently been replaced by HTML 2.0,
the newly ratified standard by the Engineering Task Force. Version
2.0 specifications define features that let users display inline
images and use interactive forms.
The Web moves fast, but most Web document authors are
currently looking for new possibilities. Dave Raggett of the W3
Organization presented a set of HTML specifications in a white
paper that have come to be known as HTML+. Some browser
suppliers are adding their own extensions; for example, Netscape
is already implementing HTML+ and extensions that are specific
to the Netscape browser. The next section takes a look at HTML
and the emerging HTML 3.0 standard.

Information on HTML 2.0 is available on the Web at http://
www.w3.org/hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/MarkUp.html/html-spec/
html-spec_toc.html. The Internet draft for HTML 3.0 is now
available in ASCII text format via the Web at http://www.w3.org/
hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/html3-dtd.txt. You can also get it at
ftp://hplose.hpl.hp.com/pub/WWW/html3.dtd.
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HTMLMarkup

••r-----------~~--~----------------0

HTML is a fairly limited formatting language. HTML includes
markup elements for headers, paragraphs, various types of character highlighting, inline images, hypertext links, lists, prefermatted text and simple search facilities.
Although HTML 3.0 is still in its developmental stages, most
browsers already support some HTML 3.0 features, such as tables.
HTML 3.0 also supports e-mail URLs, so hyperlinks can be made
to send e-mail automatically. For instance, selecting an e-mail
address in a piece of hypertext would open a mail program, ready
to send e-mail to that address. Additional layout and formatting
options, such as text flow around floating figures, styles, figures
and mathematical equations are also quickly being added. HTML
3.0 also allows arbitrary nesting of the various kinds of lists, and
lists items can now include horizontal rules. It also adds additional tags for Web information searching programs. Another
interesting feature that is part of the HTML 3.0 specification is the
ability to create text and graphics as objects. This allows users to
use icons to drag and drop text and graphics from the browser to
another application.

The Common Gateway Interface

-~------------------~--------------~0

The unsung hero of Web publishing is the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI). CGI is the interface that handles manipulating
data generated by fill-in forms. It is also the basis for image mapping, which lets you define "hotspots" in images. Clicking a
hotspot is the same as clicking a URL. Chapter 7, "Getting Graphic
With Images" and Chapter 9, "Getting Interactive With Forms &
Databases" give some examples of creating CGI scripts for creating interactive Web documents.

For an online introduction to CGI that includes a list of links to
sample CGI programs, guides to creating and handling forms data
and the common gateway interface specification, enter the URL:
http://hoohoo. ncsa. uiuc.edu/cgi.
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Authoring & Publishing Tools
Several programs exist to help you create HTML documents or to
convert existing documents into HTML format. Tools also exist
that let you create interactive graphics with hotspots that the user
can click to move to a specific location. The following section
briefly describes some of the authoring and publishing tools that
help in the creation of HTML documents.

HTML Authoring & Conversion Tools
A variety of HTML authoring tools save you from having to enter
HTML markup elements, called tags. An HTML editing program
can also ensure that the resulting document complies with the
HTML Document Type Definition (DTD). A few programs let you
use macros or filters with common word processing packages,
such as Microsoft Word, to convert formatted documents to
HTML. A few SGML tools let you convert SGML-based document
formats to HTML documents. Chapter 2 takes a look at the HTML
editors and converters.

Portable Document Programs

•er-----------------~
1--~------------o

One of the hottest areas of publishing on the Internet is creating a
portable multiplatform format standard that lets users view files
off-line no matter what type of computer they're using. Not
everyone wants online information. Many users pay for online
time. It makes sense to present large documents, such as detailed
reports and online documentation, in a file that can be downloaded and read off-line. Up until recently many document files
were stored in the PostScript format, which like UNIX, was a
dominant Internet standard. With the advent of portable
multiplatform document formats, however, this has changed.
True to form, each company is trying to create its own portable
document standard. Adobe Acrobat is a suite of tools for creating
and viewing d ocuments in a Portable Document Format (PDF).
Virtually any document can be converted into a PDF document
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since Adobe (the creator of the widely used PostScript graphics
language) provides tools for converting any PostScript file into
PDF format. Apple is developing QuickDraw GX, but Apple is
known for its proprietary formats and is not making the font
format an open standard. Microsoft, the 800-pound gorilla, is
developing TrueType Open. WordPerfect is currently shipping
Envoy, a program that embeds a runtime viewer with the document. Farallon' s Replica for the Macintosh and Windows also
embeds a viewer and the document into a single file. BitStream, a
formidable font company, has developed a technology called True
Doc. The True Doc format is used in the next version of Common
Ground, version 2.0, from No Hands Software. Common Ground
2.0 functions as a helper application, but it has the ability to load a
mini-viewer on the fly to display documents, so you don't have to
wait until the whole document is downloaded to start viewing it.
As of early 1995, Adobe's Portable Document Format is stealing
the show with the ability to embed TrueType and Adobe Type I
fonts, an Applications Program Interface (API} for plug-ins, and by
offering the Adobe Acrobat Reader for free. Adobe Acrobat is one of
the first applications to support the Mosaic Software development
Interface (SDI) and Netscape's NCAPI, which are two-way interfaces that let other applications automatically work with the browser.
This lets you include hyperlinks in a PDF document to a Web page.
Common Ground is the dark horse that is a little late out of
the starting gate. The new version's ability to view a file on the
fly is a marvelous feature. If, for example, you're downloading a
20-page document, you can see the first page within 30 seconds.
The free mini-viewer is scaled down to only 200k so that it can
be downloaded with a document. Common Ground version 2.0,
like Acrobat Reader, supports Mosaic's SOl and Netscape's
NCAPI, so you can also include hyperlinks in a Common
Ground document to a Web page.

The Adobe Acrobat Reader and the Common Ground mini-viewer
are included on the CD-ROM accompanying this book. The Adobe
Acrobat Reader is also available for free at http://www.adobe.com.
You can find out about Common Ground at http://www.
commonground.com.
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Web Publishing & Options
In order to publish a Web document, you need to make sure it is
located on a server that is constantly available. Paying for a fulltime connection is costly and publishing documents at modem
speed is an unrealistic way to handle traffic. But relax, you don't
have to have a Web server with a full-time connection in order to
publish on the Internet.
Many service providers include special options for publishing
Web documents as a part of their service or for a small fee. How
much it costs to publish a Web document depends on the service
you're using and what you want to publish. Costs can range from
$10 a month for a simple home page to thousands of dollars a
month for an interactive storefront.

Server Services & Web Design Services
M
I
0
You don't have to create a Web document on your own. Many
server services and Web design services exist that will gladly do it
for you- for a price. The resources section at the back of this book
lists server services and Web design services that you can use to
help you publish Web documents. The following section describes
some of the types of Web documents you can publish.

From Home Pages to Virtual Storefronts
•

i

0

Web publishing can be broken down into three categories: a
single-page brochure, an information center and a virtual storefront. The main page that most users connect to is called a home
page. The following types of documents can be published on the
Web: advertising, brochures, database, demos, newsletters, press
releases, customer support/FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions),
interactive storefronts and magazines.
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The Future of Web Publishing
As fast as the Web is growing, there are a number of new developments that you may want to keep an eye on. The two largest of
these are the issues of additional formatting and styles for Web
documents and the automation of Web processing. In the rest of
this section, we'll talk about each of these issues and where they
may be headed.

Extended Styles for Web Documents

•

0

Most Web browsers, such as Mosaic and Netscape, now support
simple fill-out forms and tables. SGML Web browsers and portable document viewers are beginning to address the limitations
of HTML. SoftQuad has announced Panorama (freeware) and
Panorama Pro (commercial version) to address the formatting
features that are lacking in HTML. These SGML browsers work in
conjunction with browsers, such as Netscape Navigator and
NCSA Mosaic. Panorama opens automatically w hen the browser
encounters an SGML file . The formatting features allow you to
display interactive tables and basic mathematical equations. A
powerful capability of Panorama is that it lets users choose from
multiple DTDs to define styles for Web documents.
Styles for Web browsers are a h ot topic. It is possible that styles
could be identified as part of the document. Using styles, authors
could specify aspects of Web documents, such as font families, text
color and point size, and the use of white space around text and
graphics. The use of images, colors and textures of the background
offer further ways of creating a unique Web document. Inline
images, images that appear in HTML documents, are currently
limited to the GIF and JPEG formats. Work is already underway to
support other inline image formats, such as JPEG images and
MPEG video and QuickTime movie formats. This will allow
images and videos to be displayed from within a document.
At the end of March 1995, Adobe Systems and Netscape Communications took the next logical step for Web publishing. Adobe
and Netscape announced they were teaming up to incorporate
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Acrobat into a future version of Netscape. The new Web browser
would allow you to preserve the layout of the printed page. For
example, you could display a two-colunm document with text
that wrapped around an inline graphic in the center of the page. It
will also make it possible to include sound and videos in Web
documents that don't rely on external applications. Look for
Common Ground to either be integrated with an existing standalone browser or ultimately include the capability to browse the
Web to display formatted documents.
HTML and H1TP are already extended to include workgroup
features; for example, Lotus announced in early 1995 the
InterNotes Web Server. This server works with the H1TP protocol
to publish Notes databases on the Net. Anyone can quickly convert an existing Lotus Notes database into an HTML document.
This is only the beginning; it is quite possible that the Web could
include integration with the telephone service for voice mail and
video-telephone calls. As cable companies and high-speed transmission connections enter the scene, it's possible that Web browsers could also access radio and television channels.

Web Automation
A second major area of development at this time is the issue of
how to allow Web documents to become active rather than passive
elements on the Internet. The basic idea is quite simple: allow a
page that you access over the Web to use your computer to interact with you. To do this, it is necessary that both the Web page and
the browser that you are using allow this.
The most notable exponent of this new technology is Sun Soft, a
division of Sun Microsystem, who have released a new Web browser, called HotJava, and a new interpreted language, called Java, that
do just that. When reading a page in HotJava that contains the new
HTML tag APP, the browser downloads the required code, called an
applet, and executes it. The code must be written in the Java language for execution. In this way, the entire transaction takes only a
short time (for the download) but may execute for some time on its
own system. There are obvious issues in this, including resource
problems on its computer, security issues and so on, but basically,
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this is a start on a new type of interactive document. Currently
Sun's HotJava site includes examples of embedded spreadsheets,
animations and three-dimensional models that can be rotated with
the mouse. The HotJava browser is currently only available for Sun
workstations, but editions for both Macintosh and Wmdows are in
the works. The whole concept is so compelling that Netscape has
announced that it has licensed the Java architecture from Sun and
will support the Java language at some point in future releases of
Netscape Navigator. You can get more information on HotJava and
the Java language from http:/ /java.sun.com/.
UserLand, the creators of the Frontier scripting language for the
Macintosh, have also added extensions to allow similar capabilities. The latest edition of Frontier has several new and impressive
features, including automating many tasks of Web page management. The most exciting capability of the latest release, however, is
its ability to ask a browser to execute a script located on the
browser's own machine. Of course, Frontier must be running on
your computer for this to work or you'll get an error. In addition,
this doesn't actually download the script-the script must already
exist on your computer. In this regard, this is different than the
Java scripts mentioned earlier, which will be automatically loaded
and executed by the browser. Nevertheless, this does open up a
whole new type of interactive application.
Frontier scripting is not for the faint-of-heart, but it does provide a rich and effective method for handling multiple Web
documents. We have included the latest version of Frontier on the
Companion CD, along with several cool scripts (so you don't need
to learn how to program just yet!) that will help you work with
your tools to manage Web data, both incoming and outgoing.
In addition to Netscape Communication's announcement to
include Adobe Acrobat's Portable Document format, HotJava,
Netscape announced it will also include support for Macromedia
Director files. Director is a powerful multimedia authoring and
playback tool that can create multimedia presentations that can be
played back on Macintosh, Windows and OS/2 platforms. Director support will be included in Netscape as a run-time engine
called ShockWave. For more information on Macromedia Director,
check out the URL http: I I www.macromedia.com/.

®0
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Another area that is getting a lot of attention by Web publishers is
VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language). VRML supports 30 and
dynamic objects on the Web. The VRML is not an extension to
HTML. In fact, it isn't even compatible with HTML. VRML defines
objects that can contain different data types, such as ]PEG images,
sound files, video clips, etc. VRML is based on the Open Inventor
file format developed by Silicon Graphics. The VRML specification
is available at http: / /vrrnl.wired.com/. A white paper by David
Raggett titled "Extending WWW Support to Platform-Independent
Virtual Reality" is available at http: / /vrrnl.wired /.com /concepts/
raggett.html.
Silicon Graphics already has a VRML Web server and Web
browser, named WebSpace, available for SGI workstations. The
browser and server are going to later be available for the Macintosh and other platforms. For information on the availability of
WebSpace check out the URL http: / /www.sgi.com / Products/
WebFORCE/WebSpace/WebSpaceAvailability.html.

Moving On
With a possible audience of millions, the Web is becoming the new
frontier of publishing. After browsing Web sites, you're bound to
wonder what you need to publish your own Web documents. This
book will guide you through the process providing hands-on
examples you can easily modify to match your own publishing
needs.
In order to publish on the Internet, you'll first want to take a
look at the types of tools you have to work with. Although HTML
is a fairly easy language to master, entering HTML commands can
quickly become a tedious process. The next chapter gives you an
overview of the editors and converters that can save you time
when creating HTML documents.
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"Wrw.e it's possible to create even the most complex HTML
documents with nothing more than a plain text editor, there are a
number of programs that can save you time and effort in the
process. If you are creating the content for your Web pages from
scratch-and if the Web is the only place your work will be published-start with an HTML editor. HTML editors focus on the
creation of new HTML documents.
If you're going to be working with an existing document, such as
a brochure or press release, your best bet may be an HTML converter. An HTML converter is a program that translates your existing document from its current format (or a format your word
processor or page layout program can export) into a set of HTML
pages. This means you can save yourself the trouble of starting over
when you want to publish your work on the Web. There are some
drawbacks to this method, however. HTML is still in its infancy and
is far more limiting than existing page layout programs and word
processors. A document that looks splendid when produced with a
desktop publishing package will lose many of its endearing charms
when shoehorned into the HTML format. For example, you could
lose control of margins, indents and fonts.
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In this chapter we'll look at HTML editors and HTML converters. Before you rush into creating HTML pages, take a look at the
benefits and limitations of these editors and converters and try
both approaches to see which works best for you.

Don't worry if you don't understand what all the markup does
right now. What you need to understand is the range of editor and
converter programs available and how to choose the ones that best
meet your needs.

HTML Editors
~~--------~---------0

There are two basic types of HTML editing packages available:
stand-alone editors and word processor templates. Choosing
between the two types is a matter of personal preference and
practice. Since you can get versions of all these programs for free,
there is almost no reason not to try both types, and see which you
prefer. To help those of you who don't want to know about all the
editors and templates, we have included coverage of our favorite
editor and template at the beginning of each section.
One thing you'll notice right away about many HTML editors is
that when you create the HTML document, you will see the actual
HTML markup. A few editors, such as Webtor and Arachnid, hide
the actual HTML code; most others, including HoTMetaL PRO,
show the markup in some form-often in a different color, or
using special tokens. (You can, however, "hide tags" in HoTMetal
PRO.)
There is a good reason for this. There is no such thing as true
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) with publishing on
the Web. Every Web browser, such as Netscape or Mosaic, has its
own way of rendering the page, and the user has complete control
over page size and font styles. So, by forcing you to look at the
HTML markup, you are reminded that you are merely creating a
text document with hints to the viewer programs about what
different parts of your document mean.
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There are a large number of editors for the Macintosh, and more
appear, it seems, almost daily. As a result, no attempt has been
made to make this list exhaustive. Instead, we have tried to find
several good ones, each with some special feature that makes it
notable. Your ideas may differ from ours, or you may have needs
that we didn't consider in selecting these editors for review. Also,
in addition to new editors, the old ones are updated frequently,
with new features and new extensions to handle the new variants
of HTML. As a result, you should be prepared to do a little looking around to find out both exactly what versions of what tools
are current and which tools suit you the best.
One of the best places to look for information like this is on
the set of pages entitled Macintosh WWW Development Guide at
http:/ /www.uwtc.washington.edu/Computing/WWW /Mac/
Directory.html. This is a great site for all kinds of information
about developing and viewing WWW pages from your Macintosh. The page was created and is maintained by Jon
Wiederspan, who has done the Macintosh community a great
service by creating, collating and maintaining all this information.

... _--·
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there are a few criticisms that can be leveled at

; ·;'. ::tach of the packages. Keep in mind that most of these editors
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··Ire free, and the authors of these packages spent a lot of time
'On programs that may never bring them a dime. Some of the
program creators are working on advanced versions of their
programs that they can make money on, but for now they are
offering their work to the.public in the hope that someone will
find them useful. This·is.indicative of the spirit of the Internetsharing work and offering to help without expectation of compensation. Without authors like these, there would not be an
Internet, or the World Wide Web, as we know it today.
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Rules-based & Unchecked HTML Editors
•er-----~----------~--------------~o

HTML editors and templates fall within one of two categories:
rules-based HTML editors and unchecked HTML editors. Rulesbased editors require you to follow carefully HTML formatting
conventions. You must insert the right tags in the right locations.
The major benefit of using a rules-based editor is that it helps you
create HTML documents correctly. If you try to open a document
that includes nonstandard tags, the editor will typically display an
error message when it tries to load the document. Unchecked
HTML editors don't check the validity of the document-you can
insert tags incorrectly and the editor will not let you know. The
benefit of an unchecked editor is that you can use nonstandard
tags.

Stand-alone Editors

•r------------------.----------------0
•

Typically stand-alone editors don't require support from other
software in order to work. This section explains the benefits and
limitations of five popular stand-alone editors, including
HoTMetaL and HoTMetaL PRO, Webtor, Arachnid and HTML
Web Weaver.

Although most stand-alone editors allow you to create and edit
HTML documents, they also mostly require that you have a document viewer, like Netscape or Mosaic, to actually see what your
documents will look like. All of these editors make some effort to
display your work as it may look; but, as we said before, every
browser is different. So, most of these editors allow you to automatically transfer pages to your browser of choice for a final view.
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HoTMetaL PRO & HoTMetaL
Our favorite stand-alone HTML editors are HoTMetaL PRO and its
freeware counterpart, HoTMetaL, from SoftQuad. Note that the
Companion CD-ROM contains HoTMetaL LITE, a fully working
lighter version of HoTMetaL PRO 2.0. HoTMetaL PRO is a rulebased HTML editor that includes several features not available in
the freeware version that you'll find useful for heavy-duty HTML
editing, including
~

Importing files through a filter-This feature allows you to
import files that are not correct HTML, but are close. The
HoTMetaL freeware version simply refuses to open these
files.

~

Spell-checking and thesaurus-The addition of spell-checking
and the thesaurus is an invaluable aid.

~

Additional editing flexibility- The PRO version gives you
fine control over editing and makes the creation process
easier. It also provides additional HTML tag types not
supported in the free version.

~

Macro language-You can create, save, load and run keystroke sequences you define to speed your editing process-a handy feature.

~

Tables-Although tables are not supported in HTML2.0,
some browsers have recently added table support based on
future HTML version standards. HoTMetaL PRO allows
you to insert tables into your HTML document.

~

Online documentation-HoTMetaL PRO provides an extensive online help system that saves you from having to refer
to the documentation for help.

~

Online tutorial-An HTML document that guides you
through the creation of an HTML document.

HoTMetaL PRO is based on SoftQuad's SGML editor, which
makes moving from the HTML product to SoftQuad' s SGML
editor an easy transition.
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SoftQuad is one of the founding members of SGML Open, "a
non-profit, international consortium of providers of products
and services, dedicated to accelerating the further adoption,
application, and implementation of the Standard Generalized
Markup Language, the international standard for open interchange of documents and structured information objects." If
you're interested in learning more about this organization, check
out the Web page at http://www.sgmlopen.org/sgml/docs/
index.html.

Other features of HoTMetaL PRO include the ability to look at
the structure of the HTML markup, enforce HTML structure, open
existing HTML files, edit large files, preview images and have the
program guide you through changing all the URL references from
local references to network-name references.
Although you can open HTML pages created by other editors
(or right off the Web), be aware that HoTMetaL PRO is a rulesbased editor that checks for correct HTML syntax, so it will reject a
good number of pages that seem to work okay on the Web. This is
because most Web browsers are very accepting of bad HTML
coding. You will be able to view HTML pages that bear little
resemblance to properly structured HTML. HoTMetaL PRO is
fussy and therefore may not be the best choice for making a few
small edits to an existing HTML page that isn't well coded.
On the other hand, speaking as long-time developers, we often
find that it is penny-wise and pound-foolish to avoid the hassle of
correcting an existing page that isn't done according to the rules.
Too often you will find yourself later having to make more corrections, each time getting deeper and deeper into the morass. Eventually, you may have to correct the page anyway, which will take
longer and be more difficult because of the changes on the way;
under those conditions, you may well be advised to simply make
the corrections initially and then work from that point on with a
correctly formatted page. Of course, you have to assess the tradeoffs and make the choice for yourself.
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Installing HoTMetaL
HoTMetaL PRO is not shareware or freeware. You can't copy it
and give it away. SoftQuad's HoTMetaL program, however, is
freeware and can be found at several locations on the Internet.
SoftQuad isn't giving away the store. They believe that by giving
away their basic product, they can convince you to upgrade to
their professional edition. Also, by giving you a way to get started
on HTML authoring for free, they are luring yet another writer
into the larger field of SGML and electronic document publishing,
a field in which SoftQuad is one of the leaders. To get the latest
version of HoTMetaL check out the URL: ftp:/ /ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/
Web /html/hotmetal/.
SoftQuad plans to make a free version of HoTMetaL available
for the Macintosh by September 1995. You can find a list of sites
that carry the free versions of HoTMetaL on the SoftQuad Web
server at http:/ /www.sq.com/products/hotmetal/hm-ftp.html.
You can also e-mail SoftQuad for more information at
hotmetal@sq.com.
All in all, the free version of HoTMetaL is an excellent HTML
editing tool. It still suffers from an intolerance of incorrect HTML
markup and insists on presenting the nitty gritty of the HTML
markup, even when you'd rather be focusing on content and
structure. If you run into problems using this version, you're on
your own-SoftQuad offers no technical support for the free
version.

Web tor
Webtor is a good, stand-alone WYSIWYG (What You See Is What
You Get) HTML editor. Webtor has two floating palettes that you
can use to see the current structure of your document in outline
form and to inspect and alter the attributes of your HTML code.
Although Webtor provides a good approximation of how your
document will look, it also allows you to preview the document
using your choice of a Web browser. Unlike HoTMetaL PRO,
Webtor does not show you any of the HTML codes that are in
your document, which make creation and organization of the
document easier, in our opinion. The document structure and
inspector palettes show you how your document is put together at
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all times, and you can see the HTML code in a separate, edit
window as well. However, to see the HTML code directly, Webtor
launches your choice of an ASCII text editor. (You can use
TeachText, if you don't have anything else; however, we recommend BBEdit Lite, which comes on the Companion CD.) You can
find out more about Webtor, and get a copy of the current version,
at http:/ /www.igd.fhg.de/ --neuss/webtor /webtor.html. Webtor
was written by Jochen Schales, of the Fraunhofer Institute for
Computer Graphics, Darmstadt, Germany, who can be reached at
schales@igd.fhg.de.

At the time of writing this Webtor is still in a pre-release version and
is "under construction," as they say. The basic structure and features
currently available make it clear that Webtor is going to be one of the
more successful HTML editors available. At the present time,
however, it is subject to unexplained errors and problems, as you
would expect from pre-release software, and not all features are fully
implemented as yet. For that reason, we have not included it on the
CD-ROM, but we encourage you to check it out for yourself As
Jochen Schales, the author ofWebtor, says, "Remember: to err is
human-to forgive is Macintosh."
Installation
To install Webtor, uncompress the Webtor self-extracting archive
file. The compressed file creates a new folder that contains the
executable program and two subsidiary folders, which contain
documentation and examples for your use. Webtor was written
in C++.
Figure 2-1 shows a typical Webtor screen, including the two
floating palettes that show document structure and allow you to
inspect and edit HTML tags. The top palette shows the overall
document structure. The lower palette shows the HTML tags at
the current cursor location; in Figure 2-1, the cursor is located at
the first store location.
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Figure 2-1: A typical Webtor editing screen with the floating structure and
inspector palettes shown.

Getting Started
Using Webtor is very simple: you select the markup element you
want from the HTML Elements menu, and the program enters
the markup for you. All inline markup, such as text styles and
anchors, are entered by selecting the text you want to treat in a
special way (such as bold, italic, etc.) and then choosing the
markup you want from the pop-up menu HTML
Elements>>Inline. You can display the document structure and
Inspector palettes by selecting Windows>> Document Structure
or Windows>>lnspector respectively; you hide them by clicking
on the close box in the upper left-hand corner of the individual
palette. A particularly nice feature of the document structure
palette window is that you can collapse the structural elements
by turning the arrow icons next to each element, just as you hide
or display folders in the Finder. This makes a very useful outline
presentation of the document.
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The Extras menu allows you to view your HTML document in
two alternative ways. First, Extras>>Test Document allows you to
preview your document in your choice of a Web browser. Second,
Extras>> View Source allows you to see the document in ASCII
text format, with all the codes and attributes in your choice of ct
text editor. In both cases, you must first use the Edit>>Preferences
dialog box to set a Web Browser and a Source Viewer for use with
these menu selections.

HTML Web Weaver
HTML Web Weaver is similar to Webtor in that it uses several
floating palettes to display information. In the case of HTML Web
Weaver, however, the palettes contain HTML tag information. By
default, HTML Web Weaver defines three different floating palettes,
each displaying a different set of tags: font and header tags in one,
major structural tags in another, and the remaining tags in a third.
The program also has a toolbar that you can use to insert HTML
tags and markup existing text. The program has several nice features, most notably the ability to be customized extensively. For
example, you can create custom entries for new or special tags. It
also allows you to customize the floating palettes to include any set
of tags that you want. The biggest drawback is that all this
customization comes at a price: the program is slow to load and
run. HTML Web Weaver also has extensive balloon help to enable
you to get to work quickly. You can get an overview of Web Weaver
and download it from http:/ /www.potsdam.edu/Web.Weaver/
About.html. HTML Web Weaver is shareware; you may use it for
up to 30 days for evaluation, but after that you must send a $25.00
registration fee. HTML Web Weaver was written by Robert C. Best
m, who can be reached via e-mail at Robert.Best@potsdam.edu.

Installing HTML Web Weaver
To install HTML Web Weaver, decompress the program archive in
a new folder. The compressed file is not self-extracting, so you
should have Stuffit (or an expander that will accept Stuffit files)
available. The program comes with extensive documentation (in
HTML format, naturally) and tutorial files. The entire set of files
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requires about 1.5MB on disk. Figure 2-2 shows HTML Web
Weaver with a sample HTML page and all the standard floating
palettes and toolbar active.
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Figure 2-2: A hjpical HTML Web Weaver editing screen with floating palettes
and toolbar active.

Getting Started
One of the nice features of this program is the floating palettes and
the easy access to the "extended" character set used by most
European languages by using a custom floating palette. Once
you've set up the floating palettes to your satisfaction, simply
select the text that you want to tag and then select the tag for that
text. This works even for large blocks of text used for lists, for
example, and HTML Web Weaver will correctly break the section
of text down into list items and so on, as required. The program is
definitely set up to aid in marking up existing text and is by far
the easiest entry method of all the HTML editors covered in this
chapter for that task.
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HTML Web Weaver does not provide any type of WYSIWYG
display. It displays text with tags in an alternative font. To get a
preview, you must first choose a browser by pressing the Select
Preview Helper in the Preferences dialog box (Edit>>Preferences).
Then choose File>>Preview ( -E) to view your document.
This version of HTML Editor, like some other editors, suffers
from a limit on the file size: files cannot be larger than 321< bytes
(and processing becomes noticeably slower when files get larger
than about 28K).

Arachnid
Arachnid is a different kind of HTML editor; in fact, its author
calls it "an HTML file builder" rather than an HTML editor.
Arachnid is based on an object-oriented, drag-and-drop approach to HTML document construction. The drawback to this
approach is that Arachnid maintains documents in its own
format, and documents must be exported to HTML format
before using them on the Web. Arachnid also comes with a free
player application, which allows others to play back your documents in Arachnid format. Arachnid uses a floating tool palette,
with automatic help and a variety of tools to help you insert and
work with links and forms in your document. The tool palette
also contains a Tool Description row that allows you to get
immediate information on what each tool does. You can get a
copy of Arachnid by linking to the home page located at http:/ I
sec-look. uiowa.edu/. This has a link to a page containing the
latest information on Arachnid and links for downloading it. The
program was written by Robert McBurney, who can be reached
via e-mail at robert-mcbumey@uiowa.edu.

Installing Arachnid
To install Arachnid, decompress the self-extracting archive file.
The compressed file creates a new folder that contains the executable program and a simple ReadMe file. You can download the
complete Arachnid documentation separately in Acrobat PDF
format. (The Acrobat Reader is available on the Companion
CD-ROM.) The documentation is quite good. It describes the
Arachnid project setup and structure and covers most functions
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that you may want to use when creating an HTML document.
Arachnid was written using SuperCard, which makes it somewhat
slow in launching and operation. Figure 2-3 shows you a typical
Arachnid editing display with the full floating tool palette open.

Figure 2-3: Arachnid main screen with floating tool palette.

Getting Started
Arachnid takes a distinctly original approach to creating Web
documents. One of the strengths of this program is its drag-anddrop approach to adding interactive elements, such as links to
video, audio and URLs, to a document. To add a new link to an
Arachnid project, simply select the type of link that you want from
the tool palette and drag the tool image to the position in your
document where you want to place the link. For URLs, Arachnid
also allows you to create a list of URLs that you can then add
directly into the project. All of these features make adding links
quite easy.
The form tools allow you to create a form just as easily. In
addition, Arachnid has an Active mode that allows you to play
back links in your document. This is a great help in building a
new, interactive page.
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Arachnid does have some significant drawbacks, however. The
fact that it does not work in HTML makes it more difficult to use.
It does have the capability to both load existing HTML documents
and export an Arachnid project as an HTML document. Unfortunately, these functions are extremely slow in the current beta
version of Arachnid, making their use very problematical for
repetitive work. Overall, Arachnid shows some real innovation in
user interface for creating and testing new Web documents, but is
probably not a good choice for editing existing documents.

Templates
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the second way to
create an HTML document is to use an existing editor or word
processing program and add special templates that allow you to
add HTML tags directly into your document. While there is a
great benefit in using an editor you are already familiar with,
there are some real limitations when using templates to create an
HTML document. Depending on what you want to do you may
find that you will want to use both a template and an HTML
editor to create your Web documents.

BBEdit Extensions

••r-----------------~----------------0

BBEdit is one of the most popular text editors in use in the
Macintosh world, and for many good reasons. It is simple to
learn but will grow with you: it has many abilities for automation and extensions. For these reasons, it is natural that several
extension packages for BBEdit are available that help you create
HTML documents in your favorite editor.

BBEdit Lite
BBEdit Lite is a freeware version of the full BBEdit application. It
is quite useful in its own right and is fully capable of being used
alone for many editing tasks. In addition, the HTML editing
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extensions that are available for BBEdit also work with BBEdit
Lite. BBEdit Lite is included on the Companion CD-ROM. Like
SoftQuad's policy on HoTMetaL, Bare Bones Software, the developers of BBEdit, have found it a good commercial venture to
distribute this free version of their editor to allow users to become
familiar with the great set of tools and excellent features that are
part of BBEdit.
You can install BBEdit Lite from the compressed, self-extracting
archive by copying it to your hard disk and double-clicking on it;
then select the location you want the BBEdit Lite folder placed.

Installing BBEdit HTML Tools
BBEdit HTML Tools are extensions to BBEdit or BBEdit Lite
that allow you to insert HTML tags into your text documents.
The BBEdit HTML Tools are free and are available on the
Companion CD-ROM. You can also get a copy of them from
ftp:/ /ftp.york.ac.uk/pub/users/ldll/ with a file name of
BBEdit_HTML_Tools.sea.hqx. As the author notes, these extensions are updated regularly, so you may wish to check that you
have the latest version. These extensions were written by Lindsay
Davis, who can be reached via e-mail at LDll@unix.york.ac.uk.
To install the tools, simply copy the self-extracting archive to
your hard disk and uncompress the tools into the same folder
where you have BBEdit or BBEdit Lite installed. Note that the
tools must end up in the same folder as the BBEdit application
itself. Then, follow the directions in the file ReadMe.html to install
the extensions and configure BBEdit for their use.

As you can tell by the file name, the ReadMe.html file is designed to
be read as an HTML document. That means you can open it in
your favorite browser and read it, using the embedded links to jump
to the information you need. However, the author has cleverly
included the entire text as a comment at the beginning of the
document, so that you can also open and read it with any simple
text editor-such as BBEdit itself
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Setting Up BBEdit HTML Tools
Once you have installed the tools extensions, according to the
directions in the ReadMe.html file, you need to set some preferences for your editor. When you launch BBEdit, you should see a
new series of extensions under the Extensions menu. Select
Extensions>> Utilities and press the Preferences button to bring up
the Preferences dialog box. Here you should at least set a Web
client, such as Netscape, and select a Document Template. The
HTML Tools comes with a simple document template that gives
you the basic attributes for an HTML document; you can also
create others as you want or need them. Once you've set up your
browser and template, you're ready to go. You can begin a new
HTML document by selecting Extensions>>Document and filling
in the dialog box. Note that you don't use the standard,
File>>New command; if you do, you'll only open a new text
document, not an HTML one. If you use the template provided,
the resulting dialog box will look like Figure 2-4. Fill in the Title
and other attributes for your document, set the New Document
checkbox and click OK. The resulting document will appear in
BBEdit as shown in Figure 2-5.
u1.2b2
0 SGML Prologue 38S

181 HTML 38M

181 Head 38H

181 Body 38B
0

Title:

ISINDEH 381

Base:
~--------------------------------------------------------------------~

NeHt 10:

CJ

Link:

L----------------------------------~

181 New Document 3€N
( Insert Template 3€T

(Update Document 38U J

J

( Cancel 38. J ([

OK

)J

Figure 2-4: The HTML Tool Extensions to BBEdit present a special dialog box
for a new HTML document.
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Figure 2-5: This is a start on a new document in BBEdit when you use the
HTML Tools Extensions to create it.

Microsoft Word Templates
There are a large number of templates available for Microsoft Word
for Windows. Unfortunately, none of these have as yet been made
available for Word for Macintosh-and, when they are, they are
likely to require using the notoriously slow and poorly received,
Word 6.0. While there is a great benefit of using a word processor
you are already familiar with, there are some real limitations when
using a Word template to create an HTML document. Depending
on what you want to do, you may find that you'll be better off using
Word to create a document, exporting it in RTF (Rich Text Format)
and converting it to HTML using the RTFtoHTML converter discussed in the next section. Then you can use an H1ML editor to
fine-tune your Web documents.
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HTML Converters
-~----------~--------0

In the first part of this chapter you were introduced to a number
of tools that made it easier for you to create new HTML documents, or to use text editor templates to create documents with
HTML markup. If you have a large set of existing documents you
want to put on the Web, however, original authoring or extensive
modifications to existing documents may not be a viable option.
The following section explores an HTML converter that lets you
create HTML documents from files in other formats. There are
many converters and filters available, but most of them are created for the UNIX operating system, where sophisticated filter
tools are already available for other purposes. If you don't find
what you want in this chapter, be sure to check the Web archives
for new conversion tools.
For converting existing documents, the best conversion utilities
are those that work with existing document processing packages.
Currently, there are flavors for almost any word processing or
page layout application, including Quark Xpress, PageMaker and
FrameMaker. Information about all types of conversion programs
is available at Jon Weiderspan's Macintosh WWW Development
tools site at http: / /www.uwtc. washington.edu/Computing/
WWW /Mac/HTMLEdit.htrnl.
The Quark XPress converters come in two types: some are standalone converters that require you to export your Quark pages as
files and then convert them, and some are Quark Xtensions, that
link directly into XPress itself. Of the QuarkXTensions, the most
full-featured-and the most expensive by far-is BeyondPress, an
extension from Astrobyte LLC. Information on BeyondPress is
available from Astrobyte and http:/ /www.astrobyte.com/
astrobyte/BeyondPressinfo.hhtrnl. There are, however, a number of
other XTensions that may provide enough functionality for your
requirements at a lower cost.
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RTF to HTML

--~--------~--~~~----------------0

This converter is the best we found. Almost all word processors can
export documents in Rich Text Format (RTF). This program is a topnotch converter program with plenty of options to handle even the
most complex formatted documents. As mentioned previously, this
converter, along with all other HTML converters, is limited by what
can be represented in HTML. If you're a programmer, one of the
best features about the RTF to HTML converter is that the source
code is available. You can get a copy of the converter at
ftp:/ I ftp.cray.com/ src/WWWstuff/RTF /latest/binaries. The
file name is rtftohtml-mac.sit.hqx. The program is copyrighted by
the Free Software Foundation, which gives liberal redistribution
rights but insists that the programs stay free and may not be incorporated into commercial software.
The main features of the RTF to HTML converter are:
~

Bold, italic and underlined text are converted to HTML
properly.

~

Courier font text appears in HTML as the Teletype font.

~

Tables will be converted to the "Pre-formatted Fixed Pitch
Text" style, with the borders removed. (The current version
of HTML does not directly support tables, although HTML
2.1 will.)

~

Footnotes are placed into separate documents, and
hypertext links are added.

~

Table of contents entries and heading styles one to six are
generated (as created with Microsoft Word). These will be
included in a generated hypertext table of contents in a
separate file. Each table of contents entry will link to the
correct location in the main document.

~

Document styles are directly supported through the use of
the html-trans file, which comes predefined with many
standard document styles as used in Word for Windows. If
you use a style that is not in the html-trans file, you'll see a
warning message. You can define your own styles in the
"html-trans" file to support whatever document styles you
use in your own work.
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Graphics that have been inserted into the RTF will be
written to individual files in Macintosh PICT format. These
files must then be converted to the GIF format supported
by most Web browsers. (See Chapter 8, "Getting Graphic
With Images," for more information about graphics and
graphics file formats.)

~

Text that has been inserted into a document with a Copy I
Paste/Link command will be connected via hypertext links.

~

Headers, footers, tables of contents and indexes are
ignored.

~

You may manually embed HTML in a source RTF document and have the converter simply copy the HTML to the
output HTML document.

~

You may specify hypertext links in the RTF source that will
be converted to HTML hypertext links.

~

You may customize the converter to manage almost any
special case of text conversion you encounter.

~

The converter supports nested lists.

~

Output files are created using the same name as your input
file, with the suffix HTML.

As you can see from this list, the RTF to HTML converter is a
very powerful tool for you to add to your HTML creation toolbox.
Until the stand-alone HTML and SGML editors or Word add-on
programs have fully matured, editing in your favorite word
processor and then converting the RTF to HTML may be the best
way to go for large documents.
There are a number of other converters available for UNIX-based
systems, as well as for other operating systems. If you are interested, you can get additional information at http:/ /www.w3.org/
hypertext/WWW /Tools/Filters.html and http:/ I oneworld.wa.com
/htmldev I devpage/ dev-page.html.
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Moving On
-~r-----~----------J
~----------------0

Now that you've got a handle on the tools you can use to create
HTML documents, it's time to explore the possibilities the Web
brings to structuring information for publishing on the Web. If
you're anxious to begin using HTML skip to Chapter 5, "Creating
Your First Web Document," but be sure to come back to Chapter 3,
"Structuring Information in Web Documents," for information
about designing and creating nonlinear documents.
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A t first glance publishing on the Internet may appear to be
fairly easy. So easy, in fact, that the temptation exists to slap some
words on a page, toss in some favorite hyperlinks, throw in a few
images and put your creation on the Net for the world to see.
Unfortunately, many Web authors have taken this approach by
constructing documents that show little consideration for the
reader. This chapter will help bring structure, efficiency and
elegance to your documents by addressing the special needs and
circumstances presented by the structure of the Web. It also offers
some tried-and-true design principles from the world of "paper
publishing" that apply to Web documents as well.

Typically when you pick up a book, you flip it open to the first
page and start reading. Perhaps, you'll look at the Table of Contents to see what's there, and you skip around, awkwardly, by
going to a particular chapter and skimming it until you find the
reference or thought that aroused your interest in the first place.
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In a book, the author has structured the information in a way that

best presents the point he or she is trying to make, and you have
little say in the way the author feels you should absorb information. This kind of a publication is called linear. You start at point
A, and go to point B and so on in a predetermined straight line. If
the writer feels you should learn about birds before bees are
discussed, that's the way it is going to be. If the process of gathering honey has captured your interest and you want to learn a bit
about it before continuing on with the book, you have to wait until
the author is ready to present this information before you can
learn about it. You could shuffle through the book looking for
references to the process. It is also possible, but not probable, that
you could go to the library and get another book that discussed
the honey-gathering process in detail to find the information you
want. If you want to learn about something, you want it now. You
don't want to have to wade through a lot of text that has little or
no bearing on what you want to learn about.
That brings us to hypermedia. On the Web, nonlinear publications are the rule. Nonlinear publishing taps the power of the
computer and the client/server model to let a reader follow
almost any tangent he or she wants. (If the author provides the
pathways, that is.) In the above example, if you wanted to learn
about acquiring honey, and the path to that information had been
presented in a Web document, you could simply position your
cursor on the hyperlink, click and be transported to the beekeeping home page of the Entomology Department at a local university, or wherever the relevant information happened to be. When
you got your fill of information on honey, and wanted to go back
and learn something about birds, another click could zip you back
from whence you came.

Structuring Your Web Document

I

0

The first decision you must make when creating a Web document
is how to structure the information you want to present. Web
documents most often contain a series of linked elements presented one idea or action at a time. If, for example, one part of
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your document included a customer survey or a large collection of
links to software, this would be a stand-alone element accessed by
a link from other pages in your document.
These pages may also be visited directly from links that other
authors have added to their documents at sites anywhere in the
world. Keeping this one-at-a-time approach in mind, it becomes
necessary to impose a structure on your document.

r;;l

0

Figure 3-1: It's a good idea to sketch out Web documents and links before
creating your Web document.

Establishing Hierarchies

-·r-------~~--------r---------------~0

The best way to initiate a structure is to create an outline. This
helps you create a structured document and determines the links
you need to create to documents or sites elsewhere on the Web, or
within your own document. The following outline of Web pages

®6
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and links is based on a real world example from A Clean WellLighted Place for Books, one of the premier retail booksellers in
the San Francisco Bay area.
Home Page: A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
a.
About ACWLPFB
b.
What's New (link to page 2)
c.
Store Locations and Events (link to page 3)
d.
Mystery Quote I (link to page 4)
e.
Best of the Books (link to page 5)
f.
Guides for the Virtual Reader (link to page 6)
g.
Ordering (link to page 7)
h.
Feedback (link to page 8)
i.
Behind the Scenes (link to page 9)
Page 2: What's New
a.
New Fiction
b.
New Non-Fiction
Page 3: Store Locations and Events
a.
San Francisco
b.
Larkspur Landing
c.
Cupertino
Page 4: Mystery Quote I
a.
The Mystery Quotation
b.
How to Play the Game
Page 5: Best of the Books
a.
Newsletter
b.
Buyer's Choice
c.
Staff Favorites
d.
From Other Countries
Page 6: Guides for the Virtual Reader
a.
Calendars of Interest
b.
Reader's Resources
c.
Zines
d.
Antiquarian or Out-of-print Books
e.
Newpapers Online
f.
Miscellaneous References
g.
Other Bay Area Resources
h.
San Francisco Museums
i.
Bay Area Restaurant Guides
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Page 7:

a.
b.

c.
Page 8:

a.

b.
c.
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Order Forms
Ordering Books
Special Orders
Return Policies
Feedback
Comments
Mailing List
Customer Survey

It's often beneficial to give each topic its own page. This makes
updating easier and allows you to refer to the same page, like the
Ordering Forms or Feedback page, over and over from various
places within the document. The next item we need to consider is
how to tie these documents together in a coherent way.

Determining Your Links
!j... u-~·::-:- ~!~-.-!

~~~~--------------~

Once the Web documents have been outlined, you're ready to
consider how you will link the various parts together. The actual
process of linking will be covered in Chapter 6, "The Art of Linking," but you need to decide what you want to link early in the
design process. Therefore it's a good idea to sketch out the structure of your Web pages. Make the horne page the front door to
your document so that visitors can move to other pages from the
horne page. Figure 3-1 shows the structure of A Clean WellLighted Place for Book's pages.
Be aware that the very nature of the Web allows visitors to enter
in places other than the uppermost level. Readers can jump to a
specific Web page by following a link that someone else established and find themselves on a page that is far removed from any
introductory material. For this reason, one of your initial design
considerations is to provide the visitor with an easy way to your
horne page, if they wish. This can be accomplished by providing a
hyperlink to your home page on all your Web pages. By creating a
hyperlink to the home page, people can easily find the points of
interest by the links established in the directing document (the
horne page). As well as providing links to your home page, you
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may also want to include links for readers to visit or return to
other pages within the document. Figure 3-2 shows the bottom of
Interactive Age magazine's Web page. Interactive Age can be
found at http: / / techweb.cmp.com:80/ia/ current. Notice that
there are several navigational icons and hyperlinks to aid the
reader visiting the Web site.
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Figure 3-2: Interactive Age's Web page is a good example of how to include

navigational icons and hyper/inks, so people can easily move back to the home
page or to another page.

Designing Web Pages
~~--------~---------0

Structuring and designing Web documents is not a simple job. Be
prepared to make changes. It's a good strategy to p lan it as if the
home page will be the first page read. If you include a link on
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every page of your document that takes the reader to the first
page, it really doesn't matter where the reader starts reading. The
following sections examine determining your Web document's
structure by d efining your document's goals and designing your
Web pages to capture the audience you want to address.

Defining Your Documents Goals

..
~----~------------T~----------------0

At the same time that you are creating an outline, you also need to
articulate the document's goals, or purpose. A document that
simply provides information can be successful by just including
pointers to Web sites that have the information your reader wants
to see. A corporate page, on the other hand, needs to provide a
message of what the company is offering or trying to accomplish.
It may sound simplistic, but the most important thing you have
to do is decide what you want to do. And, the best way to define
this is often to ask yourself, "When a reader has finished reading
my work, what do I want him or her to know?" Everything else
you do will be judged by this standard. Keep focused and don't
lose sight of your goal.
The bottom-line goal for A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
is to generate sales by interesting readers in specific titles and by
increasing traffic in the stores. People come into a bookstore for
two reasons. First, to find a book that they already know that they
want and, second, to browse the book selections to see if there is
something that interests them. Therefore, the pages need to inform
the reader of specific titles that are currently available at the stores,
and let them acquire enough information to make them want to
either place an order for the book or come into the store for it.
Also, the pages need to provide information on store events and
types of books available to encourage readers to come by the store
to browse. Sometimes people mistakenly think that, because the
Web is itself computer-related and computer-generated, Web
pages have to focus on computer products. This is simply not true,
as you can see in the case of ACWLP's Web site.
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Document Aesthetics
Even after the material you want to present has been selected,
there are many other design elements yet to consider. Your publication needs both a "look" and a well-defined audience. It is also
important, and prudent, to consider the limitations your readers
may have due to the browser and equipment they may be using,
such as a 14,400 bps modem or a high-speed ISDN connection.

Developing Your Look
Because readers will be jumping into, out of, or within your Web
pages, the importance of maintaining a consistent look throughout
your work is not quite as important as if the work were to be
published in print. However, it is still highly desirable to develop
a look that will carry throughout your pages.
A consistent look accomplishes several purposes: First, you
may decide to publish the document on paper sometime, and it
will be ready to go; second, especially for commercial pages,
readers should constantly be aware of who you are, and one good
way to achieve this is through consistent visual cues-a logo on
each page, for example; third, and equally important, lack of
consistency presents a scattered, unprofessional image you may
not want to broadcast. Even if you're publishing an anarchistic
newsletter, readers are more likely to keep reading when they are
presented a consistent structure and design.
Capturing Your Audience
A considerable amount of thought should be devoted to defining
the characteristics of your target audience. If you make your
message too simple, or too complex, you will either insult or bore
many of the people who visit your site. You are safe in assuming
that anyone accessing your work through the Web is literate, and a
possessor of sufficient resources to get into the Web in the first
place. You are certainly sure that any reader has a curious bent of
mind. This definition, however, includes the fourteen-year-old
hacker, as well as the forty-year-old rocket scientist.
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The trick then becomes how to structure your presentation and
language to appeal to your ideal audience. Most of this selection
process is accomplished by the style of writing you choose. For
example, including puns, word games and hyperbole, or adding
too lighthearted a style could affect your credibility, causing others
to view your site as a frivolous pastime, rather than presenting a
serious professional image. This isn't to say you can't create a fun
Web page, just be sure your writing style doesn't distract from the
goal of your Web page.
It is also important to keep in mind the equipment that will be
used to view your message-there are many differing hardware/
software configurations and capabilities out there. Some machines
just won't display graphics at all, and Chapter 5, "Creating Your
First Web Document" discusses how to write for both graphicand text-based Web browsers. However, even limiting our discussion to graphics-capable machines, there is still a wide diversity of
possibilities. For example, there are many different Web browsers:
NCSA Mosaic, Netscape Navigator, MacWeb, etc., and each of
these browsers displays your presentation differently.

There has been a trend in some Web documents to include information about the browser that was used when testing the document,
such as a message that goes something like: "'Use Netscape to view
this document at its highest quality." You might want to create a
link to a formatted version designed specifically for the Netscape
Navigator browser.
You should also consider the constraints placed on a reader by
his or her hardware. There is probably someone out there who has
figured out how to connect to the Net at 2400 bps. You could also
find someone who is trying to be "graphical" using a 7- x 5-inch
monochrome screen at a 72 dpi resolution. You can be pretty safe
in ignoring their needs. After all, making your presentation simple
enough to be adequately viewed on equipment of this nature
would detract from your message. (You would not be able to
include any but the simplest graphics, since the download time
would be unacceptable at 2400 bps.)
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What you do need to consider is the browser displaying on a
screen using eight-bit color or better. Also, the lowest modern
connection you may want to test with is 9600 bps.

Constructing Web Pages
-~------~--~--------0

Up to this point, we've talked about the collection of pages that,
when assembled, make up your Web presence. Our consideration
has also been directed toward the "big picture" design. Now, it's
time to examine the process of constructing and designing individual pages. Each individual page in your document should
contain certain elements: identity, look, links and information.

How to Let Them Know Who You Are

••r-----------------~----------------0

Remember that a reader does not, necessarily, use the front door
(or your home page) to get into your document. Therefore, it's
important for you to include some information that identifies
yourself on each page. This can be a simple logo or some text that
is linked to your horne page or another page, where information
about you can be found. Your purpose is to get your name and
message out. You don't want the reader scratching his or her head
wondering who you are.

How to Develop the Look You Want

•

0

The look of your presentation is very important. Consider how
you look at your "snail" or postal mail. There are some publications you get that you know by sight. It could be a logo, a color, an
envelope or almost any unique identifier. You immediately know
that this is a publication you want to read (or toss). You want your
Web document to be read. Many of the same things that attract
you to a mailed document can be used to make your Web publication stand out, too. The visual appeal of a page, the amount of
white space, the depth of content and the ease of access all must
be thought through.
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Ask yourself, how you can make your pages artistically pleasing,
given the limitations of your authoring tools? Can you stand back
from the page, when it is displayed in a browser, and feel welcome?
Everyone senses the artistic page on one level or another, however,
and often this element above all others has an almost subconscious
effect on how a reader perceives you and your organization. If
you're not an artistic type, seek out someone who is and have them
review your work. Several individuals and companies exist that
provide Web design services. If you're interested in contacting a
Web design service, check out the resources section at the back of
this book for a list of some Web design service companies.
Another consideration is the size of your graphics. The amount
of text on the screen at any given time should not be out of proportion to the size and placement of graphic elements. Don't
clutter your page with too much text. Pages that contain a lot of
text are often called gray pages. Not only does looking at gray
pages make you feel intimidated by the amount of information
they appear to contain, they look cluttered and unappealing.
One way to break up your pages without using too many
graphics is to use white space. White space includes the space
between lines of text, called leading, the space between words and
characters, called kerning, and the size of the margins and breaks
between paragraphs. All of these elements help to give the reader
an overall impression of your page.
Because browsers are trying to display the same page on a wide
variety of hardware and software, you don't have any control over
the leading or kerning, and you only have limited control over the
margins and what font is used. What you do have is absolute
control over the number of words used in any paragraph. Most
HTML editors insert extra space after a paragraph; use this as a
design tool.
The depth of content is another major issue. The beauty of
publishing on the Web is the ability to link elements within (and
outside of) your document. Keep your pages short, concise and
dedicated to one issue or topic. Include branches that lead to
pages containing other ideas or issues. The reason for this is one of
maintenance, as well as aesthetics and ease of use. If all information about a topic is included in a known place, you only have to
update it once.
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Ease of access is another issue. While unfortunately ignored by
many Web authors, a page's ease of use probably leads to many
instances of readers bailing out of publications without reading
them. Even though most browsers give the reader the option of
not loading graphics, not all readers are aware of this. If your
pages contain large graphics, the process of downloading the
graphic to the reader's browser can take so much time that the
reader becomes impatient, and unreceptive to your message. If
you want to include graphics (and you should), keep them small.
You can offer the option of viewing a more complex version of the
graphic by linking the smaller (thumbnail) version of it to the
larger one.
Make sure all the links you add jump to other Web pages and
all these sites work. All too often authors use links to sites that
have changed. Surfing the Internet and encountering a dead link
or a link to a site in which the URL has changed is frustrating. You
should check your links and plan to recheck them regularly.
Otherwise you're sending a subliminal message to the reader that
not only is the link dead, but the information you are presenting is
also out-of-date.

A good design idea is to use the home page as a table of contents
for the rest of your document. Figure 3-3 shows the Internet
Business Center's home page (http: //www.tig.com/IBC/
index.htrnl).
Notice that the page starts off with a graphic, the Center's logo.
Following that is the identifying information, a very brief statement
about what the center does. Three feature articles are then listed
with links to their pages. (These pages are most likely more table of
contents style pages that allow the reader to further refine what he
or she wants to read.) Finally, a list of other sites is included in
bullet-style. Even though the Netscape Navigator is set up to use a
gray background, the page is still pleasing to view. The varying
design elements (graphics, text and lists) make the page interesting
and the appearance crisp and clean.
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Figure 3-3: The Internet Business Center's home page is an example of a simple
uncluttered Web page.
Another aspect of good design is to show sensitivity to all
viewers. For example, you may want to present your pages in
different formats: one for users that can handle large graphics and
another for text browsers. If you are going to include browser
specific features, it's also a good idea to give users a link to take
them to a version of the document that has been optimized for the
browser. Figure 3-4 shows the Ventana Media's home page
(http:/ /www.vmedia.com), which lets users choose between a
rich-presentation format or a simple-presentation method.
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Figure 3-4: Ventana Media lets users choose between a rich-presentation format
or a simple-presentation method.

How to Design Subsequent Pages
Many of the structure and design issues are the same for pages
that are linked to your horne page. The following are some general
guidelines for creating subsequent Web pages.
An important design consideration is to include only one or
two topics per page. Your readers carne to this page expecting to
see what they had selected on your home page, and little else. If
you're going to include large Web documents, such as documentation or an online book, it is helpful to create a table of contents. A
good example of a Web page that presents a table of contents can
be found in The Magellan Venus Explorer 's Guide at
http: I I newproducts.jpl.nasa.govI magellanl guide.htrnl.
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Figure 3-5 shows how a Web page can use links to create a
table of contents that let the reader quickly move to information
they want.

Table of Contents
1.lam!ill:!im
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3.~
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D
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Figure 3-5: The Magellan Venus Explorer's Guide is a good example of a linked

table of contents.

Some other items to keep in mind are:
~

Keep it simple. Pages that contain massive amounts of text
are typically not read. A good rule of thumb is never to
have more than 50 percent of the screen covered with
anything. When you are viewing your page, step back from
the monitor so you can't read any of the text, and look to
see if the appearance of the gray (text-filled) areas and the
rest of the screen is pleasing to the eye.

€§8
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~

Vary the text styles. Break your information down in such
a way that you can use different levels of headings, when
appropriate. Each level displays differently and gives
your document eye-appeal. Include, when called for, text
attributes that emphasize key points. Headings, body text
and text attributes are discussed in Chapter 7, "Creating
Your Text Appeal."

~

Include a graphic or two. Use graphics as design elements
to break up text or lend a little variety to your presentation.
You will learn how to link images in Chapter 8, "Getting
Graphic With Images."

~

Be consistent. It is easy to view each document as a separate work, and in a sense you should do just that. Remember, though, that your readers will jump from page to page
within your document. Be consistent with your usage of
styles, graphics and other design elements.
~ Give people a reason to return to your site. Many Web
sites are one-shot wonders. Add value to your site to entice
readers back by adding a hotlist page, tutorial, weekly
comic, tips page or a page of links to interesting software.
The third, fourth and fifth level pages of a Web document do not
differ a whole lot from the second page. Remember, however, to
provide pathways for your readers to
1. Go back to the first, or home, page.
2. Go forward in your presentation to the next logical place.
3. Go directly to the Order Form, if you have one.
4. Go back and see what came before the current page.
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Do's & Don'ts
-rw~~~~--~--------0
We've covered a lot in this chapter. Much of it will be reinforced as
you continue reading and using Web authoring tools. Below is a
list of ten design issues you'll want to keep in mind when creating
Web documents.
1. Decide what you want to do. If you don't know where you're

going with your document, you will never get there. It is
really difficult to keep yourself focused when you are
writing any document, and the more structure you can
bring to the process, the better the results.
2. IdentiftJ yourself It's your turn on stage, take advantage of
it. Each page should contain some kind of identifier, like a
logo and a brief statement of purpose.
3. Know your audience. Design a publication that will be
pleasing to view on a "normal" computer system. Structure your language, vocabulary and syntax to the audience
you want to address. This can serve as a gatekeeper,
welcoming in those you want and excluding those you
don't. If you have high-quality graphics you want to
include (pictures of your product, for example) consider
creating a thumbnail of those images or linking those
pictures to a page that individuals with slower modems
can skip if they wish.
4. Keep your design simple. Allow linked documents to provide
more in-depth information and keep all of your pages as
simple and uncluttered as you can.
5. Vary your sh;les. Use the different levels of text (headings,
etc.) as design elements to break up your page.
6. Include a graphic or two. Graphics are a great way to provide
interest and style to your page. Keep inline graphics small,
in bytes, and simple, in colors. They'll load faster.
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7. Keep your design tight. There is no limit on the number of
pages you can create. Keep the information presented
highly focused on your goals. If you think a reader may
want to go off on a tangent, provide a link instead of
placing the extra verbiage on the current page.
8. There's no place like home. Be sure to provide links that will
take readers back to where he or she may want to gohome or the previous page.
9. Be consistent. Try to develop your own style and carry it
through the entire publication. People remember the feel
and look of your publications, a consistent approach will
gain you recognition much quicker than an inconsistent one.
10. Know your writing and artistic skills and get feedback.
Publishing documents is a blend of art and craft. A publishing house employs designers, artists and page layout professionals in addition to the editors, marketers and accountants. If you're publishing Web pages on your own, ask
other people their opinions about your finished document.

Moving On
~--------~--------~0
~

Take the time to determine the goal of your site and design your
Web pages to meet that goal-it will save you time in the long run.
A site that has an efficient structure and a consistent, visually
appealing design improves the chances that people will return to
it. Designing a well-structured site is only the first step, it's time to
begin learning how to use HTML and start creating your individual
Web pages. The next chapter introduces you to the HoTMetaL
PRO editor and shows you how to install it and use it to create
Web pages.
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HTMetaL PRO is an easy-to-use graphical editor for creating
files in the HTML format. Because HoTMetaL PRO is a ruleschecking HTML editor, it ensures that you create correctly
marked-up documents. This chapter tells you how to set up and
start HoTMetaL PRO and gives you an overview of the HoTMetaL
PRO environment. It also explains how to work with HoTMetaL's
menus and toolbars to create, edit and save HTML documents.
Additionally, it explains how to customize the program and how
to get additional help, so you get the most out of HoTMetaL PRO.
Note: We are privileged to offer a special version of HoTMetaL
PRO on the Companion CD-ROM for your use. This version,
called HoTMetaL LITE, does not have all of the features available
for the full, commercial release of HoTMetaL PRO. In particular, it
lacks the Thesaurus and conversion features that can be very
valuable for transforming existing documents into HTML pages.
However, for the work in this book, and for any work where you
are creating pages from scratch, the LITE version that you now
own is a perfect tool. Once you have mastered these techniques
using the LITE version, you may wish to upgrade your current
version of HoTMetaL LITE to the full, professional version. Contact SoftQuad for details on how to do this.
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For the most part, the instructions presented in this book cover
both versions of HoTMetaL: our special HoTMetaL LITE version,
and the full professional version, HoTMetaL PRO. We use the
name HoTMetaL PRO when we are working with or discussing
the general application. All instructions in this book that reference
HoTMetaL PRO work for both versions of the application. For
installation and other tasks, where you are working specifically
with the version on the Companion CD-ROM, we have used the
name HoTMetaL LITE to distinguish this version from the professional version.

Installing HoTMetaL LITE
HoTMetaL PRO and HoTMetaL LITE both require using a
Macintosh with an 68030 or better processor with 8MB or more
memory. (However, you can substitute disk space for memory, if
you have available disk space, by turning on Virtual Memory in
the Memory Control Panel.) Remember that, in addition to running HoTMetaL PRO, you will need to be able to run a browser at
the same time to preview your documents and to view
HoTMetaL PRO's help files and documentation. The optimal
amount of memory is 12MB or more. The installation requires
approximately 6MB of disk space.
To install HoTMetaL LITE, start your Macintosh and be sure no
other applications are running, then perform the following steps:
1. Insert the Companion CD-ROM into your CD drive and
display it on the desktop. Double-click on the icon representing your CD to open it and then double-click on the
HoTMetaL LITE Installer file in the hmpro2 folder.
2. A dialog box appears asking you to select the drive where
you want to store HoTMetaL PRO. The default is your
current drive. If you want to store HoTMetaL in another
drive, use the Drive button to cycle through the drives
available on your system.
3. Click Install. If you wish to cancel the installation for some
reason, click on the Quit button.
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The Installer program displays the amount of room
required to install HoTMetaL PRO in the installation
dialog box, along with the available space on the currently
selected drive. If you don't have enough space on the
current drive, use the Drive button to select another drive
or else cancel the installation and free up some disk space.
The dialog box changes to indicate the status of the files
being copied to your hard disk. You may click the Stop
button at any time during installation to terminate the
process-however, this leaves some files partially installed,
which you may have to delete manually.
If you already have a previous version of HoTMetaL
PRO installed in the same folder in which the new version
is being installed, you may wish to keep certain files intact.
For certain files in the distribution, a dialog box appears
allowing you to install the new version of a file and create
backup copies of the old file, or else leave the old file as it
is without installing the new file.

5. When the installation is completed, you will see a dialog
box telling you whether all files were successfully installed. Click OK to return to the Finder.
That's all there is to it. You have now installed HoTMetaL LITE
and its associated files.

The entire HoTMetaL PRO documentation is available as part of
the installed files. The files are in HTML format and stored in the
Help folder inside your HoTMetaL PRO folder. You can view them
with your favorite browser.

Starting HoTMetaL PRO

. ..............r------------0
I After installing HoTMetaL PRO or HoTMetaL LITE, the new
HoTMetaL PRO folder will be on the top level of the selected
drive. You may want to move this folder to a more convenient
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location inside some other folder at this time. To start HoTMetaL
PRO, double-click on the program icon, or select the program icon
and choose Open from the File menu.

If you want to move HoTMetaL PRO, you may also want to make
an alias to the application and store that in the Apple Menu Items
folder inside the System folder. This allows you to easily open
HoTMetaL PRO by simply selecting it from the Apple menu at any
time.
After an introductory copyright screen, you'll see the three tool
palettes displayed beneath the HoTMetaL PRO menu bar and an
empty screen. By default, HoTMetaL PRO does not open a new
document. Figure 4-1 shows the initial HoTMetaL PRO screen.

Figure 4-1: The initial HoTMetaL PRO editing screen showing the floating tool

palettes.
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Creating a New HTML Document
To create a new HTML document, choose File>>New. This displays a document named d ocumentl with the beginning and
ending tags essential to all HTML documents. Figure 4-2 shows
the results of choosing the File>>New command. The next chapter
explains the purpose of each of these tags.

Figure 4-2: The HoTMetaL PRO screen after choosing the File>>New command.
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Working With Templates

e.r----~--------~~T----------------o

1

The default template is the file that is opened whenever you create
a new document with the File>>New command. The hmpro2.stl
file, in the Styles folder, is used as the default template. You can
use any HTML document as your default template; you can
change the default template using the Preferences command in
the Special menu.

Editing an HTML File

e.r--~~------~----3
~--------------~o

Once you've started the program, the simplest thing to do is to
open one of the many template files SoftQuad has included.
Samples range from a few simple paragraphs to a Web horne page,
to a customer service forms-based page. If you find something
similar to what you want, you're set. Even if you need to make
modifications, using the template saves you the effort of figuring
out how to create an HTML page from scratch. A number of
additional document templates come with HoTMetaL PRO, in the
Template folder. These templates are HTML documents you can
edit to meet your needs. You can open an HTML document with
the File>>Open command, or with the File>>Open Template
command . Figure 4-3 shows the hornepage.html file opened in the
HoTMetaL PRO window. The file aareadme.html in the Templates
folder gives you an index of available templates.
If you already have an HTML file that you want to edit, choose
the File>>Open command. A dialog box appears. Change to the
drive and folder of your HTML document and double-click on the
icon for the file. HoTMetaL PRO opens the file for editing. The
text is displayed with varying font sizes to suggest how the page
may look when viewed vyith a Web browser.
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Figure 4-3: The homepage.html file opened in HoTMetaL PRO.
Now that you have an open file, you can start entering text and
markup. The markup consists of elements that begin with start
tags and end with end tags. You can enter elements by using the
toolbars or the Markup menu. The name of the current element is
displayed in the lower left corner of the document window, just to
the left of the horizontal scrollbar.

Although you can open HTML pages created by other editors (or
right off the Web), be aware that HoTMetaL PRO is a rules-based
editor that checks for correct HTML syntax, so it will reject some
documents that seem to work okay on the Web. This is because most
Web browsers are very accepting of bad HTML coding, allowing
readers to view HTML pages that are improperly structured.
HoTMetaL PRO 2 will try to open an HTML file even if it contains
errors, but occasionally it will not be able to open documents that are
incorrectly structured or use unsupported extensions.
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Getting Familiar With HoTMetaL PRO's Tool
Palettes & Menus
HoTMetaL PRO has three tool palettes (also called toolbars in the
menus), which are used to provide fast access to a number of
frequently used menu commands and common operations. The
top tool palette is called the Standard palette, and is located
horizontally below the menu bar by default. By default, two
additional tool palettes are displayed vertically beneath the Standard palette. The left tool palette is the Common HTML palette.
This tool palette contains buttons for inserting common HTML
elements; the right tool palette is called the Other HTML palette. It
is for creating less common HTML elements.

When you position the mouse pointer over a button on any of the
tool palettes, a tooltip appears in the lower part of the Standard
palette that displays a short description of what that button does.

Moving a Toolbar

••r----=------------~--------------~0

You can move any of the three tool palettes. With the pointer on
the bar at the top of the palette, press and hold the mouse button
down and drag the tool palette wherever you want. When a tool
palette is not in its default position, HoTMetaL PRO remembers
where you have placed the palette and will display it there the
next time you start the application. To return the tool palettes to
their default positions, use the View>>Toolbars command to
display the Toolbars dialog box. If you've moved the palettes, the
Custom radio button will be selected. Choose the Default button
to return the tool palettes to their default locations. Choosing the
Custom button returns the palettes to the last non-default postion
where you had placed them. This dialog box also lets you choose
which tool palettes are visible. Figure 4-4 shows HoTMetaL PRO
with floating tool palettes repositioned to allow maximum editing
area for a document on a large display.
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Figure 4-4: HoTMetaL PRO tool bars can be moved anywhere on the screen.

Hiding & Showing Toolbars

...r----~----------~~--~--------------------0

The View>>Toolbars dialog box lets you choose which toolbars
are visible. You can hide a tool palette by clicking on the control
button in its upper left corner. When you click on a button in any
of the tool palettes, HoTMetaL PRO performs the appropriate
action. Table 4-1 shows each tool palette's buttons and lists the
button's menu command and the keyboard shortcut equivalent.

€Jn
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Standard Tool Palette
Button

Name

Menu

Shortcut

~
~
[;)

New

File>>New

3€-N

Open

File>>Open

3€-0

Save

Rle>>Save

3€-S

Iii

Print

Rle>>Print

Cut

Edit>>Cut

3€-X

~
~
[i1

Copy

Edit>>Copy

3€-C

Paste

Edit>>Paste

3€-V

Undo

Edit>>Undo

3€-Z

til

Redo

Edit>>Redo

Rnd

Edit>>Find and

m
~

3€-F

Replace

lil

Rnd Next

Edit>>Find Next

Check Spelling

Edit>>Check Spelling

Thesaurus

Edit>> Thesaurus

~

Show/ Hide Tags

View>>Show Tags;
Hide Tags

3€-??

~

Insert Element

Markup>>lnsert
Element

3€-1

~

Remove Tags

Markup>>Remove
Tags

3€-D

~

Validate SGML

Special>>Validate
Document

3€-/

Ill

Insert Table

Markup>>lnsert Table

About

Apple Menu>>About
HoTMetaL PRO

••
m

Table 4-1: Tool palette buttons and their associated commands.

3€-G
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The Common Tool Palette
Button

Name

Menu

[!!I

Heading 1

Markup>>lnsert Element, H1

1!1

Heading 2

Markup>> lnsert Element, H2

~

Headings 3-6

Markup>>lnsert Element,
H3/ H4/ H5/ H6

~
[§]

Emphasis

Markup>>lnsert Element, EM

Strong

Markup>>lnsert Element, STRONG

l!!l
I'd

Paragraph

Markup>>lnsert Element, P

Block Quote

Markup>>lnsert Element,
BLOCKQUOTE

~

Address

Markup>>lnsert Element, ADDRESS

Unordered list

Markup>>lnsert Element, UL

E)
[II

Ordered list

Markup>>lnsert Element, OL

Definition list

Markup>>lnsert Element, DL

lei

Definition term

Markup>>lnsert Element, DL, DT

~

Definition
description

Markup>>lnsert Element, DL, DD

~
~

Break

Markup>>lnsert Element, BR

Horizontal Rule

Markup>>lnsert Element, HR

Image

Markup>>lnsert Element, IMG

Connect Link

Links>>Connect Link

Name Target

Links>>Name Link

Anchor

Links>>lnsert Anchor or
Markup>>lnsert Element, A

El
-

fill
~

13
[mJ

Table 4-1: Tool palette buttons and their associated commands (cont.).
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Other HTML Palette
Button

Name

Menu

Preformatted

Markup>> lnsert Element, PRE

Code

Markup>>lnsert Element, CODE,
SAMP, KBD, VAR

Shortcut

(Drop-down list includes CODE, SAMP, KBD, and VAR)

m

m1
ffil
~

m

Italic

Markup>>lnsert Element, ITALIC

BOLD

Markup>>lnsert Element, B

TeleType

Markup>>lnsert Element, TI

Citation

Markup>>lnsert Element, CITE

Head elements

Markup>>lnsert Element, BASE,
ISINDEX, LINK, META and TITLE

(Drop-down list includes BASE, ISINDEX, LINK, META and TITLE)

Form elements

Markup>>lnsert Element, FORM ,
INPUT/ OPTION/ SELECT/TEXTAREA

(Drop-down list includes FORM, INPUT OPTION, SELECT and TEXTAREA)

li~l:!l

Other lists

(Drop-down list includes UL Compact, OL Compact, DL Compact, DIR, DIR
Compact, MENU, and MENU Compact)

ISINDEX

Markup>>lnsert Element, ISINDEX

Extensions to

Markup>>lnsert Element, BIG, BLINK,

HTML

CENTER, DFN, FONT, S, SMALL, SUB,
SUP, U, WBR, and NOBRK

{Drop-down list Includes BIG, BLINK, CENTER, DFN, FONT, S, SMALL, SUB, SUP,
U, WBR, and NOBRK)

Insert comment

Markup>>lnsert Comment

Special

Markup>>Special Characters

characters

Table 4-1: Tool palette buttons and their associated commands (cont.).

3€-'
3€-E
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Editing HTML Documents
~~----------~--------0

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, HoTMetaL PRO
is a rules-based editor that, unlike most HTML editors, protects
you from making mistakes when inserting and editing markup
tags. The process of inserting tags may take a little more time with
HoTMetaL PRO than some HTML editors, but it saves validation
time. HoTMetaL PRO automatically ensures that your document
doesn't contain incorrect and unmatched tags. The Markup menu
contains commands that let you add, split, join, change and remove
markup tags and element attributes. The Links menu lets you
create and edit hypertext links. Table 4-21ists the commands for
the most common operations found in the Markup and Links menu.

Because you don't know which browser will be used to view your
documents, you should follow all the rules in the HTML language
as closely as possible. Currently, using some HTML editors and
editing templates you can get away with ignoring some elements
and still produce a readable document. Keep in mind, however, that
anyone can easily download your source code. If you don't follow
HTML formatting rules, others may make judgments about you
and your company from the quality of your documents.

Pinning Dialog Boxes

~----~----~~----~---------------0

•

Most HoTMetaL PRO dialog boxes automatically close after you
perform an action. A special feature of HoTMetaL PRO is that you
can pin frequently used dialog boxes. Pinning a dialog box allows
it to remain open and saves you from having to continually
choose menu commands to display the dialog box. For example,
to pin the Insert Element dialog box, press 3€-1 and click the pin
icon in the upper right hand corner of the Insert Element dialog
box. Simply clicking on the pin changes the icon from a side view
of a pin to an end-on view, showing you that the dialog is pinned.
You can also click on the pin icon and select Pin Dialog from the
pop-up menu.
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Command

Description

Shortcut

Markup>>lnsert Element...

Displays the Insert Element dialog box,
so you can insert a new, empty element
in which you can type text or insert
other elements.
Changes the markup. Select this
command to get a list of valid elements
to replace the current element.
Splits the current element into two
elements at the current insertion point
or selection.
Joins the current element with the
element preceding it, provided both are
of the same type.
Removes the tag icons that delimit the
current element, leaving the content
unaltered.
Displays the Attributes dialog box for
changing the attributes of a selected
element.
Displays a dialog box that lists special
characters, such as symbols and
foreign characters.
Inserts anchor tags and displays the
Edit URL dialog box, which lets you
create or edit the attributes of a
selected URL.
Displays the Edit URL dialog box, which
lets you add or edit the attributes of a
selected URL.

00-1

Markup>>Ohange ...

Markup>>Split

Markup>>Join to Preceding

Markup>>Remove Tags

Markup>>Edit SGML
Attributes ...
Markup>>Special
Characters ...
Links>>lnsert Anchor. ..

Links>>Edit URL. ..

00-L
00-P
00-J
00-D
00-]
00-E

Table 4-2: Common Markup and Link menu commands.

HoTMetaL PRO is context sensitive, so only valid choices appear
in the dialog box even when it is pinned. You can drag the dialog
box anywhere on the screen by moving the pointer on the title bar
and pressing and holding down the mouse button and dragging
the window so that it doesn't cover part of the document window.
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Like most word processors and editors, HoTMetaL PRO works on
the select then operate principal. For example, you need to first select
text for which you want to perform a cut or copy operation. It may
take a little time to become familiar with how HoTMetaL PRO lets
you select tags and text. HoTMetaL PRO only lets you select tags
and text as groups. In other words, you can't edit a selection of
text and an end tag. Instead, you must select the text only, or you
must select the beginning tag, the text and the closing tag.

When you first open a document, the HTML tags appear on the
screen as small tag icons. The tags that point to the right are start
tags, indicating the beginning of an element. The tags that point to
the left are end tags, indicating the end of an element. If you choose
View>> Hide Tags, the tag icons will not display. The View>>Hide
command toggles to View> >Show Tags. Choosing View> >Show
Tags displays the tag icons.

HoTMetaL PRO's Edit menu includes standard editing commands, including Cut (3€-X), Copy (3€-C), Paste (3€-V) and Delete
(Del). At this point, the one command you're bound to find most
helpful is the Edit>>Undo command. The shortcut key for the
Undo command is 3€-Z.
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HoTMetaL PRO lets you paste raw HTML tags and text into an
HTML document displayed in HoTMetaL PRO. The raw tags are
replaced with HoTMetaL PRO tag icons. This lets you cut or copy
tags consisting of text in a word processor, such as Microsoft Word,
or a text editor, such as BBEdit, and paste the text directly in as
tags in HoTMetaL PRO. Conversely, you can select and copy or
cut HoTMetaL PRO tags and text and paste raw tags into your
text processing application.

Using a Document Outline
HoTMetaL PRO lets you expand and collapse elements to show a
rudimentary outline view of your document. The outline view is
helpful for rearranging your documents or creating an outline for
your document. To display a document in an outline view window, choose the View>>Show Outline command. You can display
an outline view window for each open document.

Expanding & Collapsing Outline Levels
When you first choose the View>>Show Outline View command,
a small window appears with a single line. A black arrow appears
next to the tag. Click on the tag to expand the outline to show the
next level of elements. Each line in the outline view shows a start
tag, an end tag and some text between them. The amount the line
is indented indicates the level of the element. When you expand
an element, the next level of elements it contains is shown as
indented lines. To see the n ext level of an indented element, click
on the element's start tag. Figure 4-5 shows a document's elements
expanded in outline view.
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Figure 4-5: Clicking on a tag expands the elements in outline view.

Editing Elements in the Outline View Window
M
I
0
The text in outline view cannot be edited directly; however, you
can use the toolbar and Edit and Markup menus. While in outline
view you can insert, remove, split and join elements. To select an
element in the outline view, you can either click to the left of the
start tag and drag the cursor across the tag, or double-click to the
left of the start tag. More than one element can be selected by
clicking with the pointer to the left of a start tag and then dragging down to select additional elemen ts. The View>>Show Outline View command is a toggle, so by choosing this command the
menu command changes to View>> Hide O utline View. Choosing
View>> Hid e Outline View closes the Outline View window.

~8
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Setting Preferences
Some of HoTMetaLPRO's preferences can be set using the
Special>>Preferences command. Figure 4-6 shows the Preferences
dialog box. Any changes you make apply to all open documents
and will be saved for the next editing session. The following
sections explain each of the options in the Preferences dialog box.
To save your preference settings, click on the Apply button.
10
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Figure 4-6: The Preferences dialog box.

Netscape Communications has added many extensions to overcome
some of the layout limitations of HTML. Unlike previous versions
of HoTMetaL PRO, you no longer need to make configuration
changes in order to work with Netscape and Netscape's extensions
to HTML by changing the browser and the rules setting. By
default, HoTMetaL PRO is set up to use the Netscape extensions.
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Specifying How to Display Images
To display inline images that you have specified in your document, click in the check box labeled Display images after open, so
a check mark appears in the check box. If you want to override
this setting for an individual document, choose the View>>Show I
Hide Inline Images command. For more information on working
with graphic images, see Chapter 8 "Getting Graphic With Images."

Changing the Default Template
The Default Template text box lets you specify the HTML document file that is opened whenever you choose the File>>New
command. You can use any HTML document as your default
template. Clicking on the Choose button displays the Choose
Template dialog box, as shown in Figure 4-7. This dialog box is
similar to the dialog box that displays when choosing the
File>>Open command. Using this dialog box you can choose any
HTML document in any drive or folder as your default template.
Choose Templ nte

Ia Templntes ,.I
II".,, .
[) artother.html
D artwork
D artworlc.html
[) corpprof.html
[) custreg.cgi
[) custreg.htm l
[) defl ist.html

c:~ Mncno

I,'!

If:'I
!.

[

[j l~ l: t

[

Desktop

"-··-·-··---···--···-·-

(

Cancel

n

II pen

l
l)

Figure 4-7: The Choose Template dialog box lets you speciJtJ the
default template.
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Automatically Backing Up Your Work
M

I

o

By default HoTMetaL PRO doesn't automatically save your
changes in a backup file. If you want HoTMetaL PRO to automatically save your changes to a backup file when it saves changes,
click in the check box labeled "Make backup file when saving
changes." A check mark appears in the check box. HoTMetaL PRO
names the backup file with the current filename but adds a .bak
extension to the existing filename.
To have HoTMetaL PRO automatically save the current document file, you need to specify the number of minutes and/ or the
number of changes to trigger the automatic save operation. The
default values are 64000 changes and 1000 minutes, which essentially is the same as disabling the Autosave feature. A reasonable
setting is to save your files every ten minutes. We don't recommend using the number of changes as a save measure, as it can be
hard to predict exactly what constitutes a "change" in your document and therefore difficult to know exactly what state the document was in when it was last saved. A timed backup is usually
easier to use if you need to recover a lost document. If you want
HoTMetaL PRO to warn you each time it automatically saves a
file, check the "Inform when automatically saving" check box.

Changing the Size & Font of Tag Icons
You can specify the font and font size that HoTMetaL PRO uses to
display the start- and end-tag icons of elements. The default font
is the System font, and the default size is 10 points. Figure 4-8
shows tags displayed using a different font and font size.
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Figure 4-8: Tags can appear in any font or size you specifi;.

Adding Supplementary Dictionaries
HoTMetaL PRO lets you create and use supplementary dictionaries for checking your spelling. You can specify up to 24 special
dictionaries. To add a dictionary, enter the name of the dictionary
in the Dictionaries text box. Each dictionary name needs to be
separated by a colon, for example:
legal.dct:tech.dct:medical.dct
Enter the path of the folder containing your dictionaries in the
Path text box. HoTMetaL PRO is shipped with a default supplementary dictionary, hrnpro2.dct., which is stored in the Spell
folder inside the Lib folder in your HoTMetaL PRO folder.
When you launch HoTMetaL PRO, it automatically loads the
dictionary file user.dct, also located in the Spell folder. You can
add words to the user dictionary during a spell checking session.
Changes that you make to the user.dct file will be loaded the next
time you start up HoTMetaL PRO. Alternatively, you can create
and load a different dictionary during a HoTMetaL PRO session.
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User dictionaries are binary files and cannot be modified with a
text editor. To create a new personal dictionary,
1. Choose Edit>>Edit Dictionary. The Edit Dictionary dialog
box appears, as shown in Figure 4-9. The name of the
currently loaded dictionary is shown at the bottom of the
dialog box.
Edit Dlctlonar

Agta

J

(

Add Word

BNC

(

Oele1<l Ulord

CALS
CMOS

( Load Dictionary J

BATI'

COlllpugr aphic
Crvs tal

]

Cancel

I!FC

INT
ISMAP

KHz
mA

Word:

L---------------------~

Dictionary: Userdlct

Figure 4-9: The Edit Dictionary dialog box.

2. Click on the Load Dictionary button. The Load Dictionary
dialog box appears.
3. Click on the New button to display the New User Dictionary dialog box. Enter the name of the dictionary you want
to create.
4. Click on the New button.
5. You are automatically returned to the Edit Dictionary
dialog box, shown in Figure 4-9, with your new dictionary
loaded.
6. Enter the word you want to add in the text box labeled
Word and click on the Add Word button to add the word
to the dictionary. To delete a word from the dictionary,
click on the word in the list and click on the Delete Word
button.
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7. When you are through entering items, click on the Close
box in the upper left comer to close the dialog box and
save your changes to the dictionary.

Getting Help
~~--------~---------0

The Help menu includes options for searching for help when
working with HoTMetaL PRO. To display the Help menu, click on
the Balloon help icon at the top right of the menu bar. The bottom
element of this menu will be Help for HoTMetaL PRO 2.0. Choose
this to display HoTMetaL's help information. You'll need to
choose a Help browser (normally, the same browser you use for
previewing your documents) the first time you select the Help
function.
If you encounter a problem that is not documented in this book
or the help file, check Ventana's Web page that is associated with
this book at the URL http: / /vmedia.com/pim.html. You can get
free technical support about HoTMetaL PRO installation-related
questions by sending e-mail to help@vmedia.com or by calling
Ventana technical support at (919) 544-9404.
If you need technical assistance for noninstallation related
issues, contact SoftQuad directly by sending e-mail to hotmetalsupport@sq.com or call SoftQuad technical support at (416) 2394801. You can also fax your question using the fax number (416)
239-7105. Be aware that SoftQuad is based in Canada.
Additional Help options are available from the Apple menu:
SoftQuad Home Page, HoTMetaL PRO Registration and Submit
Problem Report. All of these also require a browser. The SoftQuad
Home Page option is the same as using a browser to connect to the
URL http: / /www.sq.com. To register your version of HoTMetaL
PRO with SoftQuad, choose HoTMetaL PRO Registration from the
Apple menu. This prompts you for a browser to display a registration form, which you should fill in and submit. You can also print
the registration form and fax it to SoftQuad. If you choose Submit
Problem Report, you also need to specify a browser which in tum
displays a report form that you can fill in and submit over the Web
or by fax.
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Moving On
In this chapter you've learned a lot about installing, starting and
using HoTMetaL PRO. This chapter barely scratches the surface
of HoTMetaL PRO's numerous features. Many other exciting
HoTMetaL PRO options, such as previewing, validating and
publishing HTML documents, are covered later in this book as
you need them. The next chapter explains how you can use
HoTMetaL PRO to insert the most common elements to create
your own HTML documents.

5
Creating Your first
: Web Document

here are a few ways you can start creating a Web document.
You can begin with a template and modify it to meet your needs
or download and modify the source code of an existing Web
document off the Internet. Web browsers, such as Netscape Navigator and Mosaic, let you display a window containing the HTML
codes and text used to create documents on the Web or save the
HTML codes and text to a file. The problem with this method is
that it is amazing how many Web documents break the basic rules
of HTML. Just because you're viewing a home page for a large
company is no guarantee that the page is created correctly.
This chapter takes a different approach. It discusses the basic
elements used to create a simple home page and presents valid
elements and procedures you can follow to construct your own
HTML documents. References are made throughout this chapter
to other areas in this book where you can obtain more detailed
information about each subject. To help you create correct Web
pages we'll focus in this chapter on inserting elements and verifying your document using HoTMetaL LITE, which is included on
the Companion CD-ROM.

~6
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Adding Markup to HTML Documents
As mentioned in Chapter 1, "The World Wide Web & Hypermedia
Publishing," the elements that specify how to display text are
collectively called markup. Markup is the use of codes that tell the
Web browser how to display your words. The document is composed of text that takes its cues from the markup.
Using markup is a lot like using parentheses in algebra or
entering a formula into a spreadsheet. Instead of parentheses,
HTML markup uses codes within angle brackets. Markup typically consists of a beginning code, commonly referred to as a tag,
that specifies the effect, and an ending tag that includes a forward
slash to identify the end of the markup. For example <TITLE>
signifies the beginning and </TITLE> marks the end. The beginning and ending tags are sometimes referred to as elements. Each
element has a name that corresponds with the tags, for example,
<TITLE> </TITLE> specifies the title element. When text or data
appears within a beginning and ending tag, the entire element is
sometimes called a container.
Not all elements demand a closing markup, and not all tags
must contain text. Elements that don't contain text and don't
require an end tag are sometimes referred to as empty elements. A
few tags let you define attributes to the element specific to the
element type. HoTMetaL PRO includes the Edit SGML Attributes
command in the Markup menu to let you specify an attribute. For
example, using an attribute you can define where text is placed
next to an image or define alternative text to accommodate viewers that are unable to handle images.
If you choose to use a text editor or an HTML editor other than
HoTMetaL PRO that doesn't automatically insert tags, it's helpful
to know that markup tags are not case sensitive; for example
<title>, <TITLE> and <Title> all can be used for the title tag.
There is one other point to note if you are using a standard text
editor to insert markup tags. It sometimes isn't clear from HTML
documentation whether you need to include an ending tag for
specific markup elements. If you are in doubt, generally it's better
to include one. Many browsers will allow you to get away without
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ending tags where the language says they should be, but you may
easily end up with a page that won't display correctly on some
systems. Of course, using HoTMetaL PRO will avoid this, since it
handles inserting both tags where required.

Because you don't know which browser will be used to view your
documents, you should attempt to follow all the rules in the HTML
language as closely as possible. Currently, some HTML editors and
templates allow you to get away with ignoring some elements and
still produce a readable document. Keep in mind, however, that
anyone can easily download your source code. If you don't follow
HTML formatting rules, others may make judgments about you
and your company fro m the quality of your documents.
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CENTER

DIR
DL
FORM
Hl
H2
H3
H4

H5
H6

KInsert Element D(Cancel )
Figure 5-1: The Insert Element dialog box.

An HTML Comment
One element that can be included in the head or the body is the
comment tag. Comments don't appear in the Web browser.
HoTMetal PRO supports the comment tags with the special
Markup>>lnsert Comment command, or you can use the Insert
Comment button on the Other HTML tool palette. The opening
tag for a comment is <I- and the closing tag is->. Because
some Web browsers balk at multiple line comments, it is best
to keep comments short or use the comment element for each
line you want to add.

The Head Tags
~~------~~---------0

Every HTML document starts with the markup tag <HTML>. The
initial <HTML> tag informs the browser what kind of documen t
it's looking at, so it can be displayed properly. This becomes more
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important as other documents, such as SGML documents for
Panorama and other non-HTML browsers, start being used. The
end tag </HTML> instructs the browser that the document is
complete. It's included as the last tag in your document.
Immediately following the <HTML> tag is a tag called
<HEAD>. The <HEAD> tag allows the HTTP server software to
discover information about the document.
The next item that should be included is a document title. The
title of a document, contrary to what you would expect, doesn't
appear at the top of your document. Typically the title appears in
the title bar of the window. The title is used for index information
by Web searching programs, such as Web spiders and robots.
When you create a document using HoTMetaL PRO, the words
"Document Title" appear in the HoTMetaL PRO document window. This text appears only in the editing window display, it is
not part of the text of the document.
The insertion point is initially positioned between the <BODY>
tags in your document. To create a title, move the insertion cursor
to the point after the words 'Document Title:' between the
<TITLE> tags. Type a title for your sample document. Keep the
title short yet descriptive. A descriptive title is important because
many browsers will use this title if the reader saves your page as a
bookmark or hotlist item. When you display this document in a
browser, the contents of the title element will be displayed in the
window's title bar. It is possible that the title will display in some
browsers on a Document Title line. The following is a sample of
the head tags.
<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books
<!TITLE> </HEAD> </HTML>

Other tags can appear in the head of a document, including the
ISINDEX, BASE, LINK, NEXTID and META tags. For more
information on these heading tags, see Appendix C, "An Illustrated
HTML Reference."

~0
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The Body Tags
-~~~~~--~--------0

The main part of your document is the body, contained within the
BODY element. Except for the ending </HTML> tag, everything
from here on is a body element, including headings, paragraphs,
special characters, lists, images, hyperlinks and so on. The following sections explain how to identify the beginning and the contents of the body of your Web page.

Identifying the Body of Your Document
M

I

o

The body of your document is the material between the BODY
tags. The BODY tags are added directly before the closing
</HTML> tag, as shown below:
<HTML> <HEAD> <TITLE> A Clean Well-Lighted Place for

Books
</TITLE> </HEAD> <BODY> </BODY> </HTML>

To begin the body of the document, move the insertion point
back between the BODY tags. If you simply wish to insert text,
you can now start typing. HoTMetaL PRO will automatically
insert the required PAR tags to enclose your new text. However, if
you want to insert other elements, you need to open the Insert
Elements dialog box. To do this, choose Markup>>lnsert Element
or press :}€-1. The Insert Element dialog box appears, as shown in
Figure 5-1. (Alternatively, you can use the tool palettes to choose
an element to insert.)
Once the insertion point is placed between the <BODY> tags,
the Insert Element dialog box will present many element choices.
Because you will frequently be inserting elements between the
beginning and ending BODY tags, you may find it helpful to pin
the Insert Element dialog box at this time. To pin the Insert Element dialog box, press :}€-1, and click once on the pin icon in the
upper right-hand comer.
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Organizing Your Document With Headers
M
.....
I
o
Like any well organized document, it's a good idea to start with a
heading. There are six possible heading tags, <Hl> through <H6>.
Each tag works just like a heading style in a word processing
document, or levels in an outline, providing structure and division
in your document. The type style and size of the heading changes
depending on how the individual browser that is displaying your
document is configured.
To create headers, select the <Hl> element from the Insert
Element dialog box. The insertion point appears between the
starting and ending Hl tags. The following is a sample heading.
<H1>Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books </H1 >

Even though you can use up to six different levels of headings, it
is best to stick to only four. Many browsers are not set up to
display higher-level heads with font and character attributes that
differ enough from each other to make them noticeable. Keep your
headings structured like any outline. For example, you wouldn't
put a lower-level heading before a higher-level heading in an
outline. The same holds true for HTML headings.
If you're using an editor other than HoTMetaL PRO, don't try
to combine the heading and title tags for the first level of a document. For example: <Hl ><TITLE> A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books </TITLE></Hl > is incorrect. The TITLE tag can only
appear inside the HEAD at the start of the document while the
heading tags are only valid within the body of the document.

Inserting Paragraphs & Line Breaks
M
I

0

Unlike typical word processor documents, how lines wrap in your
document has no effect on how the HTML document displays in a
browser. Pressing Enter may add line spaces to your HTML
document, but the lines will not appear when displayed in a
browser. Multiple spaces are also ignored. All spaces and multiple
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returns are collapsed to a single space. In order to specify a paragraph, you use the standard paragraph tag. The paragraph tag
ends the current line and inserts additional spacing prior to the
start of the next line.
Although the paragraph tag in version 2 of HTML doesn't
require an ending counterpart, HTML version 3 does. This is
partially to make HTML more compatible with SGML, but more
importantly, it opens the way to include attribute information for
the paragraph, such as centering or justification. HoTMetaL PRO
automatically adds a starting and ending paragraph tag.
To start adding text, choose P from the Insert Elements dialog
box. You can then enter the text you want between the beginning
and ending paragraph tags. The following is the HTML source
code for the first paragraph of A Clean Well-Lighted Place's
home page:
<P>Welcome to the Internet home page for A Clean WellLighted Place for Books-a cathode-ray extension of our
incandescently lit locations.</P>

The line-break tag <BR> lets you break a line without adding a
space between the lines. The line-break tag is an empty element. It
appears in HoTMetaL Pro with a starting and ending tag, although
when displayed as raw HTML code the <BR> tag does not have
an end tag. Line-break tags commonly are used with the address
tags, which are explained later in this chapter.

Adding Horizontal Rules

•r---~------------~----------------0
W
I

The horizontal rule element is another way to divide your document into sections. The default rule is a shaded line that when
viewed with a gray background looks like an inset 3D bar drawn
across the width of the page. You may see some impressive horizontal rules in Web pages. Many people use inline graphic images in
place of horizontal rules. To include a horizontal rule, use Markup>> Insert Elements and/ choose HR from the Insert Elements
dialog box.
<HR> </HR>
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Netscape adds four proprietary extensions to the horizontal
rule to let you specify the thickness, width, alignment and shading
of horizontal rules. For example, you could specify a rule that is a
line %-inch thick that appears centered and is 50 percent of the
width of the document. Figure 5-2 shows the Edit Attributes
dialog box for horizontal rules. Table 5-1 describes Netscape tag
extensions that allow the document's author to describe how the
horizontal rule should look.
Edit Attributes

SIZE
WIDTH
ALIGN
NOSHADE

I Unspecified ..,...
I Unspecified
T

SRC

nApply D[ Reset )

[ Cancel )

Figure 5-2: The Edit Attributes dialog box for horizontal rules.

A~ribute

Description

<HR SIZE=n>

Specifies the thickness of the horizontal
rule in pixels. The n stands for the
number of pixels.
Specifies an exact width in pixels, or a
relative width measured in percent of
document width. Then stands for a
number of pixels.
Specifies the alignment of the rule. The
three choices are LEFT (left aligned),
RIGHT (right aligned) or CENTER
(centered).
Specifies that you do not want any
shading of your horizontal rule.

<HR WIDTH=n>

<HR ALIGN=a/ignment>

<HR NOSHADE>

Table 5-1: Attributes for horizontal rules.
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Just because something looks great in your browser doesn't mean it
will look great when viewed in other browsers. Because we are
creating a simple home page in this chapter, we recommend that
you use the Netscape extensions. (See Chapter 3 for how to set
these.) Once you have a handle on building pages, you can edit
your pages to create a version that takes advantage of these extensions or not, as you choose. Many of thefeatures that the Netscape
extensions bring to HTML will be available in HTML version 3.

Including Lists

e.r----~~----------~---------------o

There are four types of lists you can use in an HTML document:
unordered lists, ordered lists, discursive lists and directory lists.
An unordered list is another way of saying a bulleted list. An
ordered list is a numbered list. A discursive or definition list is also
called a glossary list. Discursive lists let you create two columns,
one for terms and one for the description of the term. A directory
list is a list of short items (less than 24 characters). Directory lists
display a list of items with no bullets and without a hanging
indent. Because lists are so common to HTML documents, we'll
briefly cover these lists in this chapter. Many home pages, however, typically only include the unordered (bulleted) list.

It's possible to nest lists in a Web document for an outline effect.
Chapter 7, "Creating Your Text Appeal," explains creating nested
lists.
Unordered (Bulleted) Lists
The unordered list tag, <UL>, is used to mark the beginning of a
bulleted list. The unordered list uses the list item tag <Ll> to
indicate each separate list entry. This tag app ears before the text
used to denote the list item. The browser determines what character to use for a bullet. Some browsers, for example, may use an
asterisk or a dash. You can combine the paragraph tag to help add
space around list items, as shown in the following example:

9t@
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<P>Check out what's happening at our th ree locatio ns:</P>
<UL>
<LI><P>San Francisco (Opera Plaza)</P></ LI>
<LI><P>Larkspur</P></ LI>
<LI><P>Cupertino</P></LI>
</UL>

This would appear similar to Figure 5-3 in your document.

Check o~ vhel's beppe~ • ourdaee loccions:
• Sen FmUco (Opm. Plaza)

• Laxkspur
• Cqlextino

0

Figure 5-3: An unordered list.

A common mistake is to embed a heading within a list to make
the list font larger. Doing this will lead to unpredictable results. It
may look fine on your screen, but it will most likely cause problems when viewed with other browsers.

HTML version 3 adds a new TYPE attribute to the unordered list.
The TYPE attribute lets you define one of three types of bullets:
circle, disc or square.
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Ordered (Numbered) Lists
The ordered list tag <OL> is used to mark the beginning of a
numbered list. Like the unordered list, this tag must be followed
by list item tags <LI> to denote the actual text used in the list. The
end tag, </OL>, must be included at the end of the ordered list.
When the page is displayed the browser automatically inserts
the numbers for each list item. This is convenient because it
eliminates numbering errors. The following is an example of an
ordered list:
<H2> Order Forms </H2>
<0L>
<LI><P> Ordering Books </P></LI>
<LI><P> Special Orders </P></LI>
<LI><P> Return Policies </P></LI>
</OL>

This code would appear onscreen like Figure S-4.

1. Orderillg Boob

2. Speciel Otdem
3. Retum Poli:ies

Figure 5-4: An ordered list.
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HTML version 3 adds a new TYPE attribute to ordered lists. The
TYPE attribute lets you define the character used at each level of
nesting. The number or the count can now be changed in the
middle of a list. You also can specify uppercase roman numerals,
lowercase roman numerals, uppercase letters or lowercase letters.
For more information on the ordered list, see Appendix C, "'An
Illustrated HTML Reference."

Descriptive (Glossary) Lists
The descriptive list tag is used to construct a glossary-like entry. A
descriptive list contains two elements: a descriptive title, <DT>,
and its related list entry. Each description list entry is preceded by
the markup descriptive definition <DD>. Descriptive lists can also
include the <P> markup to include spaces between entries.
<DL>
<DT>The Crossing by Cormac McCarthy (Vintage Paperback, $13.00)
<DD><P>Young Billy Parham traps a she-wolf and decides
to return her to the mountains across the Mexican border.
</P>
<DT>Shipping News by E. Anne Proulx (Simon & Schuster
Paperback, $12.00)
<DD><P>The unblessed, hapless Quoyle retreats to his
ancestral home in Newfoundland with his two young
daughters and take-charge Aunt. Won the Pulitzer Prize for
fiction.</P>
<DT>In The Lake of the Woods by Tim O'Brien (Houghton
Mifflin Paperback, $21.95)
<DD><P>The hero's traumatic Vietnam past intrudes upon
his present political ambitions in the totally absorbing
novei.</P>
</DL>

®8
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Inserting Inline Graphic Images
Most Web documents contain an inline graphic or two. This
chapter contains an example of a logo added as an inline graphic.
For this example the logo is kept on your local drive. In its simplest terms, a local inline graphic can be included in a document
using raw HTML by including its source after the <IMG markup,
in the form <IMG SRC= "path/filename.gij">. When you use
HoTMetaL PRO, choose Markup>> Insert Element and choose the
IMG element from the Insert Elements dialog box. This displays
the Edit URL dialog box. In the Name text box, specify the path to
the image file using a forward slash between folder names and the
filenames. To view the URL in HoTMetaL PRO, choose View>>Hide
Inline Images and choose View>>Show URLs; the URL for the
inline image appears as <IMG SRC: path/filename.gif>.lf you are
storing the HTML document in the same directory as the graphic
file, you can omit the path. For example, the raw HTML entry for
an inline image without a path may appear as
<IMG SRC="Iogo.gif">
Not all browsers can display graphic images. To make sure
that others viewing your page are not left in the dark, choose
Markup>>Edit SGMLAttribute. This displays the Edit Attribute
dialog box shown in Figure 5-5.
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Edit Attributes

ALIGN
SRC

AlT

I BOTTOM ..... I
llogo.gif

I REQUIRED

:=IA =======~I
Clean Well-lighted Place .

Figure 5-5: The Edit Attribute dialog box lets you specify text for text-based

Web browsers and other image attributes.

Edit the ALT attribute field to specify text to display in place of
the image. This lets a person viewing the page from a text-based
browser, such as Lynx on a VT100 terminal, see the words "A
Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books Logo" at the location of the
logo.
<IMG SRC="Iogo.gif" ALT="A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books Logo">

By default HoTMetaL PRO doesn't display the ALT attribute
and text. There are two ways you can see the text that ALT attribute
is set to display: choose the Markup>>Edit SGMLAttribute or
choose the View>>Show Link and Context View. In order to see
the ALT attribute and text using the Show Link and Context, the
insertion point must be in the line containing the URL for the image.
This adds the logo to the document, so it now looks like Figure
S-6. By default text is aligned with the bottom of the image. You
can choose Markup>>Edit SGML Attribute to specify that the text
is aligned at the top or the middle of an inline graphic using the
ALIGN attribute.

®DO
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A complete discussion of inline and external graphics is the subject
of Chapter 8, "Getting Graphic With Images. "

A
CLEAN
WELL-LIGHTED
PlACE
for

BOOKS
Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
Welcome 10 1he Ittemec home pege for A Claen Well-Liglted Place for Books -a clllhode'fl!)' exlension of our
locelions.

Figure S-6: A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books's logo is added to tlte top of
tlte Web document.

Adding Links

•

•r---~------------~----------------0

A hyper/ink is a term used to describe hypertext or an image in
your document that acts as a pointer to another location or a file.
The location could be another Web document on a remote system,
another local Web document or another part of the current document. The following section explains how to create a link to
another location within the same Web document. Creating links to
remote documents is discussed in-depth in Chapter 6, "The Art of
Linking." In order to create a link, you must identify the destina-
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tion and create an anchor name that identifies the anchor's destination. The starting point and the destination points are referred
to as anchors and appear between the <A> and </A> tags. Anchors can include one or more attributes, but each must have
NAME and/ or HREF attributes.
The HREF attribute specifies that the anchor is the start of a
hypertext link and is followed by an equals sign (=) and the
destination anchor or URL. The browser presents the text between
the <A> and </A> tags as a hyperlink. The text after the <A> tag
and immediately before the <I A> shouldn't include any spaces,
otherwise space characters will be highlighted. If the hyperlink
text appears at the end of a sentence, it's good design to put the
period directly outside the closing</ A> tag. The path to the
destination is established in the document by including the
markup:
<P>Check out our special
<A HREF= 11 #staff11 >Staff recommendations</A>.
</P>

The NAME attribute specifies that the anchor is the destination of
the link.
<P><A NAME= 11 Staff.. ></A>Staff Recommendations
</P>
In this example, #staff label is used to specify the destination of
the link. The words "staff recommendations" appear in the document as the hyperlink text. If you click the "staff recommendations" hypertext, you will be sent to the Anchor with the
NAME="staff" in the document.

The above is a very simplistic execution of a link. To learn how to
link to documents outside your system, or to get a deeper understanding of the linking process, refer to Chapter 6, "The Art of
Linking."
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Adding an Address

••r---~------------,----------------0

The <ADDRESS> tag is usually an e-mail address and is generally
used to identify the author of a document or the Webmaster,
thereby letting users contact the document's author. The output
appears as italic text. In most cases you'll want to use the <BR>
tag to provide line breaks for each part of the address.
<P>For additional information, please send e-mail to
<B>information@bookstore.com</B>, phone us at + 1 415555-7999, or FAX your request to +1 415-555-6195. If you
have problems or comments concerning our Web service,
please send e-mail to the following address:
</P>
<ADDRESS>webmaster@bookstore.com</ADDRESS>
<P>You can also contact us via ground mail at</P>
<ADDRESS>
A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books<BR>
601 Van Ness Ave<BR>
San Francisco, California 94402 USA<BR>
</ADDRESS>

A Sample Home Page
The following is the raw source for a page that includes most of
the tags that have been introduced in this chapter. The graphic
image file used as the logo in this sample is supplied on the
Companion CD-ROM. The CD-ROM also includes the code for
this example. At this point, of course, the page is still quite simple,
but this gives you a good idea of how all these elements work
together to make an HTML page.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<IMG SRC="images/logo.gif" ALT="A Clean Well-Lighted
Place f or Books Logo">
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<H 1>Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books'
Home Page</H 1>
<P> Welcome to the Internet home page for A Clean WellLighted Place for Books-a cathode-ray extension of our
incandescently lit locations.</P>
<HR>
<H2>Store Locations and Events</H2>
<P>Check out what's happening at our three locations:</P>
<UL>
<LI><P>San Francisco</P>
<P>At Opera Plaza<BR>
601 Van Ness Avenue<BR>
San Francisco, CA 941 02<BR>
(415) 441-667 0</P></LI>
<LI><P>Larkspur</P>
<P>At Larkspur Landing<BR>
2417 Larkspur Landing Circle<BR>
Larkspur, CA 94939<BR>
(415) 461-0 171 </P></LI >
<LI><P>Cu perti no</P>
<P>At the Oaks<BR>
21269 Stevens Creek Boulevard<BR>
Cupertino, CA 95014<BR>
(408) 255-7600</P></LI>
</UL>
<P><B>OPEN 7 DAYS, 10:00 AM to 11:00 PM</B><BR>'til
Midnight on Fridays and Saturdays</P>
<HR>
<H2>Best of the Books</H2>
<P>Our staff members (naturallyl) read a lot of books. The
<A HREF= .. #staff.. >staff recommendations</A>.
is a list of what they feel are ttie best books they have read
in the last year. This briefly annotated list represents only a
portion of the diverse books that they championed.
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<HR>
<H2> Order Forms </H2>
<0L>
<LI><P> Ordering Books </P></LI>
<LI><P> Special Orders </P></LI>
<LI><P> Return Policies </P></LI>
</OL>
<HR>
<H2><A NAME="staff"></A>Staff Recommendations</H2>
<DL>
<DT>The Crossing by Cormac McCarthy (Vintage Paperback, $13.00)
<DD><P>Young Billy Parham traps a she-wolf and decides
to return her to the mountains across the Mexican border.
</P>
<DT>Shipping News by E. Anne Proulx (Simon & Schuster
Paperback, $12.00)
<DD><P>The unblessed, hapless Quoyle retreats to his
ancestral home in Newfoundland with his two young
daughters and take-charge Aunt. Won the Pulitzer Prize for
fiction.</P>
<DT>In The Lake of the Woods by Tim O'Brien (Houghton
Mifflin Paperback, $21.95)
<DD><P>The hero's traumatic Vietnam past intrudes upon
his present political ambitions in this totally absorbing
novei.</P>
</DL>
<HR>
<H2>How to Contact A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
</H2>
<P>For additional information, please send e-mail to
<B>information@bookstore.com</B>, phone us at+ 1 415441-6670, or FAX your request to +1 415-567-6885. If you
have problems or comments concerning our Web service,
please send e-mail to the following address:
</P>
<ADDRESS>webmaster@bookstore.com</ADDRESS>
<P>You can also contact us via ground mail at</P>
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<ADDRESS>
A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books <BR>
601 Van Ness Avenue<BR>
San Francisco, California 94102 USA<BR>
</ADDRESS>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Validating Your Web Document
One simple but important final step you should take is to validate
your document before publishing it. To validate your document
with HoTMetaL PRO, choose the Special>>Validate Document
command or use the shortcut key, 3€- I. In addition to checking
your entire document, HoTMetaL PRO lets you check an individual section of your document. If text in your Web document is
selected, only the selection is checked, otherwise the entire document is checked. HoTMetaL PRO checks for all required beginning and ending elements and checks to make sure the attributes
are in the correct form. If HoTMetaL PRO finds an error, a message box appears notifying you of the error and the insertion point
moves to its loca tion, as best as HoTMetaL PRO can determine, so
you can fix the error.

Publishing Your Web Document

I

0

When you get ready to publish your work on the Internet, you'll
need to replace all the local references with URLs that point to
your system as the network sees it. For example, during development, a local reference might be:
file://documents/ page1.html

but the network reference might be:
http://www.mycompany.com/info/documents/ page1.html

HoTMetaL eases this transition by prompting you for the URL
changes. To replace the local references, choose the File>>Publish
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command. HoTMetaL PRO displays the Publish dialog box, which
lets you choose whether to find and replace the URLs on a one-byone basis or replace all the local file references to network HTTP
references.

Moving On
--~~----~---------0
~

Now you have an idea of how easy it is to write a simple HTML
document. You've only scratched the surface, however. Until you
delve into the power of links, you really can't take advantage of
the global publishing capabilities of the World Wide Web. The
next chapter builds on the HTML tags you learned in this chapter
to show you how to exploit the power of links to publish complex
Web documents and connect to files and other Web documents
around the world.
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The last chapter took you through HTML basic training, showing you how to create a Web page and include a link to another
part of the same page. A Web page with links only to the same
page, however, is a little boring. This chapter lets you create more
exciting interactive HTML pages by explaining how to create links
that connect to additional pages on your own system and how to
create links to connect to Web pages at other sites anywhere in the
world.

An Introduction to Links
There are three types of links you can create: intra-page links,
intra-system links and inter-system links. Intra-page links link to
another place in the current page; intra-system links link to other
pages on the current server; and inter-system links link to a page
on another server.
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The Anchor tag lets you create a link. Well-designed HTML
pages have multiple links to produce easy-to-use, easy-to-read
Web documents. The text examples in this chapter show the raw
HTML source code, rather than the HTML tag icons, which
HoTMetaL PRO displays. A typical Anchor tag for an inter-system
link in a raw HTML document looks similar to the following:
<A HREF="http://www.vmedia.com/">Ventana Online</A>

The opening <A> tag specifies the place you are linking to, that is,
the destination URL or the name of a file. In this case, the destination is the URL http:/ /www.vmedia.com /. Between the opening
and closing tags is the text that will be highlighted on the page as
the "hyperlink text," in this case, Ventana Online. The closing tag
<I A> indicates the end of the link text and hypertext reference.

How to Create a Link
There are two ways to create a link with HoTMetaL PRO. The
most intuitive method is to first type the text you want, without
inserting the hyperlinks. This keeps you focused on the information you want to convey and helps you avoid the undistinguished,
worn-out "click here" phrase that infests so many otherwise wellwritten pages. When you have completed your text, go back and
select the text that will become the linked text, then use the
Links>>lnsert Anchor command to add an Anchor tag. As a
shortcut, use the anchor button in the Common HTML tool palette. This displays the Edit URL dialog box for adding a link, as
shown in Figure 6-1. Enter the file name or URL for the jump
destination in the HREF field and choose the OK button.
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Edit URL
Scheme:

I

~ http

Host: www.umedia.com
Port:
Path:

~--------------------~

( Choose File ... )

I Nome:T I
([ OK

)J (-~-o-tli-st-...........)

( Add to Hotlist ... ) ( Cancel )

Figure 6-1: The Edit URL dialog box lets you add a hypertext link.

Alternatively, when you have not already entered the linked
text that you want to use, you can choose the Markup>>lnsert
Element command. This displays the Insert Element dialog box.
Select Anchor, which automatically displays the Edit URL dialog
box shown in Figure 6-1. Enter the URL information in the same
way you did before.
If you have already entered an anchor, you can change the
anchor reference by using the Markup>> Edit SGMLAttributes
command. This displays the Edit Attributes dialog box shown in
Figure 6-2. Enter the revised filename or jump destination in the
HREF field and choose the Apply button.
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Edit Attributes

METHODS

REL
REU
URN
TITlE

HREF

I http://www.umedia.com/

NAME

nApply )J (Reset )

( Cancel )

Figure 6-2: The Edit Attributes dialog box is another way to add a
hypertext link.

When you have entered the link information, enter the text to
display in your document to identify the link. This goes after the
link data but before the ending Anchor tag. All the text within the
tag will be displayed as linked text.
By default HoTMetaL PRO displays the hypertext reference
next to the HREF anchor. If HoTMetaL PRO doesn't show the
content of a link, choose View>>Show URLs.

If you're not using HoTMetaL PRO, you can enter the text with an
HTML editor or a text editor, such as SimpleText. Remember that
the Macintosh system allows you to name files with longer file
names and extensions, provided the file name and any extensions
don't exceed 31 characters.

Creating a Link to a Local Page or File
When you're authoring for the Web, keep individual pages as
short as is practical. This means you'll wind up with a lot of interpage links to individual pages. The following is a hands-on example that steps you through the process of creating two pages
that point to each other with links using HoTMetaL PRO. Figure
6-3 shows the results of these two pages.
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1. Start HoTMetaL PRO.

2. Display at least the Common HTML tool palette and
choose File>>New to begin a new document. By default,
the standard document template supplies the required
HTML tags (HTML, HEAD, TITLE and BODY) for a basic
document.
3. Place the insertion point after the phrase "Document
Title:" between the TITLE and /TITLE tags. The phrase
Document Title: is not a part of the document's title and
will not display in a Web browser.
4. At the insertion point, type the title of the document Link
Sample Page 1.
5. Move the insertion point between the BODY and /BODY
tags in the document.
6. Add a heading by pressing the H1 button on the Common
HTML tool palette. This adds an H1 element between the
BODY tags. The insertion point appears between the H1
and· /H1 tags.

7. Type the heading Link Sample Page 1 at the insertion
point.
8. Move the insertion point between the /H1 and /BODY
tag. Switch back to the dialog box, select the P (paragraph)
element, and choose the Insert Element button. The insertion point appears between the P and /P tags.
9. At the insertion point, type This is a reference to page
two.
10. Select the text "page two," and then choose Links>>lnsert
Anchor menu item or press the Anchor button.
11. This displays the Edit URL dialog box. In the PATH field,
type page2.html as the link destination and choose the OK
button.
12. Choose File>>Save or press 38-S and save the file as
"page1.html."
13. To create the second page, choose File>>Save As and enter
page2.html as the file name.
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14. Change the "Pagel" references to "Page2" and change the
anchor references from "page one" to "page two."
15. Choose Markup>> Edit SGMLAttributes or press 00-].
This displays the Edit Attributes dialog box. Replace the
page2.html with pagel.html for the link destination in the
HREF field and choose the Apply button.
16. Choose File>>Save or press 00-S to save your changes.
17. Close the Insert Element dialog box.
18. To test your sample link pages, choose File>>Preview.
Alternatively you can open either page with the
File> >Open File or the File> >Open Local File command on
your Web browser.
The Link Sample Page 1 includes a link (page2.html) that points
to Link Sample Page 2. The Link Sample Page 2 includes a link
(pagel.html) that points back to Link Sample Page 1. The source
for the first page appears similar to the following:
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Link Sample Page 1. </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY><H1>Link Sample Page 1</H1>
<P>This is a reference to
<A HREF="page2.html''>page two</A>.
</P>
</BODY></HTML>

Page two appears similar to the following:
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Link Sample Page 2.</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY><H1>Link Sample Page 2</H1>
<P>This is a reference to
<A HREF="page1.html">page one</A>.
</P>
</BODY></HTML>
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Link Sample Page 1
Thil il a mfmDCe to RIPJE.

Link Sample Page 2
Thil il a mfemlce to~·

Figure 6-3: How "pagel.html" and "page2.html" appear in the Netscape

Navigator browser.
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Relative Paths
In the previous example, the HREF attribute specifies only a file
name. Notice there isn't a full URL prefix. This is allowed because
your browser uses the HREF as a relative path. That is, if you
opened the first file with the File>>Open command, the browser
assumes that all HREFs that do not have a prefix specified, such as
HTTP: or FILE:, are located in the same relative directory as the
first file you opened. This is a handy feature, since you can move
both files to another directory, and the links will still work. If you
look at the "jump destination" in the status line of your browser
(typically found at the bottom of the screen), you 'll see the complete path to the file; for example,
fi le:///MyMac/ HTM LDocuments/page2. htm I

The Importance of Local Links
It's important to use links that assist users when navigating
through your pages in both directions. A common problem with
many HTML pages on the Web today is the lack of good backward links.
Imagine for a moment you've navigated through the Web to a
particularly interesting page. You add it to your bookmark list for
future reference. Now, several days later, you call up the bookmark to look at that page again. At this point, you may wish to
look at other pages on the same site, but unfortunately there are
no links on the page you are viewing. At this point, you are effectively "lost in hyperspace," with little or no idea how to move
around to other pages on the same server.
As a rule, you should always include a link from every HTML
page back to your home page. From your home page you can create
links to other pages or to other interesting places on the Web.

In addition to the text-based links discussed in this chapter, there
are links that you can add to graphical images. For example, a
common practice is to use a logo as a link to your home page.
Making an inline graphic image a link is covered in detail in
Chapter 8, "Getting Graphic With Images."
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Creating a Link Within a Page
In most cases, it's a good idea to keep your Web pages short. This
ensures that the text will fit in a screen or two on the reader's
computer. There are cases, however, where this isn't practical or
desired. For example, you may have a long price list or a FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) you may want to keep together so
people can easily print it out. When you have long pages, it's
convenient to provide links between sections of the same page.
This is done with intra-page links.
Now HoTMetaL PRO makes creating intra-page links very
simple. The easiest way to create these links is to enter all the text
for your page before creating any links within the page. For
clarity, the source anchor is the text that points to the jump-to
point, or destination anchor, on the same page.
There are a couple of unique steps for creating intra-page links,
specifically, establishing names or labels for the jump-to destinations in the page. Labels in pages are also created with the Anchor
tag, using the NAME attribute of the Anchor tag to create the
label. The following example steps you through the process of
creating a link within a page.
1. Enter all the text you want to use for your page.

2. Move to the destination you want to let users jump to in
your document. Select the text that you wish to be the
anchor for the destination and choose Links>>Name
Target or press the Anchor button on the Common HTML
tool palette. This displays the Insert Named Location
dialog box shown in Figure 6-4.
3. The dialog box automatically displays the first word of the
selected text as the default name of the anchor. Click OK to
accept the default, or type in a new name and click OK.
You can enter any name that you want for the link. For
example, Figure 6-4 shows the destination label "questions" added as the Name field.
4. Move to the text in your document that you want to make
the source link. This is the text that points to the destination you just selected.
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5. Select the word or phrase you want to use to point to your
destination and choose Links> >Connect Link or press the
Connect Link button on the Common HTML tool palette.
This automatically creates a new anchor link that points to
the previous destination. Note that this item is only available immediately after you have created a destination
anchor.
6. Choose File>>Save or press 3€-S to save your changes.
7. Choose the File>>Preview command or press 3€-M to test
the intra-page links.
Although this is the simplest way to create intra-page links, you
may not always want or be able to make the links immediately.
You can always use this technique to create a destination link.
Sometimes, however, you may need to make a source link before
you make the destination, or when the destination is already
created. In that case, you can make any selected text into a source
anchor by replacing the single step 5 in the previous example with
these steps.
1. Select the word or phrase that you want to use to point to
your destination and choose Links>>Insert Anchor. This
will display the Edit URL dialog box shown in Figure 6-5.
2. Type the text to match the label for the destination in the
Name field and choose the OK button. For example, Figure
6-5 shows questions" added to the name field to match
the destination label named questions" in the same
document. HoTMetaL PRO automatically adds the required'#' character in front of the label to indicate that this
is a link to another part of the same page.
11

II

In the previous chapter, we explained how to create a link to a
specific part of the page using HoTMetaL PRO. This chapter
shows a different example that includes the label within a heading. In order for this to be a practical example, we included
enough text so the link points to a section that isn't on the screen
at the same time. Remember all the examples are included on the
Companion CD-ROM, so you don't have to type in all the text.
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Insert Named Location
Set Location Name

I

Name: questions
{[ OK

]J ( Cancel )

Figure 6-4: The Insert Named Location dialog box.

Edit URL

Scheme:;=.EJ=-..!::1========~'

I

Host:l
Port:

Path:l------------~ (Choose File ... )

I Name: T I question~
([ OK

_

JJ (Hotlist ... ) (_R_d_d-to-Ho_t_li_st-..----.) (Cancel )

Figure 6-5: The Name field lets you label the jump-to destination.

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE> Frequent Buyer Club</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY><H1>ACWLP's Frequent Buyer Club </H1>
<P>This page includes details about A Clean Well-Lighted
Place for Books' Frequent Buyer Club and answers to frequently asked questions about our Frequent Buyer Club.
</P>
<P>If you have some specific questions, you can move
directly to our <A HREF= #questions >question and answer</A> section. If you already know that you'd like to
join, simply fill out our Club <A> HREF= 11#join.html 11
>enrollment form</A></P>
<HR>
11

11
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<H1>Frequent Buyer Club</H1>
<P>Buy 20 books or other items and get a free award
coupon. </P>
<P></P>
<H2>Frequent Buyer Club Rules and Limitations</H2>
<0L>
<LI>No membership fee to join.</LI>
<LI>Sign up by filling out the <A> HREF= .. #join.html .. >
enrollment form</A>. </LI>
<LI>When we ring up your purchase at the cash register,
please tell us your enrollment number and we'll credit your
account. </LI>
<LI>Our computer will track and record each purchase and
issue your frequent buyer award coupon automatically.
</LI>
<LI>The amount of your award coupon will be equal to the
average cost of the last twenty books or other items you
have purchased.</LI>
<LI>You may use your award coupon at any of our three
locations for any purchase after the last qualifying purchase.</LI>
<LI>Every purchase of books, cards, gifts, or CO-ROMs
counts toward your award coupon. Purchases of newspapers, magazines, postage fees, event tickets, and Golden
Gate Bridge tickets are not counted.</LI>
<LI>Purchases made under other discount programs, such
as the Teacher's classroom discount or the City Arts
Patron's discount, do not count toward the award coupon.
However, books that are sold at a discounted price, such as
our NY limes Bestsellers, do count.</LI></UL>
<HR>
<H2>How can I join the Frequent Buyer Club?</H2>
<P>Simply go to the information desk at any one of our
three locations to join the Frequent Buyer Club for that
store. Or, you may join for any one of our store locations,
as well as for on-line purchases, by filling out an on-line
<A>HREF= ..#join.html .. >enrollment form</A>. </P>
<P>Follow these steps to enroii:</P>
<UL>
<LI>Pick up an enrollment form.</LI>
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<LI>Fill out the required information.</LI>
<LI>Select an account code number from four to seven
digits or letters. (We suggest using all, some portion, or a
variation of a familiar telephone number.)</LI>
</UL>
<P>That's all there is to it I Tell the cashier your account
number when you make your purchase and our computer
system does the rest. It keeps track of all your eligible
purchases and issues your award certificate automaticallyl
<P>Thanks for joining A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books'
Frequent Buyer Club</P>
<P></P>
<HR>
<H2><A NAME= 11 questions .. ></A>Frequently Asked Ouestions</H2>
<H4>0: How much does it cost to join ACWLP Frequent
Buyer Club?</H4>
<P>A: Nothing.</P>
<H4>0: How do I keep track of my purchases?</H4>
<P>A: You don't have to because our computer does it for
you. When you enroll, you select an account number (4 to 7
digits) which we will enter into our computer/register system. When you purchase something, tell us your account
number. Through this number we will track your purchases
and issue an award coupon automatically after the twentieth
item.</P>
<H4>0: What purchases are credited toward my ACWLP
Frequent Buyer account?</H4>
<P>A: Almost everything at A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books will be credited to your account total except newspapers, magazines, postage fees, event tickets, and Golden
Gate Bridge tickets. This means books, greeting cards, gifts,
audio cassettes, CO-ROMs, t-shirts, calendars, stationery,
and lots more are included when you purchase from us.
</P>
<H4>0: What about gift certificates?</H4>
<P>A: Since gift certificates are gifts for the person receiving them, the recipients rather than the donors will have
purchases credited toward their accounts when they use
them.</P>
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<H4>0: What if I shop at more than one location?</H4>
<P>A: You can redeem your award coupon at any of our
three locations, but since our computer systems are not
interconnected you must register at each store separately. If
you register on-line, you may choose any one location for
your enrollment. In that case, all on-line purchases, as well
as any in-store purchases at the selected location, will be
credited toward your award. You may have accounts at each
store accumulating credit toward award coupons. If you
wish, you may use the same number for each account.</P>
<H4>0: What about privacy? Who else will see information
about me and my purchases?</H4>
<P>A: Privacy is a great concern to us, too. That's why A
Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books has never and will never
sell, rent, or loan our mailing list. Our Frequent Buyer Club
is operated solely by A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books,
and information about your purchases will not be shared
with <EM>anyone</EM>.</P>
<H4>0: Does my membership ever expire?</H4>
<P>A: No program is forever, but currently we only plan to
allow membership to expire if the member makes no purchases for 12 months.</P>
<PRE>
</PRE>
</BODY>
</HTML>
In the above example, you can see the destination for the jump
specified as a label in the same page, 11 questions". The pound sign
prefix in the parameter: HREF="# questions" tells your viewer
that the jump is internal to this page, to a place with the label
questions". At the Frequently Asked Questions section of the
page, you see another Anchor tag, this time using the NAME=
questions attribute instead of the HREF= attribute. The NAME
specifies the label to be used as a jump destination. If you create
a file with this content, open the file in a browser and click the
questions and answers" hyperlink, the page jumps to the
Frequently Asked Questions section.
II

II
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Anchor tags can be used for creating hypertext jumps and creating
labels at the same time, if you use both HREF and NAME parameters. Also, you can combine inter-page jumps with jumps to
specific labels so that you can jump from a particular point in one
page to a particular point in another page. See the end of this
chapter for a more complex example.

This is the most powerful type of Web link. It allows you to create
a link from your page to any page anywhere on the Web. You need
to be careful, however, to check the correctness of the link on a
regular basis. Because you generally don't control the location of
the destination page you are linking to, it's possible that the link
may change. It is also possible that the network or host system
you're linking to will be down at various times, making your link
inoperative. Remember that since this is an actual inter-system
link, you'll need to be connected to the Internet for it to work.
To create an inter-system link, you need to specify a full URL as
the jump destination.
1. Enter and select the text you want to make a hyperlink

to identify the place you want to let users jump to.
2. Choose the Markup>>Surround command or press ~-U.
The Surround dialog box appears. Choose the Surround
button to surround the selected text with Anchor tags.
3. Choose the Markup>>Edit URL. This displays the Edit
URL dialog box.
4. Click the arrow located to the right of the Protocol field.
Choose the http option to indicate a Web server. If you
want to connect to a host using a different protocol, such as
an FTP or Gopher site, choose the appropriate protocol
from the list.

®
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5. Enter the host address in the Host field. Because you specified the http protocol in the previous step, you don't need to
enter the http:/ I prefix. For example to specify the URL for
Ventana Online, enter www.vmedia.com. Choose the Apply
button. If the link doesn't appear, you can choose the
View>>Show Link and Context View to display the link.
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Guides for the Virtual Reader links to vreader.html, a page
containing links to a variety of resources for the readers from
the Bay area, including lists of events at other bookstores,
information on locating antiquarian and out-of-print books,
links to electronic magazines and other materials of general
interest to readers.

~

How to Order links to an order form orders.html, which
provides a form for ordering any books from ACWLP along
with a description of how to place special orders and a
discussion of return polices.

~

Feedback links to feedback.html, which lists links to a
mailing list and offers a customer satisfaction form for
requests and comments to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books.

~

Behind the Scenes links to behind.html, which displays a
look at A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books, Inc., its
philosophy and key employees.

Because the content of a link is not obvious when viewing a
HoTMetaL PRO document, the examples below show the source of
the fi...,al HTML text, rather than HoTMetaL PRO. If you want to
view the content of the links, open the sample document using
HoTMetaL PRO and choose View>>Show URLs. View>>Show
URLs should show all the URLs inline in HOTMetaL PRO.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE> A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<IMG SRC= 11 images/acwlp3.gif" ALT="A Clean Well-Lighted
Place for Books Logo">
<H1>Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books'
Home Page</H 1>
<P> Welcome to the Internet home page for A Clean WellLighted Place for Books-a cathode-ray extension of our
incandescently lit locations.</P>
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<HR>
<H2>Store Locations and Events</H2>
<P>Check out what's happening at our three locations:</P>
<UL>
<LI><P><A HREF= .. opera.htm1 11 > San Francisco </A> </P>
<P>At Opera Plaza<BR>
601 Van Ness Avenue<BR>
San Francisco, CA 941 02<BR>
(415) 441-6670</P></LI>
<LI><P><A HREF= 11 1arkspur.html 11 > Larkspur </A> </P>
<P>At Larkspur Landing<BR>
2417 Larkspur Landing Circle<BR>
Larkspur, CA 94939<BR>
(415) 461-0171 </P></LI >
11
<LI><P><A HREF= 0aks.html 11 > Cupertino </A> </P>
<P>At the Oaks<BR>
21269 Stevens Creek Boulevard<BR>
Cupertino, CA 95014<BR>
(408) 255-7600</P></LI>
</UL>
<P><B>OPEN 7 DAYS, 10:00 AM to 11:00PM</B><BR>'til
Midnight on Fridays and Saturdays</P>
<HR>
<H2>Best of the Books</H2>
<P><IMG SRC= .. images/bestbook.gif.. ALT=11 Best Books
Logon> Here are some interesting and, we hope, unexpected recommendations for books that you may not have
heard about or read yet.</P>
<P>Our staff members (naturallyl) read a lot of books. Our
<A HREF= .. news.html .. >newsletter</A> for May presents a
list of what they feel are the best books they have read in
the last year. This briefly annotated list represents only a
portion of the diverse books that they championed.</P>
<P>Aiso check out our new <A HREF= 11 fbclub.html 11 >
Frequent Buyer Club</A> for a special award program that
will keep you coming back for more! And we have answers
to any <A HREF=fbclub.html#questions>questions</A>
about the Frequent Buyer Club as weii.</P>
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<P>There is a whole world of books out there, and many of
the best are written by authors in other countries. Check out
our special list of authors <A HREF="forauth.html"> from
other countries </A>. This list presents many authors, both
well-known and less so, arranged by region and country.
</P>
<HR>
<P> When you find a book that you like, you can place an
order by filling in the <A HREF="orders.html"> order form
available on-line. You can also look here for a description of
how to place special orders and for an explanation of our
return policies. </H2>
<HR>
<H2>The Virtual Reader</H2>
<P><IMG SRC="images/vreader.gif" ALT="Virtual Reader">
Of course, if none of this is of interest to you, there are
many other <A HREF="otherres.html">reader's resources
</A> on the net. Check out Eric De Mund's <A HREF=ftp://
www.culturewave.com/pub/culturewave/ba-bookstoreevents/>calendars</A> for events at bookstores in the Bay.
Or check out local newspapers and electronic magazines
(familiarly referred to as 'zines, or e-zines), or even <A
HREF=http://w3.com:80/bayfood>pick a place for dinner</A>
tonight.</P>
<HR>
<H2>Feedback </H2>
<P>Before you leave, drop us a line or two or get on our <A
HREF=maillst.html>mailing list</A>. We'd love to hear from
youi</P>
<HR>
<H2>How to Contact A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
</H2>
<P>For additional information, please send e-mail to
<B>info@bookstore.com</B>, phone us at+ 1 415-441-6670,
or FAX your request to +1 415-567-6885. If you have problems or comments concerning our Web service, please
send e-mail to the following address:
</P>
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<ADDRESS>webmaster@bookstore.com</ADDRESS>
<P>You can also contact us via ground mail at</P>
<ADDRESS>
A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books<BR>
601 Van Ness Avenue<BR>
San Francisco, California 94102 USA<BR>
</ADDRESS>
<P>This page, and all contents, are Copyright (C) 1995 by
Canyon Software Inc., San Rafael, California, USA.
</P>
<HR>
<B>[
<A HREF="news.htmi">Newsletter</A>
I
<A HREF="fbclub.htmi''>Frequent Buyer Club</A>
I
<A HREF="orders.htmi">Order</A>
I
<A HREF="vreader.htmi .. >Virtual Reader</A>
I
<A HREF="maillst.htmi">Mailing List</A>
</B>
</BODY>
</HTML>

All the anchors that include a hypertext reference following the
form HREF=document.html point to other HTML pages; for
example, HREF=fbclub.html and HREF=news.html reference
HTML documents.
The sixth anchor's hypertext reference combines a document
name and a label within the document. In the paragraph on the
Frequent Buyer Club, the second anchor's hypertext reference points
to the document named fbclub.html and the label questions within
that document. Choosing this link lets the reader jump directly to the
location labeled questions in the fbclub.html document.
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The tenth anchor's hypertext reference is HREF=ftp: / / www.
culturewave.com/ pub I culturewave/ba-bookstore-events I . This
example of an inter-system link points to the FTP site www.
culturewave.com. The additional information moves the reader
directly to the directory where the list of bookstore events is kept.
Clicking on this link displays the directory and allows readers to
download the event list to their own computer.
In a similar way, the eleventh anchor is another example of an
inter-system link. This hypertext reference, HREF=http:/ / www.
childsoft.com/ ims/ rest/ba_rest_guide.html, points to an H1ML
page on another computer system that maintains a list of restaurants. Clicking on this link transfers readers directly to that page,
which will then display in their browser.
Figure 6-6 shows how this document appears when viewed in
Netscape.

Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books

Store Locatiooa aod Eveats
Chocko111 ,_.,

~•

oar tluoo locobmo:

·~

Figure 6-6: The sample HTML document.
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Normally, you will only use the HREF and/or the NAME Anchor
tag attributes. As the Web evolves, however, use of other tags may
become more prevalent. For more information on the different
attributes that are available for links, see Appendix C, "An Illustrated HTML Reference."

Moving On
-~----------~--------0

Now that you've got the basics down of creating HTML pages and
linking them together, you can start getting more creative with the
content of the pages. In Chapter 7, "Creating Your Text Appeal;'
you 'll learn about the many possibilities for creating and formatting text using HTML.
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B y now you can see the striking difference between how
HTML documents are written and how documents are created
with a word processor. Instead of focusing on a physical description of a page's margins, fonts and formatting, the tag structure of
HTML focuses on the content of a document and what the various
parts of a document mean. The focus of HTML markup is on the
classification and content of a paragraph or group of words,
instead of the look of the displayed or printed page. There are still
a few tags that give explicit directions about rendering text, such
as bold or italic, but most are focused on the logical meaning
instead of the physical rendering. In this chapter, you'll learn about
the options you have as an author to describe the various parts of
your page, and see how the different Web browsers will render
that page.
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Netscape's Extensions to HTML

I

Most of the tags de:cribed in this chapter a: part of the H1ML
standard . A few, however, have been added by Netscape Communications. Use these extensions with care because a page created to
look great on the Netscape browser using their extensions may
look positively dreadful on another browser. Theoretically, a
browser should ignore any markup elements or attributes that it
doesn't understand; unfortunately, not all of them do so. You
should always check your work with an assortment of browsers to
make sure the rendering is acceptable on all of them.

One of the reasons to use HoTMetaL PRO as your editor is that it
automatically enforces basic rules about inserting HTML tags in
your document. This carries over into the area of tag attributes as
well, so if you are using HoTMetaL PRO as your editor, then the
default is to not allow you to enter the Netscape extensions into your
HTML tags-HoTMetaL PRO won't understand them. However,
HoTMetaL PRO can be configured to enable the Netscape extensions
if you want to use them. To do that, you hnve to specify a special rules
file in the HoTMetaL PRO configuration file, sqhmpro Preferences. This changes the rules that HoTMetaL PRO uses for validation of your HTML tags, and allows you to use the Netscape extensions for tags and attributes. See Chapter 2 for information on
changing your configuration file.
If you find you want to edit the initialization file frequently to
switch between the standard HTML rules and Netscape rules, you
can use the following trick. Make two copies of the preferences file
and name them something different, like Preference-Netscape and
Preferences-Standard. Then edit each one with the changes you want.
To use one or the other, simply return to the Finder, select the file you
want, and choose File>>Make Alias. Retitle the alias file as sqhmpro
Preferences. Now, when you launch HoTMetaL PRO, it will use the
file pointed to by the alias as its configuration file. If you forget which
file the alias points to, simply use File>>Get Info ( -I) to display
the file information, which includes the name of the original file.
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Inserting Paragraph Elements & Attributes
Chapters 4 and 5 explained the two basic procedures to insert
elements using HoTMetaL PRO. You can first type and select your
text, then select the style in HoTMetaL PRO by choosing the
Markup>>Surround menu items. This surrounds the selected text
with the chosen tag. Alternatively, you can choose the Markup>>
Insert Element and select the tag from the Insert Elements dialog
box. If the tag acts as a container, you can then enter your text
between the opening and closing tags. The most basic element is
the paragraph. The paragraph element has changed from HTML
1.0 to HTML 3; HTML 1.0 specified only one tag at the end of the
paragraph. HTML 3 requires a beginning tag <P>, the text to be
displayed, and an ending tag, </P>. The browser displays a single
line space after an ending paragraph tag. It is a common mistake
to include multiple paragraph marks for spacing, but if you add
multiple paragraph elements, only one space will appear. The
following sections describe additional methods of working with
paragraphs.

Displaying Preformatted Paragraphs

•

J

0

If you want to create a block of text on a page and be sure that the
style of text will not change when rendered by a Web browser, use
the preformatted text element. This shows up as the PRE tag in
HTML text. When rendering this tag, Web browsers use a fixed
width font, like Courier, and break lines exactly where they are
broken in your source document. Preformatted text is useful when
you want to create a computer listing or a simple table (we'll cover
more complex tables, using HTML tags, later in this chapter). You
can also use the PRE tag to insert a text file like a USENET News
article, or if you want to add white space to a document. Any
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white space you add between the opening <PRE> and the closing
</PRE> tags displays when viewed in a browser. When you use
the <PRE> tag you can add character styles and links, but not
paragraph elements, such as headings. Keep your text between 60
to 80 characters when using the <PRE> tag. If you exceed 80
characters it's likely that the text will not display correctly since
most screens are only 80 characters wide and the browser will not
break lines of text within the PRE tags.

Centering Paragraphs
One of the more exciting extensions to the HTML specification by
Netscape is the <CENTER> paragraph tag. Note that this is an
actual tag not just an attribute. The <CENTER> tag causes the
paragraph or other element, such as a header or image, to be
centered on the browser's screen. While this is a common feature
in word processors, not all Web browsers support this nonstandard extension. Since a <CENTER> tag will generate a line breakas do all paragraph tags-if a browser ignores the <CENTER> tag,
it will also leave out a line break you may have been expecting.
For this reason, try to avoid using the <CENTER> tag for headings. Instead, use one of the standard heading tags. If you're
creating a page especially for Netscape browsers, go ahead and
use the <CENTER> tag to center elements. Figure 7-1 shows the
logo and first heading centered on A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books's home page.
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A
CLEAN

WELl:-LIGHTED
PlACE
for

BOOKS
Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books

Figure 7-1: The <CENTER> tag lets you center elements, such as images

and headers.

Adding a Quotation

IL.r----~--~--------~--------------~o

The final paragraph style available is the BLOCKQUOTE style.
This paragraph style should be used when you create text that is
quoted from another source. Typically, Web browsers render this
text as indented. Some Web browsers display block quotes in
italics. Figure 7-2 shows examples of block quotes. In this example, the <BR> tag is used to place the name of the person
quoted on a separate line, and the person's name, title and other
information appears emphasized using the <EM> tag, discussed
later in this ch apter.
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A
CLEAN

WELL-LIGHTED
PlACE
for

BOOKS
Welcome to A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books

Figure 7-2: The <BLOCKQUOTE> tag automatically indents quoted material.

Using Lists

••

r-~~-------------,--------------~0

In Chapter 5 we introduced including lists in a Web page. The
following sections include additional information on the four
types of lists: unordered lists, ordered lists, directory lists and
discursive lists (also called glossary lists). When you want to
insert list items, move the insertion point before the end list item
tag and use the Markup>>Split command or press -P. This
automatically places the insertion point between empty beginning
and ending list item tags.
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Creating Unordered Lists
The unordered list (UL) is also commonly called a bulleted list.
Figure 7-3 shows how an unordered list appears in HoTMetaL
PRO and Figure 7-4 shows how it appears rendered in Netscape.
The standard handling for this list is to use bullets for various
indent levels. The first indent level displays a disc, which appears
as a round bullet. The second level displays a circle, which we
found indiscernible from the disk. The third and last level displays
a square bullet. An unordered list is started with the <UL> tag.
Each entry in the list is created with an <LI> (List Item) tag. The
list item may consist of more than one line. The menu list is
another type of unordered list. Using the <MENU> tag instead of
<UL> creates a more compact list than an unordered list. Each list
item in a menu list should be no longer than one line.

ID ([>s on Fronci sco

(®@[)

At Opero Plozo@

<Zill

ID Vlorkspur

(®@[)

At Lorkspur Londlng@

<Zill

ID ([>cuperli no

(®@[)

At the Ooks@

<ZTIJ <ZillJ ( / BODY J ( / HTML J

Figure 7-3: An unordered (bulleted) list in HoTMetaL PRO.
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• Cupeltino
AltheOaks

Figure 7-4: An unordered (bulleted) list in Netscape Navigator.

Netscape has added the TYPE extension to control the bullet
type. To use this Netscape extension, move the cursor between the
beginning and ending line-item tags for the item you want to
change and choose Markup>>Edit SGML Attributes. This displays
the Edit Attributes dialog box. In the TYPE attribute field, enter
disc, circle or square. While there are three possible types, the only
noticeable difference in Netscape occurs when you change from
the disc to the square attribute.
This extension breaks from the preferred "logical style" concept
into the "physical style" concept, since you control the actual
bullet style, and browsers other than Netscape will not recognize
the extension. For example, Mosaic will only display disc bullets.

Creating Ordered (Numbered) Lists
Ordered lists, or numbered lists, are lists that have numerals as the
list-item bullet. By default, lists are ordered in ascending numerical order, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The numbering implies that the order of
the elements in a list has special significance.
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Netscape has added an extension so lists can be ordered in
ways other than just 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Netscape extensions also allow
you to use capital letters, small letters, capital roman numerals
and small roman numerals. Since non-Netscape browsers just
default to numbers, be sure your text does not explicitly refer to
"Item C" or "Item II."
To use a Netscape extension numbering scheme, move the
cursor between the beginning and ending list item tags for the
item you want to change and choose Markup>>Edit SGML
Attributes. This displays the Edit Attributes dialog box. In the
TYPE attribute field, enter one of the choices listed in Table 7-1.
Tag

Description

A

Specifies that the current list item and subsequent list
items begin with capital letters.
Specifies that the current list item ~nd subsequent list
items begin with lowercase letters.
Specifies 'that the. c~rrentlist item and subsequent list
items begin with uppercase roman numerals.
Specifies that the current ·list item and subsequent list
items begin with lowercase roman numerals.
Specifies that the current list item and subsequent list
items begin with numbers (the default setting).

a

1

Table 7-1: TYPE attributes for lists.

Another Netscape extension lets you start a list at a value other
than 1. To enter a different value, you need to edit the START
attribute field of the OL element, listed in the Edit Attributes
dialog box. This Netscape extension changes the current list item
value and acts as a starting value for subsequent list items. The
START attribute has no effect on the TYPE setting; for example,
entering 3 displays the current list item as "C" (TYPE=A), "c"
(TYPE=a), "III" (TYPE=I), "iii" (TYPE=i) or "3" (TYPE=1). Figure
7-5 illustrates how an ordered list is entered in HoTMetaL PRO.
Figure 7-6 shows how this looks when rendered with Netscape
Navigator.
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Figure 7-0S.hlml
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Figure 7-5: An ordered (numbered) list in HoTMetnL PRO.

1. Ordering Books

2. Speci& Orders
3. Rt:tum Policies

Figure 7-6: An ordered (numbered) list in Netscnpe Navigator.

Creating Directory Lists
A directory list is specified in the standard as a list of items that are
less than 24 characters in length. Web browsers render this as a list
of items with no bullets and no hanging indent, so while you can
include items that are longer than 24 characters, if the line w raps
around, there is no indication that it is part of a single list item.
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Creating Discursive Lists
Discursive lists, also known as definition lists and glossary lists, are
used to create lists in which each item also has a descriptive paragraph. Typical uses for discursive lists are for glossaries, and lists
of definitions and their meanings. A discursive list is started with
the <DL> tag. Each entry in the list is created with a single line
term indicated by a <DT> tag, and a definition indicated by a <DD>
tag. The definition may consist of more than one line. Figure 7-7
shows the HTML example of a directory and a discursive list in
HoTMetaL PRO. Figure 7-8 shows how the directory and discursive lists appear in Netscape Navigator.
There is a "COMPACT" option for discursive lists that is specified in the standard, but at the time this was written, none of the
Web browsers tested did anything about it. Theoretically the
compact option displays the list in a more condensed format.
Figure 7- 7.html
~ ~II!!!:Doocument Title: F1gure 7-7<Z!.!.!!£)@@

(BODY) !IDDtrectory Lis t <ZED

(QID IDDraenng Books <Zill
(Q)speclel Orders <ZIT)
_ I DRetum Policies <ZIT) @]!)
(IDDiscurs lve or Definition Lis t

<ZED

~The Crossmg by Cormac McCarthy (VI ntage Paperback. 113.00) <ZQ!J

@Q)voung Bi lly Perham t'@[)she-wolf and decides to return her to the mountains
across the MeKican border. DO
@L>Shl!11!!!l.a News by E Anne Prout• (Simon ~ Schuster Paperback. 112.00) <ZQD
~QQ./The unblessed, hapless Ouoyle re t reats to hiS ancestral home 1n Newroundlana
w1th his two daughters ana take-charge aunt Winner or the Pulitzer Prize lor 11ct1on
@[)
ID1n The Lake Of The Woods by Tim O'Brien (Houghton Mllflln Paperback, $21.9S)<ZQI)
@[>The hero·s traumatic VIetnam pest Intrudes upon his present political
ambitions In thos totally absorbing novel @[)
@I:>The Hot Zone by Richerd Preston (Renaom House Paperback. 11 1.00) <ZQ!J
@Q)Thos study or aeadl~ vi ruses t hat threaten humanity Is scarier t hen any
flct oonel thriller @[) <ZQD @QQD <ZE!!li)

Figure 7-7: HoTMetaL window for directory and discursive lists.
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Figure 7-8: Directory and discursive lists in Netscape Navigator.

Creating Nested Lists
You can insert, or nest, a list within a list by inserting a list element, such as UL or OL, inside a list item (Ll). We recommend you
don't nest lists deeper than three levels. Be aware that different
browsers handle nested lists differently-just because the nested
list appears with a round bullet in Netscape doesn't mean all
browsers will use the same style bullet.

Adding an Address
The <ADDRESS> tag, as the name implies, is used to identify a
block of text that contains an address. As with most HTML tags
the address is rendered in a distinctive fashion by Web browsers.
Although different browsers choose different styles, typically the
address will appear in italics. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the
<ADDRESS> tag is frequently used with the <BR> tag to separate
each line of the address.
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fl ure 7- 9.html
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Figure 7-9: An address sh;le in HoTMetaL PRO.

How to Contac:t A Clean Wei-Lighted Place for Books
You can coXh:t 111 via gmtmd meil•

Figure 7-10: An address sh;le rendered by Netscape Navigator.
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Using Logical Styles to Format Characters

I

j
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Logical styles tell the browser the kind of text to be presented and
leave the rendering decisions to the browser. In general, you
should use a logical representation instead of the physical representation whenever possible. Logical style tags are preferred over
physical tags, because logical styles allow for more intelligent
handling of text. Logical styles also give users more flexibility,
allowing anyone to set up their browser however they see fit. The
biggest limitation to logical styles is that you often find instances
that have no corresponding logical style. For example, if you have
text that is the "legalese" in a document, you may want it rendered in as small a font size as possible. This calls for a style to
define small text, but such a style is not defined in HTML. This is
handled in the electronic, multiplatform publishing world by
using SGML with author-definable logical tags, but at the expense
of great complexity, which has so far been spared in HTML.
Suffice it to say that the use of logical styles versus physical styles
is a subject of great contention within the Web community.

Emphasizing Text
There are two forms of emphasis used on an HTML page, EM for
emphasis and STRONG for strong emphasis. Typically, EM is
rendered as italic, and STRONG is rendered as bold.

Computer Code & Examples

••
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For sections of your text that are computer code (or similar), use
the <CODE> tag. This is usually rendered by a browser in Courier
fixed-pitch font, and in most browsers, the size of the font is
controlled separately from the size of other logical styles. If you
have an entire paragraph of text that needs to be rendered in this
fashion, use the <PRE> tag, which is a paragraph style. Do not use
CODE-it is a character style, not a paragraph style, and, therefore, will not generate a line break.
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Other logical styles include SAMP, which is defined in the
standard as a sequence of literal characters; KBD, which would be
text that a user would type on a keyboard; and VAR, which is
used for variable names. It seems clear that the original designers
of the HTML styles were computer users and programmers. The
final logical style currently in the standard is the CITE style, which
should be used when text on your page is a citation for a title or a
reference. The citation text is typically displayed in italics.

fVThls Is e sentence thet Includes the

ID Pmpht!Si?Pd IP.1·1<Zlli) togtcel style.@

fVrhts ts e sentence thet Includes the ISTRONG) strongtexi ( ISTRONG J logtcel style.@

ID<OO

(E)The other togtcet styles ere prtmerlly or use when discussing or demonstreting computer
progrems or other computer-releteo meterlels @
(E)Thts demonstretes the use or ICODE ) computer code <Z£2QD In e sentence by using the CODE log!
(E)Thls demons tretes the use or indtvlduel
style.@

(2ID vt!rit~/1/e><:Z!IEJ In e sentence by using the VAR logl

(E)Thls demonstretes the use or ISAMP >stenderd sequence or cherecters ( ISAMP J In e sentence by us!
SAMP log1cel style @

fVThts oemonstretes the use or @[) keyboerd entry<ZEffi In e sentence by using the KBD logtcel st

ID<OO

Figure 7-11: Logical character styles in HoTMetaL PRO.
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Figure 7-12: Logical character sh;les rendered by Netscape.

Using Physical Styles to Format Characters
The second category of styles for formatting characters is physical
styles. Physical styles give an explicit direction to a Web browser
about how to render a character. There are several physical styles,
including bold, italic, underline, blink and fixed-width font.
Examples of these styles (except the underline font) are shown in
Figure 7-13 as HTML code and in Figure 7-14 rendered with
Netscape Navigator.
Unlike the paragraph formatting tags, the character formatting
tags do not cause a line break, and you can use multiple styles in
the same sentence. Character formatting tags always surround the
text that is to appear formatted; for example, emphasis text would
start with EM and end with /EM.
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Figure 7-13: Physical character styles in HoTMetaL PRO.
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Figure 7-14: Physical character styles rendered by Netscape Navigator.
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Adding Bold & Italics
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Bold (B) and Italic (I) styles are the same as you would expect:
bold text and italic text. As always, place the text you want treated
with these styles between the opening and closing tags. With
HoTMetaL PRO, you have the option to type away at your page,
then go back later to add character formatting with the
Markup>>Surround menu option. A particular advantage to
formatting text after it's typed is that you avoid the overuse of
formatting changes on a single page.

Use the <STRONG> tag instead of <B> wherever possible, unless
you want to ensure that only a bold font is used. Use the <EM>
emphasis tag instead of <1> wherever possible, unless you want to
ensure that only an italic font is used. These two suggestions will
keep your document as portable as possible.
You would need to specify physical rendering if you need to
refer to the formatting explicitly in the text, such as: "The bold text
is from the original document, and the italic text is from the first
revision." Of course, some browsers cannot render bold or italic
text, so include alternate ways of identifying specific areas of text,
or provide an alternate page for browsers that don't support
character-formatting properties.
The Underline style is a proposed standard and cannot be
entered with HoTMetaL PRO at this time. Underlines are typically
converted to italics for most professionally published documents.
Instead of using the underline use italics. Underline has no corresponding logical style, so if you must underline text, you need to
manually use the beginning <U> and ending </U> tags.

Including Blinking Text
An extension added by Netscape is the <BLINK> tag. The Blink
style causes text to blink on and off on the viewer's screen. At first
this may look like a nifty feature, but like using multiple exclama-
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tion points, it calls undue attention to itself. Just because it's new
doesn't mean you have to use it. Looking at blinking letters can
easily become a distraction and detract from your overall message. Use this extension sparingly, if at all. Since it is an extension
to the HTML specification added by Netscape, you should not
expect this to work on all browsers, but in general if the browser
can't display the blinking text, the browser w ill ignore the
<BLINK> tag and display the text.

Changing Fonts & Font Sizes

•llr---=-~~--~----~----------------0

The control of the font point sizes in HTML is left to the discretion
of the Web browser. Netscape, however, has decided that some
control over the relative size of a font in a document is needed.
Netscape has defined two tags for controlling font sizes,
<BASEFONT> and <FONT>. The <BASEFONT> tag defines the
relative size of the standard font for a portion of your text. You can
use any number from 1 to 7 with 3 as the "middle" size to define
the size. Size 3 is also the default. Netscape also lets you use the
plus (+) and minus sign (-) followed by an integer to specify the
font size relative to the basefont size. For example, <BASEFONT
SIZE=+4 >specifies the font should be incremented 4 units larger
than the standard base font, and <FONT SIZE=+4>a section of text
</FONT> applies a relative font size 4 units larger than the base
font to the words "a section of text." Note that you can indicate
increased or d ecreased sizes for any part of your text, even an
individual letter or word. Figure 7-15 shows an example of the
font size tags as they appear in HoTMetaL PRO, used to increase
the size of the first letters in a h eading. Figure 7-16 shows the
resulting page in Netscape Navigator.
For specifying parts of paragraphs that use a fixed-width font,
such as typewriter text, use the <TT> tag. Typically, the Web
browser will use a Courier font. If you have an entire paragraph to
be rendered in a fixed-width font, use the PRE paragraph style.
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Figure 7- I S.html
~ ~ t!.!I!:L>oocument Title Figur e 7-15 <LI!!ill ~

(BOOV ) (ED
@!FONT )5 (/FONT

lta ff

(FONT

<Zil[)

) R (/FONT Jecommend ati OOS <Z@

~

!Dour s tetr members (neturellyll reed e lot of books. The @:>I HREF • steftl sterr
recommendetlons @
IS e list of whet they feel ere the best books they heYe reed In t he
lest yeer This bri~ly enn)'eted list represents only e portion of the di verse books thet they
chemploned@ /BODY (/HTML I

"

.,.,

i

1.111

Figure 7-15: An example of different font sizes in HoTMetaL PRO.

Statr Reoommendations
Our steff membem (J.llltU:ralbrl) mdo.b of books. The staff recommendgms is a list of vbet
they feel m the best books they haw md in the lest yev. This briefly 811DC1ttlled list repmeiU
ODV o. portion ofthe diveme books tbet they championed.

Dooumtnt : Don..

Figure 7-16: An example of different font sizes in Netscape Navigator.
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Controlling Line Breaks

••r-------~~--~--~~----------------0

When the page you create is rendered on a computer screen with a
Web browser, the size of the screen is entirely beyond your control. The browser itself flows your paragraphs to fit the width of
the view screen (except for preformatted text, of course), so you
can never tell where a line break is going to occur. There are
instances, however, where you'll want to force a line break, or
ensure that no line break occurs. To do this, use the break (BR) tag
and the nobreak (NOBR) tag.
The <BR> tag inserts a line break at the point in the text that it
occurs. The <NOBR> tag is used to surround text you don't want
broken. This tag is a Netscape extension, so it may not work with
all browsers. All text that appears between the starting and ending
<NOBR> tag will not be broken on the screen. This is useful for
long text strings with spaces that should not be broken across a
line, such as a code example, or a line a user should enter in a
computer program. Another place the <NOBR> tag is useful is in
phone numbers, or the multiword links such as "Frequent Buyer
Club" and "from other countries" found on the ACWLP home
page. In addition to the <NOBR> tag, Netscape has added another
tag called WBR, which stands for Word BReak. The <WBR> tag is
inserted in strings of text where the text could be broken, if needed,
for formatting.

Using Special Characters
-~~~~----~------~0

HTML lets you include a large number of "special" characters that
can be entered but are not normally found on a U.S. keyboard. The
word "special" is in quotes, because for many writers of HTML
pages these characters are simply part of the alphabet, but because
of the limitations of the original definition of the 7-bit character
set, we are now forced to take special measures to create these
characters. In HTML parlance, these special characters are called
character entities. Most of these characters are accented characters,
currency marks and characters that have special meaning to the
HTML language: such as the double quotation mark(") the
greater than(>) and less than signs (<)and the ampersand(&).
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What's Special & What's Not
Most characters that appear on a U.S.-style keyboard are regular
characters that can be typed directly in an HTML document. This
includes all alphabetic and numeric characters, and most commonly used punctuation. With HoTMetaL PRO, all you need to do
is type these characters, and the corresponding HTML code will
be inserted. If you're entering raw text, you need to identify that
you're referring to a special character. HTML uses a special escape
code to identify characters that have special meaning to HTML.
The escape code begins with an ampersand(&) and ends with a
semicolon, as shown in the following list of characters.

Character
>
<

&
II

Code
&gt;
&lt;
&amp;
&quot;

The special characters of HTML include all accented characters,
plus special punctuation and currency marks. A complete list of
these characters can be found in the "illustrated HTML Reference"
section at the end of this book. With HoTMetaL PRO, you can
enter special characters in one of two ways: First, you can type the
character on the keyboard using the standard Macintosh keyboard
commands, or you can select the desired character from the Character Entity list provided by HoTMetaL Pro.
You can enter most specical characters directly from the Macintosh keyboard using standard keyboard sequences. For example,
to enter a copyright symbol, you can use the key combination
Option-g. To enter characters that aren't directly available from
the keyboard, such as accented characters, you first set the accent
then enter the letter to be accented. For example, to enter an "e"
with a grave accent, press Option-' and then press the "e" key. If
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the character you've entered has a special representation in
HTML, HoTMetaL PRO will enter that code. If there is no dedicated code, HoTMetaL PRO creates a general entity tag that
inserts a standard three-digit code for the character.
The Macintosh provides direct keyboard entry of almost every
possible character that is normally used in any European language. If you are not sure of how to get the character that you
need, first look at the KeyCaps display (normally shown under
your Apple menu). This shows you the keys of your keyboard and
displays the various characters available as you press keys on
your keyboard. If the character that you want isn't there, check
your Macintosh System Guide documentation for a description of
how to enter special accented characters.
The other way to enter special characters with HoTMetaL PRO
is to use the Markup>>Special Characters command. This brings
up the Special Characters dialog box, shown in Figure 7-17, from
which you can choose the special character you want to insert.

Figure 7-17: The Special Characters dialog box lets

you insert special characters.
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Netscape includes two new entities: the registered trademark
symbol (®) and the copyright symbol (©). Both appear in the
Special Characters dialog box. The escape code for the registered
trademark is &reg;. The code for the copyright symbol is &copy;.
As you create your Web document, keep in mind that the World
Wide Web is a global network and for many of the people who can
access your pages English is a second language. If you have the
ability to author pages in more than one language, by all means
do so. You'll help foster the globalization of the Web and attract an
audience that might otherwise not have access to your site. Figure
7-18 helps show how special characters are used in an HTML
document. Figure 7-19 shows a page that includes special characters. Take a look at http: / / www.csr.ists.ca/ w3can/ Welcome.html
for the complete references.
CsR - W3Con - Central WWW lndeH

~~I HREF· /w3cen/provlnce/olph1LJ1s htmi iNovo Scotlo/Nouvelle-Ecosse@) (3S),

ID (!)( HREF: /w3c"n/prov tnce/olpha_os htmi!Offshore/l'extrleocute l rteur au pays
@ (ll: <Zill
(Q) ~I HREF: /w3cen/prov lnce/olpho_on htmi(Dntorlo@) (275l:<Zill

ID lE>lJ:!B'EF: /w3cen/provtnce/olpha_pe .htm11Pr1nce Edword lslono/l'lle Clu Prtnce

Edouerd ~ (6): <Zill

(Q) ~I HREF: /w3con/provlnce/oJpno_QC htmiiQueoec/Qu leocu t el bee @) (95): <Zill

!IT> ~I HREF: /w3cen/provlnce/e lpho_sk htmi (Sosk otchewon@) (22): <Zill

<IfJi5> ~I HREF: /w3con/provlnce/olpho_yk .htmi 1Vukon @) (3): <Zill
lED

@[)

! ADDRESS)~ I Hli'EF:· /w.Tt:4!1/mlsc/c~pyrl9hLw.Thlm/IC~pyrf9hll •i 69 l /99~ @),

~I Hli'EF:· /IY~It:Pm•hlmllt'y~~r!'P4C8 li's.••4rcl@

@D@R)
crt/4/'d M 1Ysd.14n 18 ;?0; /15,;?8 EST 199S~y ll.IAS/Csli'

@D @R)
i4$1 11Pd4fl'd 4UI01r14//c41/fl on Frii'IIIJJ .:15 ~?0 0..:.-..:.12 £()T /9llS "!I Cllnw~t..4/p/t6.p/.

@D@R)
(/ADDRESS )

~I ~I HREF: /wJcon/provtnce/motn_prov.htmllLists
by Province <ill~! HREF:
@:::> HREF:

/w3con/clty/moln..c1ty htmi(Lists oy City@)
Ill Pre ulew Mo cao:HTML

Figure 7-18: Fragment of a multilingual Web page in HoTMetaL PRO.
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Canadian WWW Servers Llsted by Province
Llste des serveurs WWW canadlens par province:
Flll May :K •:12:32 EDT 1m

[~~ M)yJLp!dySc:ta JRupci.M!pu IS.rmlkptgtlt•JWIIIII'• NmJ
....
~-....o:a---•lU&JCQiiililiJQttmlcM &mJWLJ

Figure 7-19: A multilingual Web page as displayed by Netscape Navigator.

Using Horizontal Rules
~----------~---------0

The use of special elements, such as horizontal rules and repeating
graphics, can add a special look to your pages, as well as provide
the reader with visual cues as to the location of information on the
page.
The horizontal rule, specified in HTML by HR, is used frequently to break up the page and separate elements on a page.
This can be very useful to keep topics marked clearly, since you
have very little other control over the formatting of a page. When
converted to raw HTML, the horizontal rule is specified with the
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<HR> tag and no closing tag. (Note: HoTMetal PRO displays start
and end tag icons for the <HR> tag, although only the start tag is
saved as text.) In addition to the standard use of the horizontal
rule, Netscape has defined the ability to specify the width of a rule
as a percentage of the displayed page width. This can produce
some very striking effects when using the Netscape browser, and
some really ugly effects when viewed with any other viewer. Use
the extensions carefully!
Although graphics are not specifically part of a chapter on text,
it's worth noting here that some graphics can be used to provide a
stronger presence to your pages. For example, the common horizontal rule could be replaced with a graphic element. This also
gives the person reading your pages a hint as to how wide you
really wanted the page to be. Use of common graphics is handy
when you want to create a navigation bar at the top and/ or the
bottom of your pages. Check out Chapter 8 to find out about using
graphics on your pages.

When a graphic is used as a control bar, you also need to tie your
page in to the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), discussed in
Chapters 8 and 10.
Netscape adds four Netscape HTML extensions to the horizontal rule to let you specify the size, width, alignment and shading
of horizontal rules. For example a Y4-inch rule that takes up 50
percent of the width of the document can appear centered. Just
because something looks great in your browser doesn't mean it
will appear the same in other browsers. Figure 7-20 shows the Edit
Attributes dialog box for horizontal rules. Table 7-2 describes
Netscape tag extensions that allow the document's author to
describe how the horizontal rule should look. Although Netscape
lets you use percentages to define the width, HoTMetaL PRO
doesn't. Instead you must enter the number of pixels.
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Edit Attributes

SIZE
WIDTH
ALIGN

NO SHADE

I Unspecified .,..
I Unspecified .,..

SRC

nApply D( Reset l [ Cancel )
Figure 7-20: The Edit Attributes dialog box for horizontal rules.

Attribute

Description

<HR SIZE=n>

Specifies the thickness of the
horizontal rule in pixels. The n
stands for the number of pixels.
Specifies an exact width in pixels,
or a relative width measured in
percent of document width. Then
stands for a number of pixels.
Specifies the alignment of the rule.
The three choices for alignment are
LEFf (left-aligned), RIGHT (rightaligned) or CENTER (centered).
Specifies that you do not want any
shading of your horizontal rule.

<HR WIDTH=n>

<HR ALIGN=alignment>

Table 7-2: Attributes for horizontal rules.
Figure 7-21 shows an example of horizontal rules using Netscape
extensions. In this case, a series of progressively thicker and longer
rules have been used to create a dramatic en try to the Staff Recommendations section of the document. Here are the settings for each
of these rules, from the top dow n, as you would see them in HTML.
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1. <HR SIZE="2" WIDTH="lO" ALIGN="CENTER">

2. <HR SIZE="4" WIDTH="60" ALIGN="CENTER">
3. <HR SIZE="6" WIDTH="120" ALIGN="CENTER">
4. <HR SIZE="8" WIDTH="300" ALIGN="CENTER">
5. <HR SIZE="lO" ALIGN="CENTER">

You'll notice that the last rule has no width setting, so it will
default to the width of the browser window. The other rules are
fixed sizes, so that, if the browser window is smaller than the
width specified (unlikely, for these widths, but possible) then the
rules would extend out of the window.

Staff Recommendations

Figure 7-21: Horizontal rules using Netscape extensions.
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Using Tables
~~~-----------------J~----------------0

Tables are a new addition to the HTML language and are not
officially supported in the current version (HTML 2). They are in
such demand, however, that you can already edit tables with
HoTMetaL PRO and view them with Netscape Navigator and the
NCSA Mosaic browser. Keep in mind that the table features are
still experimental, and the table tag markups are still subject to
modification. Naturally, the implementation of the tables can vary
widely, so what you write in HoTMetaL PRO is not exactly what
appears in a browser. This is not a flaw in HoTMetaL PRO or the
browser- merely an illustration of the problems you 'll face when
working with not-quite-yet-standard features.

Netscape has added a few attributes for working with tables.
HotMetal PRO automatically supports these options, but remember
that all browsers may not recognize them.

Adding a Table
Tables are an important element in many technical documents,
and as such , the availability of tables in HTML is a boon to those
people trying to crea te HTML versions of existing technical documents. For the purposes of illustration, this chapter explains how
to add table elements using HoTMetaL PRO and presents three
sample tables. The following steps explain how to add a table wi th
a border and a caption using HoTMetaL PRO.
1. In the body of your Web page, choose Markup >>lnsert

Table. The Insert Table dialog box is displayed, as shown in
Figure 7-22.
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Insert Table
Rows:l6
[ Insert

Columns:._l4_ _ ____.

D(Cancel )

Figure 7-22: The Insert Table dialog box.

2. Specify the number of columns in the Number of Columns
field and the number of rows in the Number of Rows field.
Choose the Insert button. A grid appears, as shown in
Figure 7-23.
IJ

t8bles.html

~

(iill!D ~ !!lTII) Document11Ue: Table Te.$l Page <Z!!I!I) ~
~cm:IT)

Iiili

i
,.
'

<Z!illD <ZMID <ZililiD

"
1:

"'lTD

~

Figure 7-23: When you insert a table a grid appears.
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3. Click to the right of the starting Table tag and choose the
Markup>>Edit SGML Attributes or press -].The Edit
Attributes dialog box appears.
4. Select a number in the Border drop-down list to specify the
border size (number of pixels) you want for your table and
choose the Apply button.
5. Choose Markup>>lnsert Element or press
Element dialog box appears.

-I. The Insert

6. Select the Caption element from the Insert Element dialog
box and choose the Insert Element button. The insertion
point appears between the starting and ending caption tags.
7. Enter the caption you want to appear above your table.

Editing a Table

•wr---~------------~----------------o

Once you've added a table and moved the insertion point in the
table, the four table commands become active in the Markup menu,
provided the insertion point is inside a table. Table 7-3lists and
describes the Markup menu options you can use to edit a table.
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Option

Description

Cell Properties

Displays the Cell Properties dialog box as
shown in Figure 7-24. This allows you to
change the properties of an individual cellThe changes apply only to the cell where the
cursor Is currently located. You can specify
the Vertical Alignment (Unspecified, TOP,
MIDDLE or BOTIOM), the Horizontal Alignment (Unspecified, LEFT CENTER JUSTIFY or
RIGHT) and the Width of the cell in pixels.
You can also specify that the cell not wrap
text by checking the NoWrap check box.

Row Properties

Displays the Row Properties dialog box as
shown in Figure 7-25. This allows you to
change the properties of an entire row at
one time. The changes apply only to the row
where the cursor is currently located. You
can specify the Vertical Alignment (Unspeci·
fied, TOP, MIDDLE or BOTIOM) or the
Horizontal Alignment (Unspecified, LEFT
CENTER JUSTIFY or RIGHT}. You can also
specify that the cells in the row not wrap
text by checking the NoWrap check box.

Edit Table

Displays the Edit Table dialog box as shown
in Rgure 7-26. This dialog box contains two
sections. The top section lets you choose
buttons that extend or contract the boundary of the current cell by one grid cell in the
direction of the arrow on the button. The
merged cell (the one in the direction of the
arrow} must be empty. The lower section
allows you to choose buttons that let you
insert rows above or below the current row
or insert columns to the left or right of the
current column. You can also choose to
delete a row or column.

Table 7-3: Table editing options.
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Cell Properties

i§O

I
Hor izontal Alignment: I Unspecified .,...
Uertical Alignment: Unspecified .,...

Width:

0

nApply D( Reset l

NoWrap

(Cancel )

Figure 7-24: The Cell Properties dialog box.

Row Properties

I
I
Horizontal Alignment: I LEFT.,... I
Uertical Alignment: TOP.,...

ONoWrap

nApply D( Reset )

( Cancel )

Figure 7-25: The Row Properties dialog box.

rnTI
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~[ml

[§]

~~~~~ n;JI[!)~
Figure 7-26: The Edit Table dialog box.
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Sample Tables

CD·ROM

Netscape and Mosaic browsers both support tables and can render
tables with 3D borders. The following table takes advantage of
HoTMetaL PRO's table tags. This code matches the results displayed in Figure 7-27. Table 7-4 on pages 172-1731ists and describes
the tags used to create tables. Remember you can find the code for
the tables presented in this chapter on the Companion CD-ROM.
< !DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//SO// DTD HTML 2.0 HoTMetaL
+extensions/lEN">
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Table Test Page</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY><H1 >Samp le Table 1</ H1 >
<TABLE BORDER="2"><CAPTION >Sales Figures for 1995</
CAPTION>
<TR ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP" ><TD COLSTART="1"></
TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">Eastern Regi on</TD>
<TD COLSTART="3">Central Region</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">W estern Region</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">January</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">2345.44</TD>
<TD COLSTART="3">1120.33</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1436.35</TD></TR> ·
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">February</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">5300.00</TD>
<TO COLSTART="3"> 1923.33</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1212.33</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART ="1 ">March</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">2343.22</TD>
<TD COLSTART="3">1232.10</TD>
<TD COLSTART= "4">1123.53</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">Aprik/TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">2345.10</TD>
<TD COLSTART= "3">1750.50</TD>
<TD COLSTART= "4"> 1565.35</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">May</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">5434.22</TD>
<TD COLSTART="3">1654.30</TD>
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<TD COLSTART="4">1110.40<ffD><fTR>
<!TABLE>
</BODY></HTM L>

Seles F~gures for 1995

jEastem RegiOn !Certrel Region !Western Region
lf"e.mwy -[2345Af · · -~ [1120-:33 - lf436.35 ~-~

jFebiuary jS300.00
jMa:lch

jApn1

!MaY

!2343.22
12345.10
15434.22

11923.33
r1232.1o
[1750.50
11654.30

f1212.~
11123.53
11565.35
- T1t1D.4o· ~-

Figure 7-27: A simple table created using Netscape.
The following is a more complex example. This table builds on
the previous example by including row and column spanning. To
create this table, first add an additional row for the new subheads,
just beneath the regional titles. To do that, use the Edit Table dialog
box to add a new row. Then use the Edit Table dialog box to add
new columns to the right of each sales column. Finally, use the
Edit Table dialog box to change the regional titles in the top row to
each span two adjacent columns by merging them with the empty
column to the right. Now fill in the Verified data elements in your
new rows. Figure 7~28 shows the results of the following HTML
code.
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<IDOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC ''-1/SQ//DTD HTML 2.0 HoTMetal
+ extensions/lEN">
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Table Test Page</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY><H1>Sample Table 2</H1>
<TABLE BORDER="2"><CAPTION>Sales Figures for 1995</
CAPTION>
<TR ALIGN=" LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"><TD COLSTART="1"></
TD>
<TD COLSTART="2" COLSPAN="2">Eastern Region</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4" COLSPAN="2">Central Region</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6" COLSPAN="2">Western Region</TD></
TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1"></TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">Sales</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">Verified</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">Sales</TD><TD
COLSTART="5">Verified</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6">Sales</TD><TD
COLSTART="T'> Verified</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">January</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">2345.44</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">No</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1120.33</TD><TD
COLSTART="5">No</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6">1436.35</TD><TD
COLSTART="7">No</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">February</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">5300.00</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">No</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1923.33</TD><TD
COLSTART="5">No</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6">1212.33</TD><TD
COLSTART="7">No</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">March</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2">2343.22</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1232.10</TD><TD
COLSTART="5">Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6"> 1123.53</TD><TD
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COLSTART::;;:"7">Yes<{fD><!TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART::;;:"1">Aprii<!TD>
<TD COLSTART::;;:"2">2345.10</TD><TD
COLSTART::;;:"3">No<!TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1750.50</TD><TD
COLSTART="5">Yes<!TD>
<TD COLSTART="6">1565.35<{fD><TD
COLSTART="7">Yes<!TD><!TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1">May<!TD>
<TD COLSTART::;;:"2">5434.22</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">Yes<!TD>
<TD COLSTART="4">1654.30</TD><TD
COLSTART="5">Yes<!TD>
<TD COLSTART="6">1110.40<!TD><TD
COLSTART="7">Yes<!TD><!TR>
<!TABLE>
</BODY></HTML>

Figure 7-28: A sample table showing row and column spanning.
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The third and last example builds on the previous example,
adding some finishing touches by centering the table, aligning the
caption at the bottom of the table and including a larger border
with cell padding and cell spacing. It also centers the regional
titles in their row, using the Markup>>Now Properties dialog box.
Figure 7-29 shows the results of the following HTML code.
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-1/SO//DTD HTML 2.0 HoTMetal
+ extensions/lEN">
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Table Test Page</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY><H1>Sample Table 3</H1>
<CENTER>
<TABLE BORDER="B" CELLPADDING="4 11 CELLSPACING= 11 411
11
ALIGN= 11 CENTER >
<CAPTION ALIGN= 11 BOTTOM 11 >Sales Figures for 1995</
CAPTION>
<TR ALIGN="CENTER" VALIGN="MIDDLE"><TD
11
11
COLSTART= 1 ></TD>
<TD COLSTART= 11 211 COLSPAN="2 11 >Eastern Region</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4 11 COLSPAN= 11 2 11 >Central Region</TD>
11
11
<TD COLSTART="6 COLSPAN= 2">Western Region</TD></
TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1"></TD>
11
<TD COLSTART="2 >Sales</TD><TD
11
11
COLSTART= 3 >Verified</TD>
11
<TD COLSTART= 4">Sales</TD><TD
11
COLSTART= 5">Verified</TD>
11
<TD COLSTART= 11 6 >Sales</TD><TD
11
11
COLSTART= 7 >Verified</TD></TR>
11
11
<TR><TD COLSTART= 1 >January</TD>
11
11
<TD COLSTART= 2 >2345.44</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">No</TD>
11
<TD COLSTART= 11 4 >1120.33</TD><TD
11
11
COLSTART= 5 >No</TD>
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<TD COLSTART=11 611 >1436.35</TD><TD
COLSTART=11 711 >No</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART=11 111 >February</TD>
<TD COLSTART="2 11 >5300.00</TD><TD
COLSTART=11 311 >No</TD>
<TD COLSTART=11 411 >1923.33</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 511 >No</TD>
<TD COLSTART=11 611 >1212.33</TD><TD
COLSTART=11 711 >No</TD></TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART="1 11 >March</TD>
<TD COLSTART=11 211 >2343.22</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 311 >Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART="4 11 >1232.10</TD><TD
11
11
COLSTART= 5 >Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6 11 >1123.53</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 7''>Yes</TD><!TR>
<TR><TD COLSTART=·'1 11 >Aprii</TD>
<TD COLSTART=11 211 >2345.10</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 311 >No</TD>
<TD COLSTART=11 411 >1750.50</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 511 >Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART=11 611 >1565.35</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 711 >Yes</TD></TR>
11
<TR><TD COLSTART= 111 >May</TD>
11
<TD COLSTART= 11 2 >5434.22</TD><TD
COLSTART="3">Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART= 11 411 >1654.30</TD><TD
COLSTART=11 5">Yes</TD>
<TD COLSTART="6 11 > 1110.40</TD><TD
COLSTART= 11 711 >Yes</TD></TR>
<!TABLE>
</CENTER>
</BODY></HTML>
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Sales Fig\IJ'es for 1995

Figure 7-29: A table centered with a large border and cell spacing
and cell padding.

Tag

Description

</TABLE>

Specifies the beginning (<TABLE>) and ending
(</TABLE>) of the table. If the BORDER attribute is
added , as it is in the previous examples, then
Mosaic displays the table with a border. Netscape
adds three attributes to the Table tag:
CELLSPACING, CELLPADDING and WIDTH. The
CELLSPACING attribute lets you specify the amount
of space inserted between the cells in a table. The
CELLPADDI NG attribute lets you specify the amount
of space between the border of a cell and the
contents of the cell. The WIDTH attribute lets you
specify the width of the table in pixels. The WIDTH
attribute can also be used with the TH and TD tags
to specify the width of a cell.
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</CAPTION>

Adds a caption or heading for the table. The caption for
the sample Table 1 is "Sales Figures for 1995. rt The
ALIGN=BOTIOM attribute .lets you position the caption
direCtly underneath the table.
·

</TR>

Begins and ends a Table Row. Two attributes let you
position the row. HALIGN determines the horizontal
alignment and VAL)GN determlnes the vertical
aUgnment Tt)e row~ in the sample table are all set to
HAUGN=RIGHT. The other HALIGN options are LEFT
and CENTER. The·VALIGN options are TOP, MIDDLE
and BOTTOM.

</TH> . .

Specifies the Table Header cell. You can specify the
horizQntal alignment (HALIGN) and the vertical
alignment (VALIGN). The available alignment
attribute setting~ are the same as the TR tag. In
additipn to th~ .· augnment attributes you can also
specify the number of columns (COLSPAN=ri) or rows
(ROWSPAN=n) a cell spans. In order to specify the
number of colurnns or rows to span, you need to use
the Markup>>Cen Spans menu item. You ca.n view
the CQL.SPAN ··or ROWSPAN setting by choosing the
VieW>>Show link and Context View. You can
manually edit the COLSPAN or ROWSPAN attribute
s~ttings by using the Markup>>Edit SGML
Attribut$5. Another option that is not yet available
from HoTMetaL PRO menus is to turn off word
wrapping in a ·cell us·ing the NOWRAP attribute. By
default the table header cell's text is bold and
centered. Attributes specified by the TH tag take
precedemce over the default alignment set in the TR
(Table 'RoW) tag. (Note: Be careful when editing
tables. Changing COLSPAN or ROWSPAN could
cause HoTMetal PRO to be unable to display the
table in graphical form.)

</TO>

Begins and ends each cell's table data. Table. data can
use all the alignment attributes available to the TH tag.
By default text is left aligned and vertically centered.
Attributes specified by the TO tag take precedence over
the default alignment set In the TR (Table Row) tag.

Table 7-4: Table tags.
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Entering Equations

••

r-----~~~------~--------------~0

Equations are not yet directly supported by the current version of
HTML or by other widely used browsers. To put an equation in
your text, you need to convert the equation to a bitmap and include
it with your text as an inline image.
Entering equations is simplified when you use Word as your
authoring tooL Whenever you want to use an equation, enter it
with the Microsoft Equation Editor. Save the file as an RTF file,
then use the RTF to HTML converter. The converter saves all the
equations (as well as other images) as PICT images and inserts
references to GIF files in the text. Use a graphics program, such as
Photoshop, to convert the PICT graphics files into GIF files. The
Web browser will pick up the GIF graphics files for all the equations. Check out Chapter 8 for more information about graphic
programs files and conversions.

Moving On

••

r---~------------~--------------~0

You can create professional looking pages with the text elements
you've learned about in this chapter. And with HoTMetaL PRO
you have a jump start on getting the work done quickly. But to
really capture your audience you'll want to mix text with images. The next chapter reveals how to effectively add images to
the text components to create even more effective and more
powerful Web pages.
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N o matter how impressive your message, people respond best
to images. The reader's eye is naturally drawn to a picture before
text, and the choice and quality of the images you use will largely
determine whether someone will take the time to read your Web
page or pass it by. Much of the Web's success is due to its ability to
include graphic images. Cliche though it may be, a picture is worth
a thousand words. Because images are so important to publishing
on the Internet, you need to to take the time to master the tags and
graphics editing options necessary to include graphics.
Graphics is one of the richest fields of computing. Tools abound
to help you create and present eye-catching images. This chapter
covers creating and working with images in the GIF and JPEG
graphics formats and points out the benefits and problems that
those file formats present to a Web publisher. This chapter also
covers one of the most important aspects of graphics on the Web:
the ability to create interactive graphic images with image maps.
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HoTMetaL PRO & Images
HoTMetaL PRO includes commands for previewing and working
with images. Many of the commands that control viewing inline
images can be found in Ho1MetaL PRO's View menu. By default,
the View menu displays the Show Inline Images option. This
option toggles to Hide Inline images, which shows only the IMG
tag used to include inline images in your Web pages.
You can open a graphic file in an editor when previewing a
page by pointing Ho1MetaL PRO to a graphic editor program.
This way you can easily display and edit the images in your
HTML document. To view the picture from Ho1MetaL PRO,
choose View>>Show Image. This command works if Ho1MetaL
PRO can display the image in your document.
When you select View>>Show Image, Ho1MetaL PRO will
display an image viewer selection dialog box, similar to the
Browser selection dialog box you saw earlier, if you have not
already chosen an image viewer. If you don' t have an image
viewer already, you may want to use JPEGView, a shareware
viewer that is on the Companion Disk. To do that, use the dialog
box to navigate to the folder where you've stored JPEGView and
select it. Ho1MetaL PRO will ask you to confirm that you wish to
use this as your viewer for the selected image.
This will point Ho1MetaL PRO to your JPEGView application.
If you have a more powerful commercial editor, such as Adobe
Photoshop, you can easily select it instead, using the same navigational technique.
Once you have selected and confirmed the choice of a viewer,
Ho1MetaL PRO will launch the viewer application and pass the
image file location to it. You can then view and edit the file.
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Graphics Formats
There's a world of graphics file formats, but to publish on the
Internet you have to concentrate on just two main types, Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF) and Joint Photographic Experts Group
(JPEG). It's easy for browsers to be set up to include other formats,
such as Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) and Encapsulated PostScript (EPS), but most Web documents contain only GIF files and
point to larger, high-resolution files in the JPEG format.

The Lowdown on the GIF Format
The GIF format was created by CompuServe to provide a way to
quickly exchange graphics image files over phone lines. GIF files
are stored in a compressed format so that the time to download
graphics files is minimal. GIF files support indexed color image
types, as well as line art and grayscale images. A major benefit of
GIF files is that they can be displayed on UNIX, Macintosh and
Windows platforms.
There are two types of GIF file formats: GIF89a and GIF87a.
GIF89a includes a transparency index that causes the background
color of the display to remain unchanged for the color indexed as
transparent. Interlaced images means the image can be progressively displayed. When an interlaced file is downloaded, it appears with a "venetian-blind" effect. Interlaced files let the user
begin viewing the rest of the document while the GIF image is
downloading. Interlaced GIF files are supported by both NCSA
Mosaic (version 2.0) and Netscape Navigator. Unfortunately, some
graphics editors don't support both GIF formats. Even Adobe
Photoshop, powerhouse that it is, only produces GIF87a format.
However, the Transparency application, which is included on the
Companion CD-ROM, allows you to set a tranparency index for
an existing GIF image and save the image in GIF89a format.
(You'll read about creating transparent images with Transparency
later in this chapter.)
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The GIF LZW Controversy

••
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In December 1994, a controversy arose over the GIF file format.
The controversy started because CompuServe and Unisys, the two
companies that own the rights to the GIF file format, decided to
start charging developers for products that include GIF support.
Until that announcement, the GIF format was treated as a publicdomain standard-although it really wasn't. The GIF file format
uses LZW compression. LZW comes from the names Lempel, Ziv
and Welch. Lempel and Ziv were mathematicians who were
originators of several compression schemes. Welch later added his
input to Lempel and Ziv's compression algorithm. Unisys, a large
networking and information management company, owns the
patent for LZW and is requiring licensing for all software developers (not end users) using LZW compression. CompuServe Information Services has provided an optional licensing agreement that
CompuServe-related software developers can enter into, instead
of dealing with Unisys directly. Software developers whose software is not "primarily for use with the CompuServe Information
Service" will have to obtain a license from Unisys. CompuServe is
licensing the use of LZW in GIF products for 1.5 percent of the
product's selling cost. Of the 1.5 percent, 1 percent goes to Unisys.
Unfortunately this has caused a lot of confusion and has been a
stumbling block to many software vendors. If you want to follow
up on this controversy, check out Unisys at http: / /www.unisys.
com/ and CompuServe's Web site at www.compuserve.com/ or
Yahoo's collection of GIF links at http: / /www.yahoo.com/Computers/Software/Data_Formats/GIF I .
CompuServe has proposed a new standard called GIF24 as a
successor to the GIF89a specification. GIF24 ups the ante on GIF
by supporting 24-bit images. A file format named PNG is being
used as the basis for GIF24. PNG uses a compression technology
called "deflation" that is used in many freeware programs. It was
developed to be a free and open standard. You can check out the
draft of the PNG specification at Thomas Boutell's Web server at
http: I I sunsite. unc.edu/ boutell/ png.html.
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The Lowdown on the JPEG Format
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JPEG is the standard of choice because of its high resolution and
high compression. Many graphics editors, such as Adobe Photoshop, let you choose a quality setting for the compression. High
quality is less compressed, with a ratio of about 5:1 to 15:1. JPEG
images are decompressed automatically when they are loaded into
the browser. JPEG reduces image files to about 10 percent or less
of their original size.
The JPEG algorithm is referred to as lossy, meaning that some
data is lost. JPEG identifies and ignores pixels that are not essential to the overall quality of the image, such as a large area of a
single color. Typically, the absence of subtracted information is not
noticeable. Once an image is compressed using JPEG, it loses some
information, so the image file will be much smaller and yet will,
hopefully, appear indistinguishable from the original image.
Another advantage of JPEG is that it's directly supported in
PostScript Level 2 printing and display devices. PostScript has
long been a standard on the Internet. When a }PEG-compressed
image is sent to a PostScript Level2 printer with the proper
commands, the file is sent to the printer where it is decompressed
and rendered. Unlike GIF, JPEG supports 24-bit color. JPEG,
unfortunately, doesn't support interlacing.

Including Inline Images
~~----------~--------0

An inline image is an image that is displayed without the help of
an external helper application. Netscape and Mosaic both support
inline images in GIF and JPEG formats. The IMG tag <lMG> is
used to insert graphic image files. Inserting an image in your
document using HoTMetaL PRO is as easy as choosing Markup>>
Insert Element and choosing the IMG element from the Insert
Elements dialog box. There is no limit to the number of inline
images you can use in a document.
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Providing Alternative Text for an Image
Not everyone can view or chooses to view inline images. Many
people who have modem connections turn off inline images to
receive information faster. To address people accessing your page
using a text-based browser, such as Lynx, be sure to include alternative text to clue them in to what they can't see. To add alternative text, move the insertion point in the IMG tag and choose the
Markup>>Edit SGML Attributes. This displays the Edit Attributes
dialog box, shown in Figure 8-1, which includes the Alternative
(ALT) attribute. In the ALT attribute field, enter the text you want
displayed where the image occurs.
Edit Attributes
ALI GN
SAC

l mycol.glf

l REQUIRED

All

~I
=======~I.
MyCompony Logo

ISMAP

I Unspecified.,... I

LOWSAC
BORDER
USPACE
HSPACE
WIDTH
HEI GHT

IG3J

[ Reset

I [ cancel I

Figure 8-1: The Edit Attributes dialog box includes the ALT field for specifying
alternative text for text-based Web browsers.
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a desktop publisher to scan or create pictures for your page. Even
if you have the graphics tools, there's a long learning curve to
becoming a graphic artist.
To add an inline image, you'll need to create a GIF image,
which requires a bitmap editing program like Adobe Photoshop;
have access to an existing GIF image; or acquire an image with a
scanner.

If you want to present a Web page for your business, consider using
digitized photos rather than illustrations. Readers tend to show
more trust in photographic images than in illustrations.

Professional Clip Art & Photo Images

CD-801

Commercial clip art and photo images are everywhere. Clip art
and photos seem to be the most popular add-on for most graphics
and multimedia programs. Many application packages include
samples from various clip-art and photo vendors. Be aware,
however, that the quality of clip art and photos can vary dramatically. Just because it's a commercial product doesn't mean that it
belongs in the professional-quality category.
Image Club is one company that has always stood out as a
leader in the professional-quality clip-art category. Image Club
also offers affordable professional photo images. Another company that offers impressive digital photos is CMCD, an offshoot of
Clement Mok's design firm. A trend in photo images is to use
single, everyday objects as metaphors. You can check out CMCD's
latest releases of everyday objects at http:/ /www.cmdesigns.com.
Keep in mind that there's no standard format for clip-art and
photo files. For example, Image Club's graphics are in EPS format,
while CMCD ships photos in Kodak's PhotoCD format. The
Companion CD-ROM contains image samples from Image Club
and CMCO. Check the back of the book for other sources of clip
art and photos.
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Don't mix different types ofgraphic images. Black-and-white
illustrations, color photos and clip art all have definite looks and
moods. Choose images carefully, so that the images complement
your document's message. Using black-and-white illustrations and
color photos on the same page may leave readers with a mixed
message and will most likely leave readers cold.

Scanning Images
One way to acquire an image is to scan an existing picture or
photo. Scanning images is dangerous. If you scan a photo from a
magazine or other publication, most likely you 're infringing on
someone's copyright. It's much safer to create your own images or
purchase royalty-free images. Many copy centers and service
bureaus will scan your logos or pictures for a small fee. If you plan
to have your own Web site, you might want to consider purchasing a color flatbed scanner, such as a Hewlett Packard LaserJet illc.
If you would like more information on copyrights, Thomson &
Thomson, a trademark and copyright research firm that provides
some helpful resources on copyrights, is located at http: //www.
thomson.com/thomthom/resmain.html. A copyright FAQ is also
available at http: / /www.cis.ohio-state.edu / hypertext/faq/
usenet/Copyright-FAQ/ top.html. You can also check the U.S.
Copyright Office, a department of the Library of Congress at
gopher: / / marvel.loc.gov / 11 / copyright.

There are thousands of GIF files on the Internet. Several sites on
the Web include free images you can use to create your Web
documents. You can get collections of decorative elements, such as
bullets, icons and line drawings that enhance the appearance of
your Web document. You simply download the files to your
system. Because GIF images are internally compressed, you don't
need a decompression program. The viewer or paint program you
use to display the image will automatically decompress the GIF
file. Collections of clip art may be stored in BinHex or MacBinary
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format and may be compressed. To help you expand compressed
files, check out the version of Stuffit Expander included on the
Companion CD-ROM. Stuffit Expander works both stand-alone
and with browsers to decompress a wide variety of files on the fly.
Table 8-llists some sites that include graphic images, including
bullets, icons and lines.
URL

Contents

http:/;www.yahoo.comjyahoo/
computers/multimedia/pictures

A great inventory of picture
files.

http:/jwww.yahoo.com/
Computers;world_Wide_Web/
Programming/Icons/

A hug~ listing of icons and
clip-art links.

http:ffwww.idb.hist.noj-geirme/
gizmosjgizmo.html

GIF images, icons, buttons,
bullets and lines, plus links
to other resource archives.

http://inls.ucsd.edu/y/OhBoyI
icons.html

GIF images, icons, bullets
and lines.

http:jjns2.rutgers.edu/
doc-imagesjsmall_buttons/

Standard GIF icons.

http://White.nosc.mil/images.html

Space, travel, medical and
other images, plus links to
other resource sites.

URL

Contents

http://www-ns.rutgers.edu/
doc-images/icons/

Standard GIF bullets.

http:/jwww.cit.gu.edu.au/
-anthony/icons/

Standard GIF icons.

http:/;www.cs.yale.edu/homes/
sjljclipart.html

Pointers to archives filled
with clip art.

http:/;www.di.unipi.it/iconbrowser/
icons.html

A large collection of icons.

Table 8-1: URLs for image collections.
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Images & Copyrights
Publishing on the Web carries with it the same restrictions as
traditional publishing. You're still subject to copyright and trademark laws. Be careful of what you use in your document. Many
files are available that break copyright restrictions; just because
they're available at a site doesn't mean you have the legal right
to publish them in your document.

Image Editing Fundamentals
~~~----~--~--------0

While graphics editors let you convert, trim, apply filters, adjust
the number of colors, etc., be warned-mastering bitmap editing
programs can be a time-con suming task. If you find a usable
image but it needs editing or is in the wrong format, you can use a
graphics editor program to edit and save the file in the GIF format. If you want, you can also include other image files, such as
JPEG images, that users can view using an external viewer. See the
Resources section for information on GIF and JPEG bitmap editing
programs.

Graphics Editors & Tools

CD·ROM

Editing image files can be a tricky proposition. Several shareware
and commercial graphics editors let you create and, to some
extent, edit GIF and JPEG images. One of the most popular
shareware image converters, which also allows you to do some
basic editing, is GraphicConverter. As its name implies, this
application is primarily for conversion of images between graphics formats, but it does allow you to manipulate images in basic
but useful ways. Version 2.1.2 is included on the Companion
CD-ROM. Figure 8-3 shows the GraphicConverter image editor.
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Figure 8-3: The GraphicConverter image editor.

A wide range of full-featured commercial graphics editors exist,
from low- to high-end. However, anyone planning to work with
graphics should also consider purch asing Adobe Photoshop. This
is the best image editor we've ever used. While it is expensive, it
includes just about every feature you could want in an image
editor. Version 3.0 lets you work with layers and add lighting
effects. Once you've tried Photoshop, it's hard to go back.
One primary concern when publishing on the Web is to create
memorable graphics. Numerous graphics applications and utilities exist that go beyond simple graphics editing. One impressive
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graphics application is Fractal Design Painter. Painter lets you
create images using tools that emulate traditional artist's tools,
such as water colors, oil-based paints, charcoal, pastels and so on.
We used Painter with the Kurta XGT graphics tablet to produce
some marvelous images. Painter includes several other features
for creating and editing animations and videos. 3D-rendering
applications, such as Adobe Dimensions, are more complex than
graphics editors, but they let you work with three-dimensional
images to create eye-catching graphics that simulate materials and
textures, as well as allowing you to change the lighting to create
objects that reflect light and cast shadows. Most 3D-rendering
applications can also create and edit animations, which are discussed in the next chapter. Both graphics programs and 3Drendering applications let you use filter programs, also called
plug-ins. Kai's Power Tools is probably the best known plug-in
that works in conjunction with graphics editors like Adobe
Photoshop to create unique special effects. Before you can effectively use a graphics editor and other graphic-related applications
and tools, it's important that you understand the basic components of an image and the factors that affect the image's output
when published on the Web.

Understanding Pixels & Color Palettes
M

I

0

A pixel is the smallest unit of an image. The pixel-depth or bit
resolution refers to a measurement of the number of bits of stored
information per pixel. In other words, each pixel is assigned a
numeric value to represent a color. The greater the pixel depth, the
more colors you have available. GIF files have a color-depth of 8
bits per pixel, for a possible 256 values. GIF files are indexed color
images that use a color palette. A color palette, sometimes called a
color look-up table (CLUT), is a mathematical table that defines
the colors of pixels. Like a paint-by-numbers kit, each displayed
pixel has a value that matches one of the indexed locations in a
palette. For this reason, a palette is sometimes referred to as an
indexed color system.
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Most graphics editors provide a palette tool for displaying
available colors. Some image editors let you use a color picker to
display or specify a particular color. As we mentioned, the GIF
format uses a color palette with up to 256 colors. The colors can be
256 colors out of millions of possibilities. Only one combination of
256 colors can be used at a time. As a Macintosh user, you've
probably never had to worry about this-the Macintosh Palette
Manager (a portion of the Color QuickDraw software that is part
of every recent Macintosh) automatically handles all color transformations as you switch from window to window and maintains
individual palettes for each window. However, if you have multiple images in a single window that use conflicting palettes, you
may have a problem displaying the images at the same time.
Basically, the Macintosh uses two modes of color display:
indexed color, described above, and direct color. The mode you
use is determined by the type of color display and video device
driver installed on your system. The indexed color mode was
created for the original color displays on systems like the Mac IT.
On those systems, the Macintosh Toolbox uses the indexing
system described above. On such systems, you may have color
display problems if you use GIFs with multiple, conflicting palettes. The second mode, called direct color, removes the need for
color indexes, palettes and color lookup tables. When you specify
a color to a direct color device, the Macintosh operating system
simply passes the color value request directly to the video driver,
bypassing any palette or color-indexing scheme. As a result, there
is no color conflict, no matter how many colors you use, and no
matter whether you have several GIFs with conflicting color
requirements on a page. At this time, most Mac systems have
video cards that support direct color, so most Mac users don't
worry much about color handling.

You can quickly check to see if your system uses direct color with
this simple test. Open the Monitors Control Panel on your system.
If the Monitors Control Panel shows any entries greater than 256
colors, your system uses direct color. If the last entry in the Control
Panel is 256, then your system uses indexed colors.
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Because color handling is a function of the device driver and
not the application or sytem software, even using the Monitors
Control Panel to set the number of colors for your display to 256
will not cause the system to use indexed colors. Instead, the system
simply limits each image to 256 possible colors, which isn't really
the same result at all. As a result, for direct display devices, even
this setting will not cause the types of display problems that arise
with indexed-color devices. Therefore, you should always be
aware of possible problems in display for readers of your pages
who are using more limited, indexed systems, such as many UNIX
systems and Microsoft Windows.
However, since your Web pages will be seen by people using
lots of different platforms, you should understand the limitations
of using color images on platforms using indexed color. In particular, Microsoft Windows reserves 20 colors for displaying standard
window information, like titles, frames and so on. If you use a
palette of 256 colors for one image and use another color palette
that includes additional colors not in the other palette, strange
colors may flash on the screen while the system creates a new
palette and the old colors change to the new palette.
Using more than 256 colors can also distort images. Colors are
allocated as they are requested, until 256 colors are used. Any
additional graphics displayed onscreen can only use colors that
have already been allocated, unless a new color table is used.
That's why images may display correctly at the beginning of a
Web page but subsequent images will appear distorted. For
example, if your page has two images that use more than 256
colors, when the browser displaying your page runs out of colors,
the remaining colors will not be created. Instead, the colors closest to
those already allocated will be used, which can distort your image.
The best way to keep images distortion-free when displayed is
to use the same palette for all images appearing on the same page.
Graphics editors let you remap, optimize and customize palettes.
JPEG files, on the other hand, support 24-bit color, which gives
you up to 16.7 million colors. Using 16-bit and 24-bit images, you
don't have to worry about palettes.
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If you want to edit a color palette, convert the image to RGB (red,
green, blue) mode. This gives you more editing options. After
editing the graphic image, convert the file to an indexed image type.

Changing Resolutions, Cropping &
Resizing Images
It's helpful to understand how resolution affects your image. First,
it's important that you don't confuse the two types of resolution:
image resolution and monitor resolution. Image resolution refers to
the spacing of pixels in the image and is measured in pixels per
inch (ppi). If the image has a resolution of 96 ppi, it contains 9,216
pixels per square inch (96 x 96 = 9,216). Monitor resolution is the
number of dots per inch that your monitor uses to display an
image. It determines how large or small images appear onscreen.
Typically, monitors have a resolution of 72 dpi for displaying
graphics.
It's important to keep icons and buttons the same size to give
your page a uniform and consistent feel. To maintain one size, you
may want to crop your graphics to include only the part of the
image you want to show.
Images can be distorted when you change their resolution or
size. As we mentioned earlier, most clip art comes in high-resolution format. It's best to edit, resize and crop an image in its original high-resolution format before you convert it to GIF forma t.
You should also make sure that the number of pixels per inch
doesn't change when saving a high-resolution image to a different
format, otherwise the image will be saved with different dimensions. Be careful when enlarging images in GIF or JPEG format.
This usually ends up giving your image the "jaggies." If you do
enlarge an image, you 'll probably need to edit the image in the
enlarged form to get a reasonably good display.

